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December, 1978

Abstract

This dissertation examines the ~ priori prediction and correlation

of mass-transfer rates in transport limited, packed-bed reactors at

low Reynolds numbers.

The solutions to the governing equations for a flow-through porous

electrode reactor indicate that these devices must operate at a low

space velocity to suppress a large ohmic potential drop. Packed-bed

data for the mass-transfer rate at such low Reynolds numbers have been

examined and found to be sparse, especially in liquid systems.

Models which have appeared in the literature to simulate the solid-

void structure in a bed are reviewed. Only within the framework of

these geometric models can the fundamental transport equations be

solved. In this work the bed was envisioned as an array of sinusoidal

periodically constricted tubes (PCT). No other work exploiting this

model for mass-transfer calculations has appeared in the literature.

The velocity field in such a tube should be a good approximation to

the converging-diverging character of the velocity field in an

actual bed. The creeping flow velocity profiles were found by a

numerical solution for this geometry. These results were used in the
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convective-diffusion equation to find mass transfer rates at high

Peclet number for both deep (Graetz-like) and shallow (Leveque-like)

beds. The convective-diffusion equation was also solved for low

Peclet numbers in a deep bed. All calculations assumed a transport

limited condition, wherein the reactant concentration at the tube

surface is zero. These calculations were expressed in terms of a

mass-transfer coefficient.

Mass-transfer data were experimentally taken in a transport

controlled, flow-through porous electrode to test the theoretical

calculations and to provide data presently unavai.lable for deeper beds.

It was found that the sinusoidal PCT model could not fit the data

of this work or that available in the literature. However, all data

could be adequately described by a model which incorporates a channeling

effect. The bed was successfully modeled as an array of dual sized

straight tubes.
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Chapter 1

Introductory Remarks

This thesis is concerned with the low Reynolds number « 1)

behavior of the mass-transfer rate in fixed, packed-bed reactors.

Attention is focused on reactions which are controlled by the rate

of mass transfer of a reactant from the fluid phase to the packing

material. Figure 1.1 is a schematic illustration of the physics

in question. One single packing particle is shown in an isolated

view from all of its surrounding neighbors. A reaction takes place

at the particle surface, or if this is a porous catalyst, within the

particle. The transfer of the reactant from the fluid to the particle

is the controlling factor in the rate of reaction. It would be

advantageous to predict ~ priori the rate of reaction at the particle.

This would involve solving the governing differential equations for

fluid flow and mass transfer subject to appropriate boundary conditions.

However, this fundamental approach cannot be applied due to the random

nature of the particle arrangement. One must resort to models of the

geometry of the packing structure in order to solve the governing

equations. A major portion of this thesis is concerned with solving

the transport equations within the framework of the periodically

constricted tube model. This model has recently been proposed in the

literature, and no work prior to this effort has exploited this model

for packed bed mass-transfer calculations. Of course, no model can

be proved successful unless it is compared with experimental data.
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-----....
FLUIO-TO-PARTICLE SURFACE

TRANSPORT

PACKING PARTICLE

XBL 7811-12879

Figure 1.1 Isolated packing particle from a two-phase, packed
bed reactor.
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As a part of this research effort, an experimental program to measure

mass-transfer rates in a transport-controlled porous electrode reactor

was carried out. The comparison between data and theory allows one

to refine the model when the agreement between the two is not acceptable.

This was the situation with the periodically constricted tube model.

The data are better fit by a straight tube model which incorporates

a channeling effect.

The remainder of this chapter is divided into two sections. The

first section introduces and outlines the remaining chapters. The

second presents a literature survey of the geometrical models for the

void-solid arrangements in a packed bed and discusses the periodically

constricted tube model which is used in this work.

Chapter Outlines

The chemical engineering literature can be gleaned to find

reams of work on mass-transfer rates in two-phase packed bed reactors.

The results are correlated by a mass-transfer coefficient. The

majority of this work, however, is for large Reynolds numbers. There

is very little work done at low Reynolds numbers because most unit

operations involving packed beds proceed at a high space velocity.

Chapter 2 introduces the design equations for a mass-transfer controlled

porous electrode in which it is sometimes necessary to operate at a

low space velocity. The equations which describe a porous electrode

operating at a limiting current (mass-transfer controlled rate of

reaction) are solved. These solutions point out the need for more

reliable mass-transfer coefficient data in the low Peclet number region
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(i.e., low Reynolds number, high Schmidt number). The need for data

taken in deeper beds than are currently available in the literature

also becomes apparent.

Chapter 2 is of an introductory nature, but the next four chapters

are of a theoretical nature. At the time this thesis was written,

all four of these chapters have either appeared in published form

(Chapters 3 and 4), or are at the printer's (Chapter 5), or are currently

being reviewed for publication (Chapter 6). The titles of the chapters

are the same as the published form. These chapters are written in

essentially the same format as when they were submitted to the journal

for publication. Only minor indexing type changes were made to conform

to this thesis. Consequently, there is some unavoidable overlap and

duplication.

Chapter 3 (AIChE I., ~, 255, 1977) continues the discussion of

the periodically constricted tube (PCT) model. The calculations for

the velocity profiles in sinusoidal PCT are presented. With these

velocity profiles available, the mass-transfer equations can be solved.

The Graetz-like eigenvalue problem for the developed mass-transfer

rate in a sinusoidal PCT is developed and solved in this chapter and

the results applied to the packed bed mass-transfer coefficient.

In the course of examining the literature for mass-transfer

coefficient data at low Peclet numbers, it soon became apparent that

there was confusion as to the behavior of the coefficient in this

limit. Some workers reported that the coefficient approached a

constant nonzero value, while others reported it to decrease continually

with the Peclet number.
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Chapter 4 (Chem. Eng. Sci., 12, 1043, 1978) explains this discre

pancy. The behavior of the mass-transfer coefficient in this limit

depends upon its definition. A singular perturbation approach is used

to demonstrate this conclusively. The results are generally valid

in that no model of the geometry is necessary to draw the conclusions.

Chapter 5 (to appear in Chem. Eng. Sci., 1979) uses the sinusoidal

PCT model to add a predictive capability to the analysis of Chapter 4.

This chapter presents calculated values for the low Pec1et number

mass-transfer coefficient for deep beds.

Chapter 6 (submitted to. AIChE ~., October, 1978) completes the

calculations of asymptotic mass-transfer coefficients in sinusoidal

PCT by presenting the Leveque-like values. These mass-transfer coefficients

are valid in the entrance region to the mass transfer section at high

Pec1et numbers. These results are applied to the packed bed.

Chapter 7 discusses the experimental program of this thesis.

Transport limited mass-transfer coefficients were measured in a porous

flow through electrode constructed of 3.18 mm spheres.

Chapter 8 suggests empirical formulae to merge the asymptotic

mass-transfer coefficients of Chapters 3, 5, and 6 to cover the non

asymptotic regions, and attempt to parameter fit the data of Chapter 7

to the PCT model. Careful examination of the data reveals that the

PCT model cannot fit these data nor the available literature data

satisfactorily. The data suggest that a nonuniform flow distribution

is present in the bed and needs to be taken into account. A channeling

model consisting of an array of dual sized straight tubes is found to

fit the data of this work and literature values.
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Models of the Packing-Void Geometry in a Packed Bed

It would be useful to predict the reaction rate in a packed bed

by solving the fundamental three dimensional transport equations

subject to appropriate boundary conditions. The effect of flowrate,

particle size and shape, and depth of packing on the overall reaction

rate in the bed could then be predicted. But even in the simplest

case of no kinetic limitations with constant concentration

along the particle surface, this fundamental approach cannot be used

due to the randomness of the particle packing. Alternative routes

have been used to approach an understanding of the mass-transfer rates

in packed beds. Some of these alternative approaches will now be

discussed.

Much experimental work has been done in this field. Most

workers have used test systems in which the concentration of the

transferring species is constant at the particle surface. This is a

well characterized system. The results are correlated by a mass

transfer coefficient. Some of this work will be discussed in Chapters

2, 4, and 8. This empirical approach is quite useful in correlating

the results of this complex physical situation. However, it does have

its limitations. Each set of experiments is confined within a certain

flowrate and packing depth. The effort of many workers is required to

establish a parameter space large enough to formulate a wide ranging

correlation. The effect of experimental uncertainty must be considered

when examining such data.
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The random nature of the particle pack is the roadblock in

applying the fundamental approach. The application of a statistical

theory for fluid-particle systems could be used to overcome this

difficulty. However, as pointed out by Brenner ( 1 ), "The present

status of the subject may be likened to that of nonequilibrium molecular

statistical mechanics prior to the advent of the work of Kirkwood."

To utilize such an approach for a packing of uniformly sized spheres,

the angular distribution of contact points on a central reference

sphere is required. With this information, a cell representative of

the statistical features of the entire bed can be constructed, and

the transport equations solved within this framework. A theory to

generate such information does not exist yet. Nayak and Tien ( 2 )

have made a contribution to this effort by developing a statistical

theory to predict the local coordination number (total number of contact

points, irregardless of orientation) on a particle in a randomly

packed bed by maximizing the "entropy" of the configuration. Haughey

and Beveridge ( 3 ) have reviewed the statistical structural properties

of a packed bed and in another work ( 4 ) have critically examined the

statistical models used to account for the porosity variation about

a reference sphere. Many references which pertain to the structural

aspect of particle arrangements may be found in these works.

The averaging of the transport equations over a suitable reference

volume is another approach used to solve the governing equations.

This is the most profitable route to follow in a utilitarian sense.

The differential equations thus generated can be solved and the solutions
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are used routinely in design, scaleup, and control. The averaged

equations involve phenomenological coefficients such as the dispersion

coefficient and the film mass-transfer coefficient. Newman in an appendix

of Dunning's thesis ( 5 ) has presented an averaging of the mass-

transfer equations. These will be discussed in more detail in the

next chapter. Slattery ( 6 , 7 ) has discussed the averaging of the

fluid motion equations, while Whitaker ( 8 ) and Gray ( 9 ) have

discussed the averaging of the convective-diffusion equation. Brenner

( 1 ) has developed a methodology for averaging of the momentum equation

taking into account the forces and couples acting on the packing

particles.

The final approach examined here is the use of geometrical models

for the solid-void arrangement. A major portion of this thesis is

devoted to exploiting one of these models, consequently, the following

discussion will be in some detail.

Figure 1.2 lists models which are found in the literature. For

each of these (except the last) both the fluid motion and mass-transfer

equations have been solved.

The bed is envisioned as a spatially periodic replication of the

structures shown on this figure. The geometrical parameters of the

model geometry are chosen such that the macroscopic parameters of the

bed are reproduced (e.g., porosity, average particle size, specific

interfacial area, .•• )

With these mode1s.avai1ab1e, the solutions to the fluid motion

and convective diffusion equation become tractable. These solutions
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Figure 1.2 GEOMETRIC MODELS FOR THE SOLID-VOID STRUCTURE IN
A PACKED BED

/

CELL EMBEDDED IN A CONTINUUM

/ //./// // // / //,/

/ --- ~ / /

FREE SURFACE-CELL MODEL

HAPPEL (1958) BRINKMAN (1947)
NEALE AND NADER (1974)

CAPIL:".ARY SEGMENT SIMPLE CUBIC PACKED SPHERES

S0RENSEN AND STEWART (1974)
I)

PERIOD/CALLY CON STRUCTED TUBE

~~..... ~ ............ ".. ' ".- - .... ..

PETERSEN (1958)
PAYATAKES, T/EN, TURIAN (1973)

XBL 78/-4469
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can then be used to predict the phenomenological coefficients of the

averaged detailed equations. In this thesis we will be interested

in the predictions for the mass-transfer coefficients.

These models may be divided into three classes: those which

envision the fluid flow in the bed as equivalent to that past a

particle; those which envision the bed flow as equivalent to flow

through a conduit (or a network thereof); and, in a class by itself,

the simple cubic packed bed of uniform sized spheres considered by

S~rensen and Stewart (11,12).

The calculations of S~rensen and Stewart are a significant piece

of work. These authors did not specifically intend their calculations

to be a model for a randomly packed bed of spheres, but they do guide

one's thinking in approaching this problem. They have numerically

solved the convective diffusion equation and fluid motion equations

for this geometry and presented results for the mass-transfer coefficient

over a large variation of Peclet number and packing depth. Their

results will be cited many times in the remainder of this thesis.

It has been pointed out (13,14) that the conduit models become

a better approximation to the flow paths as the porosity approaches

one, whereas the flow past a particle is a better approximation as the

porosity approaches zero. In the intermediate range of porosities

found in most beds (0.3 < £ < 0.7) , both models can be applied.

The free surface-cell model was developed by Happel (32).

A packing particle is imagined to be isolated from all of its neighbors

by a surrounding sphere of fluid. The fluid streams past the outer

,, "
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shell with the superficial bed velocity. The shear at the outer

surface is set equal to zero~ thus the disturbance caused by the

particle is confined to this shell of fluid. Pfeffer and Happel (15)

have solved the convective-diffusion equation at low Pec1et numbers

using the creeping flow velocity profile given by Happel (32). However,

they used a constant concentration boundary condition at both the

particle surface and the outer free surface, which corresponns to a

fictitious source of material. This criticism has been raised by Appel

(16), Nelson and Galloway (17), and S~rensen and Stewart (10). Nelson

and Galloway (17) attempted to overcome this problem by postulating

a surface renewal type boundary condition for the free surface

concentration. Criticism of this approach will be postponed until

Chapter 5. Pfeffer (18) has solved the high Pec1et number convective

diffusion equation for this model with the constant-surface-concentration

boundary condition. His results indicate that the mass-transfer

coefficient is proportional to the cube root of the Pec1et number.

E1-Kaissy and Homsy (19) have used a regular perturbation solution to

consider inertial effects in this model.

The cell embedded in a continuum model is geometrically similar

to Happel's free surface cell. This model was first proposed by

Brinkman (20) to predict the permeability of a bed and again by

Neal and Nader (13) to predict the effective diffusivity in a packed

bed. This model in a sense recognizes that two length scales characterize

a packed bed. One is a macroscopic length scale over which significant

changes take place in measurable quantities, and the other is a smaller
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length scale of the order of the packing diameter. Two general

solutions governing the physical process under consideration are

generated, one for the continuum and the other for the cell. These

two solutions are then matched at the shell boundary. Tardos et al.

(21) have used the creeping flow velocity profile given by Neal and

Nader (22) to solve the high Peclet number mass-transfer problem for

a constant-surface-concentration boundary condition. Their results

indicate a cube-root dependence of the mass-transfer rate on the Peclet

number. No one has attempted to solve the low Peclet number mass-

transfer problem with this model. The same criticism which applies

to Happel's model also applies here.

The capillary models have been routinely applied in the calculation

of permeabilities. Extensive reviews of this subject have been

given by Scheidigger (23), Bear (24), and Dullien (14). Surprisingly,

there has not been much published work which uses this model for mass-

transfer rate calculations in a packed bed. The calculations of

S~rensen and Stewart (10) are applicable here. Kataoka et al. (25) have

used this conduit model to correlate their mass-transfer data.

In the simplest application, the bed is envisioned as an array

of these tubes parallel to the main flow direction and completely

passing from one face of the bed to the other. Various amplifications

on this theme are possible; e.g., the conduits may be arranged skew to

the main flow direction. Consideration of this effect gives rise to

the tortuosity coefficient. The bed has also been modeled as a network

of channels in which tubes meet at an intersection and branch out in
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a new direction (26,27). These models have not yet been exploited

for mass-transfer calculations.

A new conduit model has recently been proposed in the literature.

The periodically constricted tube model was suggested by Petersen (28)

to explain abnormally high effective diffusivities in catalyst particles.

This model was further expanded on by Payatakes et al. (29,30) as a

means to predict the permeability of a nonconsolidated bed. These

authors have outlined a procedure to determine the model parameters

from the macroscopically measured variables of the bed. As originally

envisioned by Payatakes et al., the pore space in the bed is generated

by the intersection of two parabolic wall channels, thus forming a

converging conduit and a diverging conduit each one half period length

long and which meet at a cusp. The orientation of this flow channel

was parallel to the main flow direction. In a later publication (31),

this model was refined to include an angular distribution of these

segments about the main flow direction. In this same publication's

discussion section it was postulated that some finite number of these

segments feed into a central mixing point where the fluid is totally

mixed and redistributed to the same number of segments downstream.

This is a further refinement of the model leading to lateral mixing via

a network.

The converging-diverging character of the flow through these

periodically constricted tubes is thought to give a good approximation

to the actual velocity profile in the intersticies of the bed. With

this approximation to the velocity profile, a more refined
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solution to the convective diffusion equation should be possible.

A major portion of this thesis is concerned with solving the

transport equations in a sinusoidal periodically constricted tube

and applying these results as a model for a packed bed. No other work

has been published exploiting this model for mass-transfer calculations.

The bed is envisioned as an array of sinusoidal periodically

constricted tubes aligned with the main flow direction. The creeping

flow motion equation is solved within this geometry, and the solution

to the convective-diffusion equation with a constant wall concentration

under various limiting conditions of the dimensionless parameters is

presented.
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Chapter 2

Limiting Current Porous Electrodes and Mass-Transfer Coefficients

Summary

This chapter presents design equations for a porous electrode

operating at the limiting current. The equations involve a dispersion

coefficient and a film mass-transfer coefficient, both of which are

discussed in some detail. Some available data for effective mass

transfer coefficients are presented. The distinction between these

two coefficients is pointed out. The solution to the porous electrode

equations indicate that additional mass-transfer data are needed for

low Peclet numbers and deeper beds than are currently available in the

literature.

Porous Electrodes

The utility of porous electrodes as a unit operations-electrochemical

reactor has been discussed by Newman and Tiedemann (33,34). We shall

not delve into this area but rather present the differential equations

which describe a porous electrode.

The fundamental three dimensional transport equations cannot be

solved directly, and hence an alternative approach is used. The

equations are averaged to make them more tractable. In the appendix

of Dunning's dissertation (5), a discussion of average quantities and

a derivation of certain transport equations is discussed. The governing

equations for a porous electrode have been given by Newman and Tiedemann

(33) in a detailed form in their review article. These equations
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can be reduced to the following form for a steady-state porous electrode

with multiple electrode reactions.

Electrode reaction

i

Mass balance

ZiIs ..M. -7 n.e
lJ 1 J

(1)

2
d c. dc.

1 1EE -_. -v --;::
dz2 dz

Ohm's Law

Faraday's Law

k
f

. (c. - c. )
1 1 lW

Kinetic rate expression

akf·(c. - c i )
1 1 W

(2)

(3)

(4)

V·i2 a I f.(n,c. ) .
j J lW

(5)

Equation (1) is an abstract representation for the electrode reaction;

. C++d .. C++ 2- Ce.g., ln u eposltlon, u + e -7 U. Equation (2) is a mass

balance on component i and includes a dispersive flux where E

is the dispersion coefficient. The concentrations are an average over

the volume of the solution in the pores, and z is the streamwise

coordinate in the bed. The term akf.(c. - c.) represents the rate
1 1 lW

of consumption of reactant i per unit volume of the bed, where k
fi

is the film mass-transfer coefficient for reactant i , and c. is
lW
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the concentration at the packing surface. Ohm's Law follows from the

assumption of a well-supported electrolyte. The effective conductivity

K is taken as (33) where K o
is the free stream value.

The current density i Z in the solution is referred to the entire

cross section of the electrode,and ~2 is the volume-averaged potential

of the solution phase. Faraday's Law relates the wall flux of reactant

i to the appropriately summed rates of its consumption in electro-

to the appropriate driving forces for the

chemical reaction j .

divergence of

The kinetic expression f.
J

relates the

.th
J

reaction which are the local overpotential and the local wall concen-

trations. A Butler-Volmer type of kinetic equation is an appropriate

form for this function.

This set of equations has been numerically solved subject to

boundary conditions by Trainham and Newman (35) for the special case

of dilute metal ion recovery. The evolution of HZ was incorporated

as a secondary reaction only in the kinetic expression. Alkire and

Gould (36) have also solved these equations for multiple metal ion

recovery. Alkire and Gracon (37) simulated a single electrode reaction

by solving these equations. Further reviews may be found in Newman and

Tiedemann (34).

It is useful to examine the solution to these equations when the

mass transfer of the reactant from the solution to the packing

controls the rate of reaction. Such a situation becomes physically

realizable if the exchange current density for the reaction is very

high. In the recovery of electropositive heavy metal ions this is
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usually a good approximation. In this case, the kinetic expression is

no longer necessary, and the system of equations one needs to examine

is given by 2, 3, and 4 with c. «c..
1.W 1.

Newman and Tiedemann (34) have solved these equations for a single

electrode reaction. The solution depends upon the boundary conditions

imposed. The following solution satisfies the Wehner-Wilhelm (38)

boundary conditions for the concentration and assumes that the packing

matrix is at a uniform potential. The countere1ectrode is placed

upstream of the bed. This is the configuration shown at the top of

Figure 2.1. (A discussion of the various configurations and the effect

on electrode performance has been given by Trainham and Newman, 39.)

, .,

e-
y

/
B +;z e

By
/
D

exp [~aL(~ + ~)]
,

where

8
L

B + ~ (1 - B) exp
B2

,
D-- -
B

(6)

(7)

y
ak

f
Z , D'

v

Eak
f

--2- E , B
v

1 + 11 + 4D'
2

(8)

Equation 6 gives the concentration of the reactant leaving the bed,

and equation 7 expresses the solution ohmic potential drop across

the electrode. When the axial dispersive flux is unimportant, D'

becomes small, and equations 6 and 7 reduce to the expressions first

given by Bennion and Newman (40).
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t r Porous electrode

rA-.... Current

+ Current collector
Direction of flow
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Counterelectrode
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Direction of flow
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v f4- v
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XBL 774- 5249

Figure 2.1 Various configurations of countere1ectrode placement
and current collector placement relative to the direction
of the fluid flow. (Taken from reference 39.)
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The behavior of these solutions is dependent upon the phenomenological

coefficients kf and E. Before we discuss these solutions, a

discussion on these two coefficients is in order.

Dispersion Coefficient

The necessity of a dispersion coefficient is a direct consequence

of our ignorance of the detailed velocity and concentration fields

in the intersticies of the packing. It is not a fundamental quantity

but rather a derived quantity which is generated by averaging the detailed

three dimensional transport equations. It consequently also depends

upon the boundary conditions at the particle surfaces for the fields

in question. This fact has not always been recognized in the literature.

Sankarasubramanian and Gill (41) have solved the convective

diffusion equation in a pipe with first-order kinetics at the reactive

wall. They have demonstrated that the dispersion coefficient generated

by this solution when the kinetic rate constant is large is an order

of magnitude smaller than the dispersion coefficient calculated by

Taylor (42) in the absence of a reactive wall.

All of the dispersion coefficient data and correlations known

to this author are taken from beds with nonreactive particles. This

should be kept in mind, because one is forced to utilize these results

for want of something more appropriate.

Sherwood et a~. (43) have reviewed dispersion coefficient data

in their text. They present in graphical form a compilation of a large

number of workers' results for the dispersion coefficient as a function

of Reynolds and Schmidt number.
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Some authors have assumed that the dispersion coefficient is

simply the sum of a molecular diffusion term and a turbulent eddy

term. One may then write

E Vo 1
--=--+-vd Tvd 2E·

P P
(9)

Other, more sophisticated models for the dispersion coefficient

have been presented in the literature. The model developed by Gunn

(44) and by Miyauchi and Kirkuchi (45) is of most interest here. These

workers have realized that the dispersion coefficient in creeping

flow cannot reach the turbulent eddy value given by the second term

of equation 9. The details of their theory are unimportant. It is

impressive that Miyauchi and Kirkuchi were able to fit dispersion

coefficients in creeping flow over 10 orders of magnitude of the Peclet

number with their calculations. The correlation is in a convenient

equation form given below.

E 1 v 4-=-+----V T aV 0.l7x
o 0

where

[ 1 -2xJ1 - 2x (1 - e ) (10)

x = !10.666/(v/aVo)6/7

8.731/(v/aV)2/3
o

(v/aV ) < 15
o

(v/aV ) > 15o

Figure 2.2 is a plot of the dispersive Peclet number (v/aE)

as a function of the molecular Peclet number according to equation 9
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and equation 10. The Taylor dispersion coefficient through a tube is

included for comparison's sake. Equation 10 will be used in the

course of this work for the dispersion coefficient.

Mass-Transfer Coefficients

The film mass-transfer coefficient is a measure of the local

reaction rate in the bed. It is a derived quantity which is not

very convenient to measure. The concentration of a reactant far

upstream and far downstream of a reactor is more readily accessible

to experimental determination. These measurements are correlated by

the effective mass-transfer coefficient k
m

In the mass-transfer

controlled reactor under discussion, the definition of k is
m

(11)

These two mass-transfer coefficients are related as has been

pointed out by Newman and Tiedemann (34). This relationship can be

derived by equating cL!cF from equation 11 to cL!cF given in

equation 6. This manipulation results in

km
k {Bf v- + --In
B aL

(l-B) exp [-"L(~ + lr)] 1
1 + D' !B2 )

(12)

The experimental k measurements can then be corrected by equation 12
m

to give kf . A value for the dispersion coefficient is also needed.

Chapter 4 will examine equation 12 in the limit of zero Pec1et number.



Figure 2.3 presents k data available in the literature.
ill

of these data points was collected in a mass-transfer controlled
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Each

bed with the Reynolds number (v/av) less than one. Both gas and

liquid phase data are included. There are two important points to

note about this data collection.

The lines sketched on this figure are drawn to indicate the

r;;/

asymptotic trends of k with the Pec1et number
m

(v/aV ) •
o

Clearly,

there are different trends. In the lower Peclet number range, k
m

becomes linearly proportional to v, whereas in the higher Peclet

number range k becomes proportional to the cube root of
m .

v • This

second line is a plot of Wilson and Geankopolis' (52) correlation

of their data:

1/3
km~. = 1. 09 (.~)
V E V •

o 0

The tabular listing on this figure shows the aL product of

(13)

the bed from which the data were taken. It is seen that most data

were taken in relatively shallow beds (recall that aL is

6(1 - E)L/d ). The aL values range from 3 (one particle layer)
p

to 29.

These data points can be corrected individually with equation 12

to give the kf values required in the porous electrode equations.

This is awkward. It would be more convenient if these results were

expressed in an equation form. The Wilson-Geankopolis correlation is



Figure 2.3 Low Reynolds number mass-transfer coefficients in packed beds. The original
publications for the above tabular listing may be found in references (46, 47,
48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53) respectively.
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valid in the higher Pec1et number region, but it overestimates
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k
m

as the Pec1et number decreases. Furthermore, it shows the wrong

functional dependence. One goal of this thesis is to provide a

correlation for the low Reynolds number mass-transfer coefficient.

For i11u~tr~.~ve purposes at this point, let the effective

Sherwood number (the dimensionless k ) be given by
m

_1_ :::: __!-__ + 1__
ShB 1. 20 PeB (aE:

L
pe

B
)1/3 .0.914 + 1.017

(14)

The arguments and reasoning which substantiate this expression will

be developed in the remaining chapters.

Figure 2.4 illustrates a plot of this equation. The high Pec1et

number data are satisfactorily fit, but the low Pec1et number data

are overestimated. The correct asymptotic trend is recovered, however.

Chapter 8 discusses why this correlation as written overestimates

in this region, and a better fitting equation is suggested there

after the data of this work have been introduced. It should be

k
m

reemphasized that equation 14 is only offered pedagogically at this

point so that the behavior of the porous electrode equations can be

discussed.

Ohmic Considerations as a Design Constraint

The porous electrode equations 6 and 7 can be studied as a

function of f10wrate and packing depth with the aid of equation 10

for the dispersion coefficient and equations 12 and 14 for the Sherwood

number.



Figure 2.4 Comparison of experimental effective Sherwood numbers with those predicted
using a combination of the straight tube asymptotes with E = 0.4 and aL = 15.
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Newman and Tiedemann (34) have discussed the design constraints

that might be imposed on an electrode. (This reference should be

consulted for a more detailed presentation.) The conversion of the

reactant is a constraint which sets the cL/cF value that must be

achieved. The ohmic potential drop across the solution is a second

design constraint.

The potential variation in the solution across the electrode is

sketched schematically in figure 2.5 for a cathodic bed. There is a

larger electrical driving force at the inlet to the reactor (x = 0

nearest to the counterelectrode) than at the outlet. Consider the

reactor which is to be designed to carry out a specific electrochemical

reaction. If the potential variation in the solution becomes large

enough, undesired secondary reactions may become significant.

As an example, consider a waste stream containing 660 mg Cu/~

with a pH of two. Suppose this Cu is to be removed in a porous

electrode. Hydrogen evolution is the undesired secondary reaction.

Figure 2.6 is a Pourbaix diagram for this reaction. From it one can

see there is approximately 0.33 V available to drive this reaction

until the evolution of H2 is thermodynamically possible. One can

choose the operating conditions of the reactor such that the electrical

driving force at the inlet of the reactor does not exceed this value.

In the absence of specific kinetic information, this front-face

potential is arbitrarily halved, and the resulting 0.16 V is set

equal to the electrical driving force at the exit of the electrode.

This establishes a value for the maximum allowable solution ohmic

potential drop.
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Care must be taken in establishing the electrical driving force

at the rear of the reactor. If it is set too low, a limiting-current

condition may not be sustained by the available driving force. A

kinetic expression for the reaction would be helpful in establishing

the minimum allowable driving force at the reactor exit. The Trainham

and Newman (35 ) analysis incorporates the kinetics.

Newman and Tiedemann (34) have presented an ingenious graphical

technique to calculate the packing depth and flowrate required to

satisfy the conversion and ohmic drop criteria. They assumed that

dispersion was unimportant (D'::::: 0) and utilized the k data in
m

a graphical form. Their results will not be duplicated here, but

rather an alternative approach is presented which includes the dispersive

flux and assumes a k correlation equation is available.
m

Figure 2.7 is a plot of the dimensionless solution potential drop

as a function of the Peclet number. The curves are parameterized in

eL corresponding to the design conversion for the reactor. The flowrate

required to meet the design specifications can be found from the

abscissa since the ordinate and 8L are set. Equations 11 and 14 are

then used to calculate the bed depth.

The computer program written to generate figure 2.7 is presented

in Appendix B.

For typical values of n, £, Vo ' Ko ' cF' and ~~2 ' the ordinate

may vary from 10 to 106 • Figure 2.7 indicates that the corresponding

Peclet numbers will roughly vary from 1 to 103 . The bed depth will



Figure 2.7 Design plot for a limiting-current porous electrode given the maximum allowable
solution potential drop and the required conversion.
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depend upon the value set for the conversion. It is clear that the

packing depth required to achieve a certain conversion increases

with the Peclet number. These two observations show that more experi-

mental k data in the lower Peclet number range are required. It
m

is precisely in this region of Peclet numbers that k is changing
m

from a cube root dependence to a linear dependence on v. It is

also clear that data are needed for deeper beds than those currently

reported in the literature.

The purpose of this thesis is to understand better the

behavior in this low Reynolds number region.

k
m
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Chapter 3

Mass Transfer at High P~clet Numbers
for Creeping Flow in a Packed-Bed Reactor

Abstract

An isotropic homogeneous packed bed reactor is modeled as an

array of sinusoidal periodically constricted tubes (PCT). The

effective asymptotic-bed Sherwood number has been calculated for

mass transfer at large Peclet number with a constant wall concentration

and creeping~flow hydrodynamics. The bed friction factor has also

been calculated. The results for these macroscopic bed quantities

depend upon two ratios of the microscopic PCT period length, average

radius,and sinusoidal amplitude.
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Scope

The mass-transfer rate occurring across a packed bed reactor can

be predicted ~ priori if the exact geometry of the flow channels is

known. This is usually impossible except for a uniformly structured

bed. It then becomes necessary to introduce microscopic channel models

for the bed. The simplest model considers the bed to be an array

of straight cylinders. A higher order approximation accounts for the

fact that the straight conduit model cannot reproduce the contortions

the fluid must pass through in the bed. A periodically constricted

tube (PCT) model of a bed, however, is a step in this realization.

The converging, diverging character of the flow in these tubes is a

better approximation to the true nature of the flow in the actual bed.

Using the PCT model for the flow channels in a bed, the appropriate

governing equations can then be solved for the Sherwood number of

the bed. Specifically, the Navier-Stokes equations must first be

solved for the velocity field which is then used in the convective

diffusion equation to solve for the reactant concentration profile.

This paper presents results for the friction factor and the Sherwood

number of a deep bed modeled as an array of sinusoidal PCT. Creeping

flow has been assumed, and the wall concentration of the reactant is

constant through the depth of the bed. Since the Schmidt number for

liquid reactants is high, a large reactant Peclet number is assumed

in the analysis.
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Conclusions and Significan~~

A homogeneous~ isotropic packed bed reactor can be modeled

as an array of periodically constricted tubes. By neglect of

entrance region effects, the governing equations for fluid flow and

mass transport need only be solved in a single period due to the

assumed homogeneity of the bed.

Interior collocation on a finite-difference grid was used to

reduce the creeping-·flow Stokes stream function equation in a

sinusoidal PCT to a set of coupled, fourth order, ordinary differential

equations. This approach is much more economical than solving the

full elliptic partial differential equation by overrelaxation.

At a high reactant Peclet number in the fully developed mass

transfer region, the convective diffusion equation for the reactant

in a PCT can be reduced to a Graetz-like eigenvalue problem. This

technique is valid for laminar flow in any PCT.

Figure 3.9 shows the friction factor, Reynolds number product in .

creeping flow for a packed bed modeled as an array of sinusoidal PCT.

The results depend upon the two dimensionless geometric variables

r A and AlrA (figure 3.2). As the average wall radius decreases or

as the amptitude increases, the product increases.

Results are presented in figure 3,,11 for the asymptotic Sherwood

number of a deep bed reactor with a large reactant Peclet number in

creeping flow. Again the results depend upon the two dimensionless

geometric variables, The bed Shervlood number exhibits different

behavior in the amplitude-radius ratio (A/rA) for small and large
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values of r A • In beds of long skinny tubes (small rA), the Sherwood

number increases with A/rA , whereas for larger r A this trend

reverses itself.

Introduction

The flow channels in a randomly packed bed defy an analytic

expression. To predict ~ priori the transfer rates in a bed, it

then becomes necessary to resort to empirical correlations or,

alternatively, to a microscopic model for the flow channels. The

appropriate rate equations can be solved within the framework of the

model to predict the performance of a bed. Of course, the structured

formulation of a microscopic channel model is a framework to understand

better the empirical correlations.

The simplest model of a bed considers the flow channels to be

an array of straight tube capillaries embedded in an impermeable

matrix. Sheidegger ( 23 ) and more recently Dullien ( 14 ) have

provided a review of this approach. Such a first order approach

cannot, however, without introducing another parameter, satisfactorily

correlate experimental data. The straight streamlines which result

from applying the capillary model seem to be an inappropriate

approximation to the twisting, converging, diverging character of

the flow in an actual bed. . This undulating character of the flow

can have tremendous consequences on the bed pressure drop and the

fluid-to-particle (or vice-versa) mass transfer rates.

Petersen's ( 28 ) work suggested that the flow channels in a bed

can be modeled as an array of periodically constricted tubes (peT).
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Michaels ( 54 ), Houpeurt ( 55 )~ Batra~! ~~. (56 ), Dullien and

Azzam ( 57 ), Payatakes .~,!:_ .§:1:. (29 ~30) and Sheffield and Metzner ( 58 )

have contributed to this line of thought. The converging, diverging

nature of the flow in these model tubes is a better approximation

to the true character of the floW" in the bed. Payatakes et 13.1.

have argued by statistical and heuristic means that the problem of

modeling the flow behavior in an array of randomly sized PCT reduces

to considering a single dimensionless PCT. They've presented a

technique to calculate the PCT model parmneters.

Having a flow channel model in hand, one can then proceed to

calculate the pressure d.rop and the reactant concentration profile

across a packed bed reactor. Specifically, the Navier-Stokes equation

must be solved first for the velocity field (neglecting free convection);

and then the convective·~diffusionequation mu.st: be solved for the

concentration profile of each reactant. Payatakes 8t 13.1. have outlined

a technique for solving the full Navier'-Stokes equations in a PCT.

No work to the authors' knowledge has been done on the m.ass transfer

problem in a packed bed reactor modeled as an array of these PCT. In

this work we have calculated the asymptotic, creeping-flow Sherwood

number (ba.sed on a logrithmic mean concentration driving force)

for a single limiting reactant with a high Peclet number. Physically,

these restrict.ions correspond to a liquid reactant flowing through a

deep bed at a low Reynolds nu.mber. The reactant wall concentration

is assumed constant throughout the length of the reactor, corresponding

to a limiting current condition.
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The behavior of the effective mass-transfer coefficient through

a packed bed depends upon the flow regime. For a deep bed, the

effective mass-transfer coefficient in creeping flow will become

independent of the velocity. This is in contrast to the entry region

where the transfer rate is proportional to the velocity to the 1/3

power. The entry region has an effective transfer coefficient larger

than that for deeper beds. Calculating the deep-bed asymptotic

Sherwood number thus gives a lower limit to the expected behavior.

The horizontal line of figure 3.1 shows the nature of this Sherwood number.

The dashed lines indicate entry-region coefficients for two different

sized beds. The line marked aL = 10 is the Wilson-Geankopolis ( 52 )

correlation. The left and right hand sides of this figure indicate

schematically regions where axial diffusion and turbulent convection,

respectively, become important. The turbulent region line is a

plot of the Bird et al. ( 59) correlation while the low Pec1et number

region is a plot of S¢rensen and Stewart's ( 12 ) calculations for

a simple cubic packed bed of spheres.

Mathematical Modeling

Creeping Flow in a PCT

The PCT considered is generated by the surface of revolution of

a cosine function about the axis of symmetry as shown in figure 3.2.

All lengths are made dimensionless with the period of oscillation ~.

The creeping-flow equations are to be solved in this geometry. Because

no inertial effects are present and the tube wall is axially symmetric
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Figure 3.1 Expected behavior of bed Sherwood numbers.
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will be zero at

these same positions. It then follows the streamwise velocity vi;

will be an even periodic function of Z vli.th the same frequency as

the \\1all oscillation. These considera.tions make it clear that the

governing equ8.tioJ.lB need be only solved in 0 < z < 0.5 for this

particular geometry.

A packed bed is modeled as an array of theEB peT. The fluid

approaches the bed at. a superficial approach velocity v The

average dimensional velocity <'lAd> through each tube is defined such

that the flow rate in each tu.be is equal to

is the length averaged dimens:Lonalradius. Geometrical considerations

show that <v >
Ad can be written in terms of the approach velocity as

<v >Ad
V

E

where A is the dimensionless wall oscillation ampli.tude. The

governing equations need be solved in a single peT. These results

can then be applied to the entire bed due to the assumed homogeneity

and periodicity of the structm:e.

The dimensionless, incompressi.ble Navier-Stokes equations for

creeping~flmvwith axial symmetry can be reduced to a single, linear,

fourth order partial differential equation by introducing the

normalized stream function ~ as

o (1)
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where

2
_ rA~

v z - 2r dr

(2)

(3)
2

= _ rA~
vr 2r dZ •

The stream function equation is to be solved subject to the boundary

conditions

~(l :)=00I 4(i)

r = 0
4(ii)

dr r dr

.!.~= o l 4(iii)
r dr r (z)

1 ~
r = w

ljJ = 4 (iv)

and a periodicity condition

d(n)
-'-0-.,.....,... ljJ(r, z)
dZ(n)

d(n)

( ) ljJ(r,z ± m) n,m = 0,1,2, •••
dZ n

(5)

The boundary conditions of equation 4 state that at the centerline

i) the radial velocity is zero, ii) the axial velocity is symmetric,

and at the wall iii) there is no slip on the axial velocity, and

iv) the flow rate at each cross section is a constant, here referred

to a straight cylinder of radius rA •
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No analytie solution fOT equations 1, /.1, and 5 could be found.

Interior collocation on a finite-difference grid was used to generate

an approximate solution. The collocation approximation technique is

examined by Finlayson ( 60), Villadsen ( 61), and Villadsen and

Stewart. ( 62).

A transformed -radial c.oordinate. n is i.ntroduced by

"II r/r (z) .
w

(6)

The boundary conditions of equation L} along the wall are then transferred

to the coordinate curve n ,,,1. In this neVI coordinate, the interior

collocation technique on a finite·,·difference grid can be used to

approximate the hydrodynamics. Assume a solution for the normalized

stream function of the form

(7)

The first two terms on the right side represent the Hagen-Poiseuille

solution. The summation of terms can then be considered as a correction

function to the basic parabolic flm\l. The functions in the

summation term can be any complete set of functions. The vleighting

factor n2 (1 _. n2) 2 assm~es the correct behavior of the solution at

the boundary points n "" 0 and n '" 1.. The coefficients ~(z) are

unknown functions of z to be determined subject to the boundary

conditions



Ak(O) = Ak"(O) = 0

Ak(0.5) = Ak"(0.5) = 0 •
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(8)

These conditions result from the periodic, symmetric tube wall. In

non-creeping flow, these coefficients would not identically equal zero

but some constant which must be determined as part of the solution.

A friction factor for a packed bed may be defined as

f = 36e:
3

(-ilPB) _1_
B a L 2 •

pv

A porosity qependence has been explicitly incorporated into this

(9)

definition. For creeping flow, the product of the Reynolds number and

the bed friction factor is a constant given by

2 1 4{ NCP
fB~ = n(.;:d) [1 + t (AlrA)Z] [(::) 1 + k~1 ,\(z)

[Z~_1(O) - .~1(O)/Zl} dz .

(10)

This equation was derived by integrating the pressure gradient in the

Navier-Stokes equations over a period at the centerline. The left side

of equation 10 depends upon the macroscopic bed quantities while

the right side depen4s upon the microscopic model parameters r A

and A/rA only.
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Convective Diffusion Equation at High Peclet Numbers

The dimensionless, steady-state,convective-diffusion equation

for a single limiting reactant can be written in generalized vector

notation as

. v·VC
2rA 2

=-V CPe
(11)

This equation with a creeping flow velocity profile is to be solved

in the far downstream region of a PCT for the asymptotic solution as

Pe + 00. Solving this equation in a straight tube after neglecting

diffusion in the axial direction results in the well-known Graetz

solution. At high Pe it is also valid to neglect diffusion parallel

to the streamwise velocity in a PCT.

It is convenient to solve equation 11 in a transformed coordinate

system (~,~,e) (figure 3.3). The ~ coordinate is constant along

streamlines and is found directly from the stream function. The ~

direction is parallel to the streamwise velocity at all positions and

is scaled such that ~ = 0 at the beginning of a period and ~ = 1

at the end. It is defined implicitly by (V~)·(V~) = o. The angular

coordinate e has its usual meaning. In this coordinate system,

diffusion will be important in the ~ direction and negligible in

the ~ direction, at high Peclet numbers.

With neglect of diffusion in the ~ direction, equation 11 can

be written as



'"~e
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Figure 3.3 The (~,s,e) coordinate system.
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(12)

Explicit forms for two of the metric factors can be determined. By

inspection he = r Since the stream function represents the amount

of fluid flowing in a stream tube between a point and the axis,

(13)

after appropriate normalization. It follows that the metric factor

h~ is related to the streamwise velocity v~ :

(14)

Equation 12 now becomes

(15)

which applies to any PCT.

Unfortunately, equation 15 cannot be solved by a separation of

variables technique. One can, however, formulate a perturbation

solution to equation 15 in the deep region of the bed where the entrance

effects have been damped. Equation 15 suggests as a first approximation

that

dC
~= 0 (16)
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at large Pe. This would imply that the concentration is a function

of ~ only and is constant along a streamline. Any function of ~

will suffice. The first order term in the perturbation solution

should then be a function only of ~. The second order term will

then be a diffusive correction function to take into account that

the concentration must also be changing in the ~ coordinate.

Assume a solution of the form

(17)

Substitution of equation 17 into equation 15 yields

(18)

after neglect of the diffusive term in CZ •

In the far downstream region of a PCT, the fractional decrease

of concentration through each period must be the same, that is

(19)

where S is independent of position. If we set CZ(~,O) = 0 , this

means that C2 and Cl are related:

(20)

Equation 18 can now be integrated from ~ = 0 to ~ = 1 , to obtain

a Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem for the function Cl(~) •
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1

G(ljJ) "" f (r/rA) 2VshsdF;

o

(21)

(22)

(23)

The integral in equation 22 is carried out over the arc length for

a constant value of ljJ in the integrand. The second identification

of A to Si in equation 23 is possible since Pe ~ 00 •

Equation 21 is to be solved subject to the conditions

C
l

(0) "" 1 24(i)

C
l

(1) "" 0 24(ii)

Ci(O) "" -AlG' (0) 24(iii)

Condition (i) is a normalization for the first order solution.

Condition (ii) satisfies the limiting reactant constraint of a zero

wall concentration. Condition (iii) results from the fact that the

concentration must be finite on the centerline, a singular point of

equation 21.

The first eigenvalue of equation 21 can be related to the

effective Sherwood number for a deep porous bed which is modeled as

an array of PCT. A macroscopic mass balance on the reactant over

the length of the period can be written in terms of an effective

mass-transfer coefficientk (Newman and Tiedemann, 34 Bennion
m

and Newman, 40). The ,S in equation 20 can then be related to this

coefficient as



S = k a/v
m
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(25)

With equation 25 and 23, the Sherwood number for a limiting reactant

in a deep bed with creeping flow and high Peclet number can be written

as

k
£ m= --=
a D (26)

Equations 26 and 21 are the main results of this analysis. By

means of the perturbation approach, we have demonstrated how the two-

dimensional convective-diffusion equation in a PCT can be reduced to

a Graetz-like eigenvalue problem at high Peclet numbers. The first

eigenvalue of this problem is simply related to the bed Sherwood

number as given in equation 26.

The eigenfunction Cl(lJ!) generated by the perturbation analysis

is a first order approximation to the concentration distribution. It

identically satisfies equation 16 and gives the correct integral

properties to the correction function C2(lJ!,~). The local transfer

rate to the wall can be found by differentiation of this profile with

respect to the normal distance from the wall. After a change in

coordinate system (see next section), the analysis yields

where

~~I =-
w

IB(z)rw(z) dCl
2rA dp p=l

(27)
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;:: dVS;
B(z) dn

w

The local wall flux is thus proportional to the square root of the

local shear rate. The integral of equation 27 over the surface area

of a period is related to the eigenvalue.

The left side of equation 26 depends upon the macroscopic bed

quantities a and E. The right side is a function of PCT geometry

and flow regime through the dependence on . A. The eigenvalues of

equation 21 are independent of the Pec1et number in creeping flow.

Thus, irrespective of curvature effects, the asymptotic Sherwood

number is a constant independent of the Pec1et number for a deep bed.

Method of Solution

The unknown coefficients ~(z) in the interior-collocation

approximation for the stream function can be determined as follows.

Equation 1 in the (n,z) coordinate system is applied to equation 7.

(The E4 operator in the (n,z) coordinate system is given in

Appendix A). Interior collocation is then used at NCP points in the

n coordinate. Since the n function dependence is ~ priori postulated

through the 2
~k-1(n ) , this step reduces the partial differential

equation to a set of coupled, fourth order, ordinary differential

equations for the unknown ~. This set of equations is solved on

a finite-difference grid in the z coordinate by the method of

Newman ( 63 ) . Legendre polynomials were used for the 2
eJ>k_1(n) •

The n collocation points were chosen to be the zeros of the shifted

Legendre polynomials of order NCP-1
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where xi is the zero of the ordinary Legendre polynomial. The

wall, n = 1 , was also used as a collocation point.

The eigenvalue problem as posed in equations 21 thru 24 is ill

suited numerically to the ~ coordinate. Equation 21 has two singular

points, one at ~ = 0 , the other at ~ =1. The singularity at

~= 0 presents no problems; however that at ~ = 1 does. An

analysis of equation 21 near the point ~ = 1 indicates that the

first derivative of ,C1 approaches infinity. A change in coordinate

will eliminate this singularity. Define a length-like transformation

variable p as

~ = 2p2

Equation 21 and its boundary conditions then transform as

(28)

~ (G($(P» del) + 4Ap(l 2
0- P )c = (29)dp 4p(1_p2) dp 1

C1 (p = 0) = 1 30(i)

C1(p = 1) = 0 30(11)

d
0)dp C1(p = = o . 30(11i)

Equations 29 and 30 were solved by the method suggested by Newman

(64) for eigenvalue problems.

The computer programs are given in AppendixB.
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Results and Discussion

The hydrodynamic results will be discussed first, followed by the

mass transfer problem.

The interior collocation solution technique for stream function

required a maximum of nine (NCP = 9) n collocation points to insure

sufficient accuracy of the solution. It was found that more collocation

points were required as the dimensionless wall radius was increased,

nine being the maximum for the most extreme case considered (rA = 0.5,

A/rA = 0.5). Since this approximation solution is solved in a generalized

(n,z) coordinate system, it facilitates a straightforward calculation

for the velocity field in any tube in the shape of a periodic body of

revolution. The reduction of the eliptic partial differential equation

to a set of coupled ordinary equations is more economical to solve in

terms of computer time usage.

A boundary collocation solution technique was also attempted but

was discarded. The general solutions (by separation of variables)

to equation 1 involve modified Bessel functions of the first kind.

Unfortunately these functions do not form a complete set, and the

correction function expansion technique similar to equation 7 did not

converge.

Figure 3.4 shows a comparison between the creeping flow axial

velocity profile calculated here and that reported by Payatakes et al.

for a tube Reynolds number equal to one. The profiles are compared

at the minimum and maximum (z = 0.5) constriction diameters. The

tube wall for these profiles is generated by two parabolas intersecting

at z = 0.5 with their respective minima at z = a and z = I •
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--- Payatakes eto/. (Re = I)
-- Present Work (Re --. 0)
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1.2
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XBL 7811-12882

Figure 3.4 Comparison of calculated axial velocity profiles with
those of Payatakes et al. for a parabolic PCT.
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(See figure 1 of Payatakes etal.). The boundary conditions for the

Ak's in equation 8 were at z = 0 and 1.0 for this situation. The

velocity here is scaled with respect to the average velocity in a tube

of constant radius equal to the constriction radius. At the centerline,

the viscous flow profile is slightly larger than that of Payatakes

et al. calculations. However, near the wall this trend is reversed.

The integral of all the profiles is equal to a constant defined by the

flowrate.

Figures 3.5 thru 3.8 show some typical creeping flow profiles in a

sinusoidal PCT. The two dimensionless geometry groups rA and A/rA

completely determine the solution behavior. These four figures

illustrate the effect on the velocity profiles of manipulating one

of these variables with the other held constant. The velocity profiles

have been normalized with the average velocity at the average radius.

The effect on the axial and radial velocity profiles of varying

the wall amplitude at a constant average radius is shown in figures 3.5

and 3.6. The radial velocity profile is plotted at z = 0.25. At this

position v attains its maximum value. These figures indicate that
r

at a constant radius the variation in the velocity profiles across a

half period becomes more dramatic as the oscillation amplitude increases.

Figure 3.7 and 3.8 illustrate the velocity profiles for a varying

wall radius at a constant A/rA • The effect of the tube geometry is

again seen. The radial velocity increases with r A since the velocity

of the fluid in the radial direction is proportional to the slope of

the wall. However, the variations in the axial velocity profiles across
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Figure 3.5 Effect of amplitude/radius ratio on axial velocity
profiles for a sinusoidal PCT with r

A
= 0.1.
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Figure 3.6 Effect of amplitude/radius ratio on radial velocity
profiles in a sinusoidal PCT for r

A
= 0.1 at z = 0.25.
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Figure 3.7 Effect of average tube radius on axial velocity profiles
in a sinusoidal peT for A/rA = 0.1.
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Figure 3.8 Effect of average tube radius on radial velocity profiles
in a sinusoidal peT for A/r

A
= 0.1 at z = 0.25.
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the half period become less pronounced with increasing r A . This

effect is due to the drag induced by the wall. As r A increases

the effect of the wall fluctuations become less important to the

fluid in the central core of the tube.

The profiles of figures 3.5 thru 3.8 have been nondimensiona1ized

with respect to the average axial velocity at the average tube radius.

This normalization procedure illustrates the variation

::et::l:::::::8b:ro(r~~:~);t.t::ea::::::i::b:r::::::·ar:£t:::":o::::::::
by the average axial velocity at position z. Such a calculation

shows that the parabolic axial velocity profile is approached as r A

becomes smaller. The radial velocity profile is then given by

continuity. In the limit of r A + 0 , the Hagen-Poiseui11e case is

recovered.

Figure 3.9 illustrates the bed friction factor, Reynolds number

product of equation 10 as a function of r A and A/rA • The product

fBReB involves the macroscopic bed parameters L ,£, and a.

The microscopic PCT parameters r A and A/rA can be varied while

holding these bed parameters constant. As A/rA increases, the tubes

become more narrow at their constrictions. Because of the increased

resistance this reduced flow area offers, the bed pressure drop increases

with A/rA • This effect decreases with larger r
A

since the

constriction size at any A/rA increases with r
A

•

The relative insensitivity of fBReB with rA seen in figure 3.9

supports the approximation of assuming the Hagen-Poiseui11e pressure

gradient, f10wrate relationship holds locally for sinusoidal PCT. This
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Figure 3.9 Friction factor, Reynolds number product for a packed bed
modeled as an array of sinusoidal PCT.
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approximation was used by Sheffield and Metzner ( 58 ).

The Blake~Kozeny equation as given in Birdet ale ( 59 )

empirically recommends 'a value of 150 for the product fBReB •

S~rensen and Stewart ( 11 ) have calculated the velocity profiles

across a simple cubic packing of uniformly sized spheres. Their

pressure-drop results yield a theoretical value of 158. Figure 3.9

shows that a range of parameters (rA, A/rA) will give a fBReB

neaT these two values. The A/rA ratio which give fBReB a value

near 150 seem to be concentrated near 0.33.

The straight tube capillary model gives the intercept value of

72 on figure 3.9 The usual argument given in explaining the discrepancy

between this value and the empirically best fit value of 150 is a

tortuosity and shape factor. The PCT model of a packed bed does not

resort to these factors. However, another geometrical parameter

(A/rA) has been added.

The mass-transfer analysis presented in this work can,be used

to calculate the high Peclet number asymptotic Sherwood number for any

periodic tube. Only the stream function need be known. Calculated

results are presented for the sinusoidal PCT of figure 3.2 in creeping

flow. The results are a function of the two dimensionless geometric

parameters r A and A/rA •

Figure 3.10 presents the first eigenvalue of equation 21 normalized

with respect to the first eigenvalue of the straight-tube Graetz

problem (AG = 0.91419). This plot can also be interpreted as the

ratio of the asymptotic Sherwood number (based on the average radius r
Ad

)
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Figure 3.10 Eigenvalues for the mass transfer problem in a sinusoidal
peT normalized with respect to the Graetz problem.
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of a sinusoidal PCT to that in a straight tube of radius rAd •

Figure 3.11 presents the Sherwood number for a packed bed modeled

as an array of sinusoidal PCT. The concentration drop across the

bed can be written as

(31)

Figure 3.10 shows a monotonic behavior of the eigenvalues with r A

and A/r
A

• However, the bed Sherwood number shows different trends

for small and large r A • For small r A , ShB increases with· A/rA '

whereas for larger r A this trend reverses itself. This effect is

caused by the geometrical term in equation 26.

The quantity 2£/a in equation 26 is the standard definition for

the equivalent radius of the bed. This defines the bed in terms of

a straight cylinder network of radius r having the same surfaceeq,d
2 2area to empty volume ratio. The quantity rAd[1 + (1/2)(A/rA) ]

in the denominator of equation 26 defines another equivalent radius

2r Vd • This is the volumetric average radius for a sinusoidal PCT.

For long skinny PCT (small r A), the ratio

one and increases with A/rA • Thus for a bed composed of these tubes,

the Sherwood number increases as A/rA is increased. However, as r A

becomes larger, the ratio (r /r)2 becomes less than one and ShBeq v

decreases with A/rA •

For most beds, r A will be bounded approximately by 0.3 < r A < 0.5

while the A/rA ratio will be in the range 0.2 < A/rA < 0.5 , perhaps
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Figure 3.11 Asymptotic Sherwood number for a packed bed modeled as
an array of sinusoidal PCT•.
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close to 0.33. Payatakes et a1. report these parameters for a

randomly packed bed of glass spheres as r A = 0.3 , A/rA = 0.36 , and

for a bed of sand as r A = 0.31, A/rA = 0.41.

S~rensen and Stewart ( 12 ) have calculated the asymptotic

value of the Sherwood number in a simple cubic packed bed of uniformly

sized spheres. Their results yield ShB = 0.619. This information

can be used in conjunction with the friction factor, Reynolds number

product calculated by these same authors. This suggests that the

PCT parameters for a simple cubic packing of spheres are r A ~ 0.5

and A/rA ~ 0.33. We expect this rA value to be an upper limit for

uniform spheres since the simple cubic packing has the highest porosity

of all sphere packing configurations.

No experimental packed bed heat or mass-transfer correlations

are known to the authors which demonstrate a transfer rate

independent of velocity. Three factors can mask this asymptote.

1) At very low velocities axial dispersion may become important.

2) At high flowrates turbulence becomes important. 3) At the

intermediate flowrates the entire bed may be in the entry region

(small aL). However, the asymptotic Sherwood number gives a conservative

estimate useful for design purposes.

The solution to the creeping flow equations exhibited separation

flow for some values of the geometry parameters. (See chapter 6

for the range of these parameters.) These separation zones were

neglected in this analysis for simplicity sake. Consequently, the Sherwood

number is underestimated in this parameter range.
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Chapter 4

Low Peelet Number Behavior of the Transfer Rate
in Packed Beds

Abstract

The asymptotic behavior of the mass-transfer coefficient in a

packed bed reactor at low Peclet numbers is dependent upon how the

coefficient is defined. A singular perturbation approach coupled

with heuristic arguments is used to demonstrate that the film mass-

transfer coefficient in deep beds approaches a constant value as the

Peclet number decreases. The film coefficient is utilized in the

one-dimensional model of a bed as a sink term in the governing equation.

The volumetric, or effective, mass-transfer coefficient,which

relates the overall reactant conversion to a logarithmic mean con-

centration driving force, decreases linearly with the Peclet number

as the Peclet number approaches zero. The distinction between the

two coefficients is important in the low Peclet number region.

Analogous results apply to heat transfer. Reported experimental

data support these predicted trends.
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Introduction

The behavior of the particle-to-fluid (or vice-versa) heat or

mass transfer rate in packed beds at low P~clet numbers has been a

source of confusion in the chemical engineering literature. The

question is, "Does the transfer rate approach a steady value as

the Peclet number decreases, or does it continually decrease with

the Peclet number?" This can be rephrased by asking whether the

Sherwood number reaches a constant value or decreases as the Peclet

number is lowered. We shall demonstrate in this paper that both

trends are possible depending upon how the Sherwood number is defined.

The experimental determination of transfer coefficients at low

Peclet numbers is vexing. The fluid leaving the bed is very near

its saturation value in the transferred quantity. This creates a

large uncertainty in the driving force at the exit of the bed which

is used in defining the. effective transfer coefficient. Free

convection may also become an important effect. To overcome these

difficulties, various workers have used diluted beds, transient, and

frequency response methods to determine more accurately the low

Peclet-number behavior.

Since the Schmidt and Prandtl numbers for liquids are quite

large [0(103)], most low Peclet number data are found in gaseous

systems. Furthermore, most workers have varied the Reynolds number

only. The free conVection effects should be minimized in the gaseous

systems.

The quantity of data for low Peclet numbers is understandably

small. Table 4.1 is a compilation (with no claim to completeness) of
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Table 4.1 Compilation of works which have reported heat or mass
transfer data in packed beds for a particle Pec1et
number less than 30. t

Investigators Lowest Reynolds
nUl\lber reported

Resnick and White 0.62
(l949)

Eichorn and White 1
(1952)

Dryden et a1. 0.0125
(1953)

Bar-Ilan and Resnick 0.2
(1957)

Littman et al. 1.9
(1968)- -

Petrovic and Thodos 3
(1968)

Kato t et a1. 0.1
(1970) -

G1iddon and Cranefie1d 23.8 '
(1970)

Karabelas et a1. 0.01---(1971)

Gunn and De Souza 1.5
(1974)

Lowest Schmidt or
Prandt1 number
reported

4.0

0.7*

814

2.6

0.7*

0.6

2.6

0.7

1490

0.7*

Lowest Pec1et
number

2.5

0.7

10.2

0.5

1.3

1.8

0.3

16.4

15

1.1

Heat (H)
or ."

Mass (M)

M

M

M

M

H

M

M

H

M

H

Miyauchi et al.
(1975) --

Nelson and Galloway
(1975)

Miyauchi et al.
(1976a)- -

Appel and Newman
(1976)

0.02

1

?

0.00806

510

0.7*'

?

1440

10

0.7

2

11.6

M

H

M

M

* t . 'estimated value; These works may be found in references (65 t 66,67,47,68,69,49,70,
71,72,73,17~74~46) respectively.
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those publications which list packe4-bed transfer data for Pec1et

numbers less than 30. Both heat and mass transfer results are included.

The data scatter as the Pec1et number decreases, and there is no

absolute agreement between different authors. (This is true, to an

extent, no matter what the Pec1et number range.) There is, however,

a definite trend in the Sherwood number (or equivalently, the Colburn

j factor) with the Pec1et number reported by the authors of Table 4.1.

The Sherwood number based on an averaged inlet and outlet concentration

(or temperature) driving force across the bed (47,67,66,70,49,17,

69,65 ) seems to decrease with the Pec1et number. However, the film

Sherwood number (72,68,73,74,75 ) seems to reach a constant as the

Pec1et number decreases. The film Sherwood number is calculated by

parameter fitting the experimental data to the solution of the governing

one-dimensional convective diffusion equation.

A concise definition of these two different Sherwood numbers follows.

We shall demonstrate that the distinction between these two numbers

is small for large Pec1et numbers but becomes important as the Pec1et

number approaches 'zero.

Definitions of the Mass-Transfer Coefficient

To be specific in our discussion, we shall speak in terms of the

mass-transfer problem in a nonconso1idated packed bed. The results

are applicable to the heat-transfer problem by the usual analogies.

We shall also limit our discussion to a single reaction at the

particle surfaces. The rate of reaction is controlled by the reactant

mass transfer from the fluid to the particle surface.
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A design engineer is interested in the performance capabilities

of a packed bed reactor. Given a certain feed concentration of

reactant, he is interested in the overall reactant conversion. This

can be correlated in terms of the bed's effective mass-transfer

coefficient k •m

ak .LLic1m n (1)

The concentrationscF and c
L

are the far upstream and downstream

reactant concentrations. Equation 1 relates the conversion to a

logarithmic mean driving force. (Some workers have chosen different

driving forces. Bird et al. (59 ) give a lucid discussion of the

possibilities.) For the limiting reactant condition considered

here, equation 1 reduces to

exp (2)

where the bed Sherwood and Peclet numbers have been introduced.

It is also possible to define a film coefficient kf • This

coefficient relates the local concentration driving force in the

bed to the local reaction rate. It is assumed for a given flowrate

that kf does not vary throughout the bed. The term (kfc) appears

as a sink term in the one-dimensional equation governing the con-

centration profile in the bed:
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The dispersion coefficient E is a function of the flow regime.

(3)

In the limit of low Peclet numbers, E is dominated by molecular

diffusion and reduces to

E
D

o= E
1"

where 1" is a tortuosity factor (43 ).

It might seem that kf is a more fundamental quantity than k. m

(or vice-versa, depending upon one's point of view). This is not

so, however, since both k and
m

are essentially defined

quantities. These two coefficients are related. This can be seen

by solving equation 3 with appropriate boundary conditions to find

the concentration field across the bed. After solving this expres-

sion for cL/cF and setting this result equal to equation 2, one

obtains (34 )

where

k f v
k = - + - In

m B aL

B + ;i (1 - B) exp [-UL(t + n4)J
1 + D'/B

2

U = akf/v

D' 2= akfE/v

B 1 + ~l + 4D'=
2

(4)
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The boundary conditions used to solve equation 3 were those

given by Wehner and Wilhelm's analysis (38 ).

= - E dc + vc
dz

dc 0
dz ==

at

at

z == 0

z = L

(5i)

(511)

Equation 4 shows how the experimentally accessible, and design

useful, km can be corrected to give the ·fi1m coefficient k~. For

purely pedagogical purposes, assume kf is given by the Wi1son-

Geankopo1is correlation (52 ). Figure 4.1 (34 ) illustrates how k
m

would then vary with the Pec1et number. At large Peclet numbers,

the distinction between the two coefficients vanishes. However, as

PeB + 0, the difference between the two becomes important. It

should perhaps be emphasized that the calculation of kf from km

requires a value of E, with which there must be associated some un-

certainty.

Calculation of k
"=':::~";:;'::=;:;::';;;''::;';:'=-'::'='-':';;m

It would not be necessary to use the one-dimensional model for

a bed and its associated film coefficient if we could describe the

void volume in the bed analytically. For it would then be possible

(in principle) to solve the hydrodynamics and the convective-

diffusion within the voids to calculate directly the overall

conversion. This is an overwhelming task. The voids in a bed defy
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Figure 4.1 Influence of axial dispersion on the effective mass
transfer coefficient~. The film mass-transfer
coefficient kf is assumed to be given by the Wilson
Geankopolis correlation as shown in the upper curve.
Because of axial dispersion, ~ lies below kf , and the
effect becomes large at low Peclet numbers. In preparing
the graph, the porosity was taken to be 8 = 0.3 and the
tortuosity factor T was assumed to be 1. The convective
contribution to the dispersion coefficient was given by
equation 3.9.
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an analytic expression except in a simple instance '(11 ,12). This

approach, however, can be used to indicate the asymptotic behavior

of the fluid-to-particle transfer rate at low Peclet numbers. We

shall see that a detailed knowledge of the void volume function

is not necessary to establish the behavior in this limit.

Assuming a known bed geometry, we shall demo~strate how km

(not kf ) behaves asymptotically as peB + O. Equation 4 with

the proper form of the dispersion coefficient can then be used to

indicate the behavior of kf •

Wehner and Wilhelm (38) showed how to analyze correctly the

behavior of a one-dimensional model for a packed bed reactor. Their

analysis can be extended to the actual three-dimensional structure

of the bed. As shown in figure 4.2, the bed consists of three regions.

Region II of length L is the reactive section of the bed. Regions

I and III extend in the dimensionless streamwise coordinate x to - 00 and
1

+00, respectively. They are filled with an inert packing. These

are the "calming sections" used in experimental apparatus. A cross

section normal to the streamwise direction is finite in extent.

The position of the particles' surface is assumed to be known

as a function of the streamwise coordinate. Designate this function

as Wa(xl ) for the reactive particles and Wi(xl ) for all other

inactive surfaces.

Neglecting free convection effects, the concentration field in

the voids will satisfy the dimensionless convective-diffusion equation.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic of a packed bed with fore and aft "calming"
sections.
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Equation 6 is subject to the following boundary conditions.

(6)
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i)

ii)

x +_00
I

_00 < x < 00
I

(7)

iii) o ~ xl ~ aL
c

0 Wa(xl )-= oncF

iv) xl + 00
c remains finite.cF

These boundary conditions yield a well-posed problem when applied to

equation 6 in the void volume.

The detailed solution to the convective diffusion equation

directly yields the concentration exiting the reactor and thus,

through equation 2, the bed Sherwood number. Dimensional analysis

indicates that the Sherwood number will be, in general, a function

of the velocity field, the parameters PeB , aL , and the geometric

functions Wi(xI ) and Wa(xl ). In the following, we shall develop

the explicit functional dependence on PeB and aL at low Peclet

numbers and for deep beds.
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We want to consider the solution to equations 6 and 7 in the

limit of zero Peclet number. This limiting process is singular in

nature. There are regions in the bed where diffusion does not

dominate the reactant transport and convection becomes important.

These regions will be located in the upstream and downstream "calming"

sections. There are precedents for this expected behavior in the

literature. Acrivos and Taylor (76 ) analyzed a single reactive sphere

in Stokes flow as the particle Peclet number approaches zero. They

have shown that, near the sphere, diffusion controls the mass-transfer

rate to the surface, but convection also becomes important far from

the surface. Leal (77) has extended this analysis to a sphere in a

simple shear field. Such work suggests that applying the asymptotic

limit of PeB + 0 will require a singular perturbation approach.

To formulate properly a singular perturbation problem for the

concentration field within the voids of the bed, it is necessary to

delineate the regions where diffusive and/or convective transport

are controlling. Appropriate transformation variables must also be

defined for each region. The equations governing the concentration
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and their boundary conditions should then be independent of the

Pec1et number in the regions.

In the reactor section (II) and a region on the "calming" side

of the boundaries I-II and II-III, the inner solution applies. In

the inner expansion, diffusion dominates the reactant transport.

Far away from the reactor section, in the upstream (I) and down-

stream (III) regions, the diffusive and convective flux of reactant

become equally important. Thus, there is an upstream and downstream

outer region to the expansion.

Consideration of the Wehner-Wilhelm solution for a one-dimensional

bed leads to the appropriate transformed concentration and coordinates

in each region.

"'I clc
Fe =

I
upstream
outer

"'I PeB variables
x. = x. (j = 1,2,3)

J J E

e cE
'" cFPeB inner

variables
Xj '" x. (j = 1,2,3) .;-

J

(j = l,2,J
downstream

outer
variables
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The coordinates (xl ,x2 ,x3) form an orthogonal system with its

origin at the geometric center of the entrance to section II.

Coordinate xl is in the streamwise direction. The tilde (~)

refers to the outer region variables, and the bar (-) refers to

inner region variables. The transformed concentrations have been

scaled to be of 0(1) in each region.

In the upstream and downstream outer region expansion, further

simplifications are possible. Far from the perturbing effect of

the reactor section, the concentration field will be approaching

a constant value at each cross section of the bed, that is, the

variation in the axial direction is small over a distance comparable

to the size of a particle. Thus the one-dimensional (streamwise)

description will suffice as a first-order approximation. The geo-

metry is a second-order effect there. It is accounted for by the

tortuosity factor in the effective diffusion coefficient. In the

inner region of the expansion, however, the exact placement of the

particles is important, and no geometrical simplifications can be

made here.

By the above reasoning, the first-order solution in each region

is governed by the following equations.

d
2 eI

-_..£- -

d(x~)2
(8)

2 = 0'i/ e
o

(9)
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(10)

Equation 8 is subject to the boundary condition 7(i) and equation

10 to 7(iv). Equation 9 is subject to equations 7(ii), 7(iil) ,

and the matching condition imposed by merging the outer limit of

the inner solution to the inner limit of the outer solution. This

is carried out in the upstream and downstream regions. This matching

results in the following additional boundary conditions for equation

9 .

The first order governing equations and their necessary

boundary and matching conditions have been outlined above. The

solution to this system of equations then generates the first-order

approximation to the concentration of the reactant leaving the bed.

This result can be utilized in equation 2 to write,

£k £
m--=-aD aLo

- In --x-]e:aD
o

(12)
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Equation 12 has been rigorously derivede .
o

is lim
xl-+w

through a singular perturbation approach. The bed Sherwood number

where

for low Peclet numbers can be calculated once 8L is known. This

quantity will depend upon the detailed geometry functions Wi and

W, and the parameter aL, as can be seen by examining equationsa

8 through 10 and their associated boundary conditions.

Equation 12 may appear to be a rearrangement of equationl, and

indeed it can be generated from equation 1 through algebraic mani-

pulations. However, equation 12 yields ~ priori predictions of the

Sherwood number after 8
L

is determined from the perturbation

problem as outlined. In particular, 8L is shown to be independent

of the Peclet number at low Peclet numbers, and the dependence on

aL can be elucidated to some extent as discussed below.

Deep bed behavior of k
m

For straight tubes with an insulated upstream wall (z < 0)

and an active downstream wall (z ~O), the local mass-transfer rate

depends upon the axial position, but the local mass-transfer coeffi-

cient approaches an asymptotic value in the downstream region. The

length scale in which this asymptotic value is approached depends

upon the Peclet number. This region is usually designated the mass-

transfer entry region. Levich (78) has shown for high Peclet numbers

that the entry"region is o(PeR) , where R is the tube radius. In the

low Peclet number regime, Michelsen and Villadsen (79) have shown

that the entry region is O(R) , a result which is substantiated by
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the calculations of S~rensen and Stewart (10) and Michelsen and

Villadsen (79).

From these results one concludes that the entry region for a

packed bed should be in the order of a particle diameter for low

Peclet numbers, and a deep bed thus will be one for which L» d •
P

In this limit, most of the bed will be in the well-developed mass-

transfer region, where the fractional decrease of reactant for any

incremental streamwise length should be independent of the position

of the incremental length. Thus, for deep beds, the dependence of

8L on aL can be expressed as

where and are independent of aL

(13)

(as well as Pe) and are

dependent upon the detailed geometric functions Wi and W.
a

The

deep bed, low PiBSherwood number from equation 12 can then be

written as

e:k
m

--=
aDo

v
aDo [

e: Ctz v ]
Ct - - In -.-

1 I aL eaDo
(14)

Since the entry region is small at low Peclet numbers, this result

should be applicable to many beds of practical importance. Equation

14 was first stated by S~rensen and Stewart (10), but they did not

demonstrate how they derived this result.
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Equation 14 shows that for large values of aL, where the second

term in the brackets is negligible compared to the first, k becomes
m

linearly proportional to the velocity. (Note that in figure 4.1 the

curve for aL = 5 is fairly close to that for aL = 00.) After applying

the large aL limit and the low Peclet number limit, one can conclude

from equation 4 that the film coefficient of the one-dimensional

model for the same bed must approach a constant as

Ek
f--=

aD
o

(15)

Equations 14 and 15 are the main result of this chapter. It is

worth noting that equation 14 could be derived from equation 4 in a

simpler manner by ~ priori postulating that kf becomes independent

of v for low Peclet numbers. However, this of course would not

shed any conclusive light on the real behavior of kf .

The void volume approach outlined above cannot be carried

further for the general case without specifying the geometry. A

packed bed can be considered on the microscopic scale as a statis-

tically periodic structure (29). In order to introduce a predictive

capability into the present method, one can solve equation 9 in

the well-developed mass-transfer region as an eigenvalue problem.

This yields the fractional decrease of reactant for each period and

hence the value of a l in equation 13. For significant values of

aL, this also yields the dominant part of k according to equation
m

14 and k
f

according to eq~ation 15.
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Discussion

The two types of mass-transfer coefficients described in this

work have been reported in the literature. Miyauchi and his coauthors

(80,73,74,75,83) conclude from the analysis of their data that the

film coefficient reaches a constant as the Peclet number decreases.

Gunn and Souza (72 ) and Littman et al. (68 ) also reach the same

conclusion about their data. However, their results exhibit more

scatter than those of Miyauchi. On the other hand, from considering

those workers' results (47,67,,66,70,49,17,69,65 ) who calculated

an effective transfer coefficient as in equation 1 (or its possible

equivalent forms), one could conclude that the effective transfer

coefficient decreases with decreasing Peclet number.

There are clearly different experimental trends in these two

coefficients. Our analysis suggest that the effective Sherwood number

becomes linearly proportional to the Feclet number as Pe + O. This

is true for any geometric arrangement of the voids in the bed. This

implies through equation 4 that the film coefficient approaches a constant

in the same limit. These prediced trends agree with the available

experimental data.

We have not been concerned in this paper with presenting

numerical predictions for the film or effective mass-transfer

coefficients at low Peclet numbers. However, several comments on

some previous theoretical work along this line are in order.

To predict the transfer coefficients in a bed, it is necessary

to introduce a microscopic model for the structure of the bed. The
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free-surface cell model developed by Happel (32 ) or an analog of

this as introduced by Neal and Nader (13 ) has been used by various

authors. One can calculate a film mass-transfer coefficient by

solving the hydrodynamics and the convective-diffusion equation

within the cell, both subject to appropriate boundary conditions. This

film coefficient will depend upon the flow conditions in the cell and

the Schmidt number. As our analysis suggests, only in the high Peclet

number region is this film coefficient equal to the effective coefficient

k Pfeffer ( 18), Pfeffer and Happel (15 ), El-Kaissy and Homsy (19 )
m

and Tardos et al. (21) have performed such calculations for high

Peclet numbers within the free-surface cell model framework.

At low Peclet numbers, the uniform concentration boundary

condition imposed on the outer free surface of the cell has been

criticized (81,17,10 ). Nelson and Galloway (17 ) attempted to remedy

this ficticious sink boundary condition. They imposed a zero-radial

gradient condition on the concentration at the outer free surface.

They combined surface-renewal and boundary-layer arguments to arrive

at a film coefficient linearly proportional to the Reynolds number

and to the Schmidt number raised to the two-thirds power. At low

Reynolds numbers the applicability of surface-renewal theory and

boundary-layer theory is questionable. Also, the distinction between

the film and effective mass-transfer coefficients was not recognized.

Kunii and Suzuki (82 ) have realized the difference between

the two coefficients at low Peclet numbers. They have presented
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m They predict a linear
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dependence on the Peclet number. Their model involves an empirical

factor which varies over two orders of magnitude to fit their data

analysis.

S~rensen and Stewart (11,12) have numerically calculated the

creeping flow velocity profiles and solved the convective-diffusion

equation for a limiting reactant in a simple cubic packed bed of

uniform sized spheres. These calculations are a great aid in the

understanding of processes in an actual bed. Their results indicate

that the effective coefficient k varies linearly with the Pecletm

number as PeB ~ 0 in accord with equation 14. Their results can

be used to calculated a
l

in equation 14, and hence, through equation

15, kf . The dimensionless film coefficient for a deep bed of simple

cubic packed spheres (£ '" 0.48) is found to be

d k
f-.E-!.. = 7.1

D
o

where a tortuosity factor of T= -v-; has been assumed. This should be

compared to the experimental values of 12.5 determined by Miyauchi

et al. (83) for a gas-film coefficient (£ '" 0.5), of 16.7 determined

by Miyauchi et al. (80) 'for a liquid-film coefficient (£ '" 0.4), and

of 10.0 determined by Gunn and Souza (72 ) for a gas film coefficient

(£ '" 0.4).

It should be noted that S~rensen and Stewart's results have been

previously misunderstood. Their calculations do not imply a dimen-

sionless film coefficient of 3.9 as has been claimed. Their NusSelt
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number Nu is based on the log mean average of the convective

energy flux entering and leaving the bed. This number is not the

low Pec1et number, one-dimensional film coefficient.

Summary

It has been demonstrated that the low Pec1et number behavior

of the Sherwood number in a packed bed reactor is dependent upon

its defining equation. A rigorous singular perturbation approach

coupled with heuristic arguments indicates that for a deep bed the

effective mass-transfer coefficient (defined by equation 1) is

directly proportional to the Pec1et number. The film coefficient

(defined by equation 3) approaches a constant in the same limit.

These conclusions are independent of the detailed geometric void

structure in the bed.
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Chapter 5

Numerical Calculations for the Asymptotic, Diffusion Dominated
Mass-Transfer Coefficient in Packed Bed Reactors

Abstract

For deep beds, the effective Sherwood number becomes

linearily proportional to the Peclet number as the Pec1et number

tends to zero. A sinusoidal periodically constricted tube model for

the voids in the bed has been used to predict the constant of propor-

tiona1ity. This constant depends upon the dimensionless ratios of

three lengths: the average tube radius, the oscillation amplitude,

and wavelength.

Introduction

In Chapter 4 a formal method for calculating the Sherwood number

in the low Pec1et number regime for a mass-transfer limited, packed

bed reactor was presented. Emphasis was placed on the important

distinction at low Pec1et numbers between the effective Sherwood

number, which relates the inlet and outlet concentrations, and the

film Sherwood number, which is a sink term in the one dimensional

model of the bed. A singular perturbation solution for the concentration

field was used to demonstrate that to first order in deep beds, the

effective Sherwood number can be written

(1)
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structure and are independent of the Peclet number. Equation 1 applies

for any detailed void volume arrangement of the bed.

In order to introduce a predictive capability to the formalism

presented in that chapter, a microscopic model for the solid-void

structure of the bed must be introduced. In this chapter, values of

(Xl are calculated using the periodically constricted tube (PCT) model

of the bed.

Periodically Constricted Tube Model

The voids in a bed of nbnconsolidated porous media can be

modeled as an array of periodically constricted tubes. This concept

has been developed by Payatakes et al. (29 ) and the references therein.

In this work, the bed is modeled as an array of sinusoidal PCT

(figure 3.2).

The first order solution for the concentration variable in the

reactive section of the bed has been shown to be governed by Laplace's

equation. The concentration variable within the model microscopic

void volume will thus satisfy Laplace's equation.

(2)

The limiting reactant condition on the surface of the solid particles

immediately specifies one boundary condition

err = r ) =
w

o . (3)
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In the well-developed mass-transfer regions of the bed the fractional

decrease of the reactant concentration and flux per period will be

independent of position. This supplies the following boundary conditions

S(r,l) = S(r,O)e-A (4)

dS (r ,1)
dZ

dS(r,O)
dZ

-Ae (5)

where A is the smallest eigenvalue of the solution to equations 2,3,4

and 5. The solution to this problem depends on the geometric parameters

of the microscopic model r A and A/r
A

.

For a deep bed, the eigenvalue A can be related to the leading

term of equation 1. The concentration variable at the exit of the

reactor can be written as

The PCT model yields the following geometrical relationship

rL A aL 2£
I =2£ ar

Ad

(6)

(7)

Equations 6 and 7 can be substituted into the defining equation

of the effective mass-transfer coefficient (eq. 4.1) to yield the

analog of equation 1.

£k [Ar ]m v A 2£ £ V

aVo :;: aVo -2- ar
Ad

- aL 1n £aV
o

(J,2 • (8)
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Thus the leading term a
l

of equation 1 can be calculated by finding

the eigenvalue A.

Method of Solution

An analytic solution for the eigenvalue problem determined by

equations 2, 3, 4, and 5 could not be found. An approximate numerical

scheme was used. The technique is similar to that utilized in chapter 3.

Laplace's equation and the boundary conditions are transformed into a

new coordinate system (n,z) where n = r/r (z) •
w

The wall boundary

condition is then shifted to the coordinate curve n = 1. A transformed

concentration variable C was defined as

- AZC = 6e . (9)

This transformation was introduced in order to remove the eigenvalue

from the boundary conditions and transfer it to the differential

equation. Laplace's equation and its boundary conditions are then

written as

C(n,O) = C(n,l) (10)

dC(n,O) = dC(n,l)
(11)dZ dZ

C(l,z) =° (12)

a2~+[~+ n2(:~na2~ +[~+ n(z(:~)2 r"
-~+

rdZ r w dn nr w ww w

<: A)]
dC [ r·yc 2A ~ + A2Can-- 2n~ ~- °. (13)r dndZ dZw
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Two independent collocation procedures were used to solve equations

10 thru 13. These two techniques permitted a cross verification of

the calculated results.

In the first method, an expansion for C was assumed in the form

C(n,z) =
NCP
l ~ (z)J (ykn) .

k=l -lc 0
(14)

Since the Yk are the roots of the Bessel function J ,this expansion
o

identically satisfies the wall boundary condition. Equation 14 is

substituted into equation 13, and the residual is made equal to zero

at NCP n collocation points. This generates a system of ordinary

differential equations with the following boundary conditions

Ak(0) Ak(1) •

Along with the normalization

(15)

(16)

Al (0) = 1 (17)

this specifies enough information to calculate the unknowns. Equation 13

was linearized and then solved by iteration on a z finite-difference

grid using the method of Newman (63) slightly modified to exploit the

storage space savings made possible by the periodic boundary conditions

(Appendix C).

The second method uses a double series expansion to transform

the original partial differential equation into a system of algebraic

equations.
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Since the ~ functions are periodic, they can be expanded in a

Fourier series

NFC
~(z) = L (a

km
cos 2n(m - l)z + bkm sin 2nmz) • (18)

~l

The periodicity conditions are then identically satisfied. The

unknown Fourier coefficients are determined by collocating the residual

of a linearized equation 13 on a grid of NCP n points and 2NFC z

points. These collocation equations and the normalization condition

specify a determinate system.

In both techniques the n collocation points were chosen to be

evenly spaced in n2 in the open interval (0,1). The z points

used in the double collocation method were chosen to be evenly spaced

in the semi-open interval 10,1) • The collocation/finite difference

method was computationally advantageous for the larger values of the

parameters reported here.

The computer programs are given in Appendix B.

Results and Discussion

As seen from equation 8, the important quantity for calculating

the Sherwood number is ArA • Figure 5.1 presents the calculated values

of ArA in a sinusoidal PCT normalized by the value of ArA (= 2.40482)

for a straight wall cylinder.

Figure 5.2 presents results for the leading term of the Stanton

number (ShB/PeB) in a mass-transfer contr.olled, deep-bed packed

reactor modeled as an array of sinusoidal PCT. As the sinusoidal tube
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Figure 5.1 The first eigenvalue of Laplace's equation in a sinusoidal
peT.
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Figure 5.2 Calculated values of the Stanton number for a mass-transfer
controlled packed bed reactor in the low Peclet number region.
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amplitude approaches zero,for all values of r A the Stanton number

approaches 1.202, the value for a straight wall tube.

S~rensen and Stewart (12 ) have calculated the asymptotic Stanton

number for a bed of uniform sized spheres in simple cubic packing.

In the terminology of this work, that number is found to be 1.233.

As was found in the high Peclet number, asymptotic Sherwood number

calculations and the friction factor calculations, a value of r A - 0.5

and A/rA - 0.3 to 0.4 for a sinusoidal PCT reproduce satisfactorily

S~rensen and Stewart's results.

As has been emphasized, the above solution only generates the

leading term of the deep-bed Stanton number. It is necessary to ask

under what conditions can the second term of equation 1 be neglected.

In order to calculate a 2 ' the concentration variable in the entrance

region of the bed must be calculated. This is an order of magnitude

more difficult problem and is not attempted here. S~rensen and Stewart,

however, have solved this problem for simple cubic packing of uniform

spheres. We can use their results to estimate the effect of neglecting

the second term in the expansion. Table 5.1 shows that for most bed

depths with a Peclet number greater than 0.001, the error is acceptable.

The error is seemingly further diminished in scale when a log-log plot

of ShB vs PeB is examined.

The Stanton numbers presented above are for a non-diluted reactive

bed. The reactive section of the bed must not contain an excess

of inert particles. It should be emphasized that only under these

conditions does Laplace's equation describe the concentration variable



Table 5.1

S~rensen and Stewart's results for the deep-bed, low Peclet
number Stanton number of a simple cubic packed lattice

of uniform size spheres

e:k
m

v

99

v
aV

o
aL~ 10 50 100 00

!
1

0.1

0.01

0.001

1.165 1.219 1.226 1.233*

1.275 1.241 1.237 1.233*

1.384 1.263 1.248 1.233*

1.490 1.284 1.259 1.233*

*The low Peclet number, deep bed asymptote
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v
aD aL ~ 10

o
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12.2 2.4 1.2

20.8 4.1 2.1
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in the reactive section of the bed. For two beds with identical E

and aL values and with the same feed flowrate and concentration,

one may argue, qualitatively, that the effective mass-transfer

coefficient in the non-diluted bed must be greater or less than that in the

diluted bed. Care must be taken in extrapolating low Peclet number

mass-transfer coefficient experiments in diluted beds to non-diluted

beds.
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Chapter 6

Entrance Region (Leveque-like) Mass Transfer
Coefficients in Packed Bed Reactors

Abstract

Calculations for the high Peclet number, entrance region

(Leveque~like) packed bed, mass-transfer coefficient using a

sinusoidal periodically constricted tube model for the void structure

of the bed are presented. An inverse cube root dependence of the

mass-transfer coefficient on the bed depth is predicted. This length

dependence is anticipated orily at very low Reynolds numbers. Calculations

which assume a mixing region between successive periods are also

presented. No bed length dependence is anticipated in these coefficients.

Introduction

The periodically constricted tube is a useful model of void

structure, in calculation of mass transfer in packed bed reactors.

This model was developed by Payatakes and co-workers (Payatakes et al., 29,

30,31 ) to predict the permeability of a nonconsolidated packed bed.

They envisioned the bed as cell structures made of segments of parabolic

periodically constricted tubes. A sinusoidal periodically constricted

tube (PCT) is used in this work to model the void structure in a bed

in order to predict the mass-transfer coefficient. The fluid is assumed

to be in the viscous flow regime, and the reactant conversion is assumed

to be controlled by mass transfer from the fluid to the particle surface.
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In earlier chapters calculations were presented using this model for

the mass-transfer coefficient in the high and low Pec1et number,

deep-bed asymptotic limit. These limiting values can be used in their

appropriately defined ranges (as suggested by Karabe1as et al., 71 ),

or they can be empirically combined to cover the intermediate Pec1et

number range. This approach is similar to that taken by Sorensen

and Stewart (l~lV who in their pioneering work solved the convective

diffusion equation in a simple cubic packed bed of uniform sized

spheres. In this chapter, the high Pec1et number, entrance region

(Leveque-like) mass-transfer coefficient calculations are presented.

The term "entrance region" is used here to designate that region where

a concentration boundary layer has started to grow along the wall

of the packing or particles but has not yet completely filled the

flow passage.

A note similar to this was presented by Tardos et al. (21). They

presented calculations for the mass-transfer coefficient under the

stated restrictions using various sphere-in-a-cell models for the

void structure in the bed. As will be seen, in the creeping flow

regime these models are inherently different from the conduit model,

which predicts a length dependent coefficient.

Mathematical Formulation

Figure 3.2 represents a segment of a sinusoidal PCT. The bed is

imagined to be a matrix of these tubes. The well-known straight

conduit model results when the amplitude of the tube wall oscillation
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equals zero. The tube parameters may be determined by the procedure

suggested by Payatakes et al. (29 ).

The effective mass-transfer coefficient k is defined as follows
m

exp (-ak L/v)
m

(1)

where and cL are the reactant concentration far upstream and

downstream of the reactor, respectively. Since the axial dispersive

flux becomes negligible compared to the convective flux at high Peclet

numbers, equation 1 can be generated by integrating the one-dimensional

model for the bed wherein k is analogous to a first-order rate
m

constant. The distinction between this coefficient and the film

coefficient kf which appears as the first-order rate constant in

the one-dimensional model of the bed which includes a dispersive flux

should be pointed out. Only in the high Peclet number limit do these

two coefficients become indistinguishable.

Consider a single PCT of length L. A mass balance for the

reactant across the tube (inlet-to-outlet) can be written as

rate of moles reacted
at tube wall

(2)

where is the flowrate per tube. The bed is assumed to be homogeneous,

thus the reactant concentrations of equation 2 are equal to those

of equation 1. The right side of equation 2 can be calculated by

solving the appropriate form of the convective-diffusion equation.

We shall demonstrate shortly how this calculation is carried out, but
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let us express the result of this step in terms of an average Sherwood

number for the tube,

<Sh> (3)

where <N > is the average flux over the surface area contained in
w

length L. In the high Peclet number limit, combining equations 1,

2, and 3 yields

v

k aL_m__ ;;; -::-__<_S...,.h_>--;=-
2rAd<vAd>/Vo

(4)

where S~ is the surface area contained in length L. The bed

Sherwood number (a dimensionless mass-transfer coefficient) can be

written by relating the superficial velocity v to the average

velocity in the tube <vAd>

(5)

We then find

In order to calculate the mass-transfer coefficient from

equation 6, a value for the average Sherwood number «Sh» in a

tube must be determined. This may be found by applying a Lighthi11

transformation (84 ) to the convective-diffusion· equation. The
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axial diffusive flux is assumed to be negligible, and the velocity

profile is taken to be linear near the wall. The governing equation

may be found in Newman's text (85 ) and is reproduced below.

<Sh> = 1T 2rAd

3f(4/3) S~.P0

2/3

rwt\JrWdBddXd] (7)

The subscript d indicates a dimensional quantity. The integral is

carried out along the boundary-layer coordinate x, measured along

the surface of the tube. The radius of the tube is r wd ' and Sd

is the normal derivative of the velocity at the wall. This may be

found by appropriate differentiation of the stream function solutions

found in Chapter 3. In a dimensionless form this derivative is

expressed as

(8)

Equation 7 may be inserted into equation 6 and, after some

rearranging, this results in an expression for the macroscopic

quantity km in terms of the measurable parameters aL, £, PeB ' and

the microscopic model parameters and

where

£k
m

aV =
o

9
2

/
3

I 2/ 3[ 2£. J4
/

3
( £v )1/3

3f(4/3)41/ 3 V 1 2 aLaVoarAd 1 +Z(A/rA)

(9)
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(10)

It has been assumed in deriving equation 9 that L/t

Results and Discussion

is an integer •

The bed Sherwood number may be calculated by evaluating the

integral I of equation 10 by the use of equation 8. In the course

of the calculations, it was found that dVt/dn became less than zero

for certain ranges of the tube parameters. This implies separation

flow. Separation in viscous flow has been reported in the

literature by Davis and O'Neil (86 ), Moffat (87 ), and Ganatos et al.

(88 ), among others. The Lighthill transformation is not valid when

the shear rate becomes negative.

In the worse case for which calculations are presented

1/2) , the surface area of the tube occluded by the

separation zone is 44 percent of the total surface area. Figure 6.1

presents the streamlines for this case. In the spirit of numerical

simplicity, the shear rate was set identically equal to zero from

the separation point to z = 1/2 in evaluating the integral I, thus

neglecting the complications caused by the flow pattern. This will "

result in an underestimate in k
m Those values of the tube parameters

for which separation was found are indicated by the dashed line of

figure 6.2 and 6.3.

Figure 6.2 is a plot of the integral I. Figure 6.3 is a plot of

the high-Peclet-number, entrance-region Sherwood number. Both figures

use and as parameters.
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Figure 6.1 Streamlines in a sinusoidal peT with r A = 0.5, A/rA = 0.5.
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As was found by Chow and Soda (89 ), who solved a regular

perturbation problem for small values of r A , the Sherwood number

increases with amplitude. However, for larger values of r A this

trend reverses itself. This identical trend was found for the high

Peclet number, deep-bed asymptote.

Equation 8 predicts that the bed Sherwood number decreases

as -1/3
L for a mass-transfer controlled reaction. sl6rensen and

Stewart (12 ) have also reached the same conclusion. One cannot

find conclusive evidence in the literature to substantiate this prediction.

Kato et ale (49 ) have correlated their data with a packing depth--
factor. There are also indications of a length dependent k in

m

the data of Wilson and Geankopolis (52 ) and of Alkire and Gracon

(37). For a given f1owrate, increasing the packing depth by a factor

of 10 will result in a decrease of k by 54 percent. Considering
m

the nature of experimental measurements of

easily be obscured by experimental error.

k ,this diffference can
m

Thus an experiment to

ascertain if there is a packing depth effect must be carefully designed.

Tardos et ale (21) compared their calculations for k with the
m

experimental correlation of Wilson and Geankopo1~s. This latter

correlation was developed from data taken from beds with aL values

ranging from 3.4 to 27 with £ approximately 0.4. If an average aL

of 15 is assumed, the PCT model predicts the ratio ShB/Pe~/3 to be

in the range 0.214 to 0.304 while Tardos et ~. report a range of this

ratio from 0.536 to 0.584 depending upon the cell model used. The

Wilson and Geankopolis correlation results in a value of 0.464.
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It should be emphasized that the packing-depth effect is

anticipated only at low Reynolds numbers. In creeping flow, the Peclet

number is the only physico-chemical parameter controlling the mass-

transfer rate. As the flowrate increases, the Reynolds number also

becomes a factor to consider. In the non-viscous flow region, mixing

eddies will become a dominant flow structure in the intersticies of

the packing. Thus any boundary layer that might form on the surface

of the particles is destroyed by the eddies. In this case, the models

of a sphere in a cell become physically more appropriate. The conduit

model may also be applied here by redefining the length scale over

which the average tube Sherwood number is calculated. Kataoka et al.

(25 ) have carried out such an analysis using the straight tube model.

With the aid of figure 6.2, it is possible to carry out such an

analysis for the sinusoidal PCT.

The fluid is now imagined to be well mixed before it enters a

period and remixed after it leaves a period. The Leveque solution

can be applied in each period to calculate the mass-transfer coefficient.

The length scale over which the Lighthill transformation is applied is

2 in this case rather than L Equation 9 still applies after the

appropriate substitution. The period length 2 may be related to

the particle diameter by

2 = [ TI Jl
/
3

6(1 - 8) dp
(11)

as suggested by Payatakes ~ al. Substituting into equation 10 and

introducing the specific interfacial area for d ,one obtains
p
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E:km _ 9
2

/
3 1 E:. 11/

3
[ 2e:: J4

/
3
12/3(~)1/3

aVo - 3f(4/3)41/ 3 [6(1 - e::) ]2/3 V·I. 2 . aVo
arAd 1 + 2 (A/rA)

(12)
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Chapter 7

The Measurement of Mass-Transfer Controlled Reaction Rates
in an Electrochemical Packed Bed Reactor

Purpose

In this chapter an experimental program to measure transport

controlled mass-transfer coefficients is discussed.

Summary of Procedure

A randomly packed bed of uniform size, copper plated, stainless

steel bearings was used as the cathode in an electrochemical, flow-

through reactor. Copper was plated on the surface of these particles

from an acidified (1 ~ H2S04) copper sulfate solution. Copper deposition

was chosen as the test reaction because atomic adsorption can be used

to measure accurately the ion concentration at 0.1 ppm with an uncertainty

of ±l percent. The evolution of O2 in a separate compartment was

the anode reaction. A sufficient cathodic polarization was applied

transport controlled reaction manifests itself as a limiting current

plateau on a current versus applied potential plot. The overall

reaction rate for the copper deposition can be measured by two

independent techniques: i) the inlet and outlet Cu++ concentration

is determined and ii) the cell current is measured. The latter is,

according to Faraday's Law (assuming negligible side reactions), propor-

tional to the amount of copper consumed. These two independent measurements

permit a cross verification of the mass-transfer coefficients calculated from

the data. Only those data which give mass-transfer coefficients which deviate
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±5 percent from the average are accepted. All other data were rejected.

The experimental variables which were manipulated were the f10wrate of

the feed t the Schmidt number of the feed (by addition of glycerol), and

the packing depth. The Reynolds (v/av) number range varied from 0.198 to

0.00271; two values of Schmidt number were studiedt 2000 and 9000; and

two values of packing depth were studied t characterized by aL =: 30

and aL =: 100 .

Introduction

As was seen in Chapter 2 t the limiting current analysis of

Bennion and Newman ( 40) indicates that the porous electrode design

constraints of a maximum allowable ohmic drop (~~2) along with the

required conversion set an upper limit on the f10wrate through the bed.

This flowrate for typical values of ~~2corresponds to Peclet

(v/aDO) numbers in the range 10 to 500. For typical values of the

Schmidt number (1000), this Peclet number range corresponds to Reynolds

numbers in the range 0.01 to 0.5.

The availability of mass-transfer data in this low f10wrate

region is very sparse. A review of the low Pec1et number data has

already been presented in Chapters 2 and 4. Most of these data were taken

for gaseous systems.

There exists a need for reliable mass-transfer data in the low

Peclet number (low Reynolds, high Schmidt number) region. The purpose

of this experimental program is to provide data in this range.

'J
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There are a few publications which have studied this problem.

Williamson et al. (51 ) and Wilson and Geankopolis (52 ) have studied

the low Reynolds number mass-transfer behavior in a bed packed with

benzoic acid spheres. Most of their data are above the 0.5 Reynolds

number, and those data below this show considerable scatter. Alkire

and co-workers [Alkire and Gracon (37 ), Alkire and Ng (90 ), Alkire

and Gould (91 )] have studied porous flow-through electrodes at very

low Reynolds numbers. In the course of their work, they have generated

limiting current curves which can be used to calculate mass-transfer

coefficients. Unfortunately, they used screen. material as the active

packing in their beds. The interfacial area available for mass-transfer

is not well defined in this geometry. Alkire et al. have used an

area adjusting factor to bring their experimental results in line

with their calculations. However, even if the screen surface area

were known with confidence, their results should not be used to calculate

mass-transfer coefficients. This is because they measured and reported

only limiting currents, and, as will be seen shortly, in the low

Reynolds number region where the reactant is consumed with nearly 100%

efficiency, a small uncertainty in the limiting current will cause a

large error in the mass-transfer coefficient. Coeuret (92 ) has studied

the low Reynolds number behavior in a porous flow-through electrode.

He used the reduction of ferricyanide on a bed of spherical, gold

plated, graphite particles. He varied the Schmidt number and packing

depth. The majority of his data are above the Reynolds number region

of interest. He has reported the ferricyanide conversion as well as
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the limiting current. Appel's dissertation (16 ) was concerned with

the measurement of mass-transfer coefficients in low Reynolds number

flow. In a shallow (aL = 10) , hexagonally packed bed he studied

the reduction of ferricyanide on precision stainless steel bearings.

The mass-transfer coefficient was calculated by three independent

measurements. The combination of reproducible packing and the

ability to cross verify the three calculated mass-transfer coefficients

make his results highly reliable.

The Limiting Current Technique

The electrochemical reaction of a test species from a fluid at

an electrode surface is an excellent probe for the mass transfer

behavior at an interface. If a sufficient polarization is applied to

the electrode, the rate of reaction is controlled by the transfer of

the reactant from the bulk to the interface. This mass-transfer

controlled reaction is immediately recognized by a limiting current

plateau on a current versus electrode polarization curve. An excellent

review of the limiting current technique is given by Selman (93 ).

The limiting current technique has been applied by many workers

to the study of mass~transfer in packed beds. Besides the work of

Alkire and co-workers, Appel, and Coeuret mentioned above, others have

used this tool to study packed bed mass-transfer behavior. Jolls and

Hanratty (94 ) placed a single active sphere in a bed of inert spheres

and measured the current to segmented electrodes flush on the surface.

This technique gives an indication of the spatial behavior of the
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reaction rate. Karabe1as et a1. (71) used a single sphere whose

entire surface was active in a bed of inert particles. Mandelbaum

and Bohm (95 ) placed six active Raching rings in a bed of inert rings

and reported the average mass-transfer coefficient of all six particles.

Appel has pointed out that the results of these three works should

not be applied to a bed filled with active particles.

The implementation of the limiting current technique to measure

mass-transfer coefficients in packed beds is decidedly more complicated

than the dissolution of benzoic acid or naptha1ene spheres which has

been used by other workers in the field. However, the added complexity

of this technique does have advantages. Consider the reduction of

ferricyanide in a bed of spherical particles. One can measure the

inlet and outlet ferro and ferricyanide species concentrations and

hence calculate two values of the mass-transfer coefficient. One can

also measure the total current flowing to the cell and from this calculate

another value for km

verify one another, and therefore any bad data can be rejected.

Most of the experimental work reported above has used the reduction

of ferricyanide as the test reaction. This reaction is popular because

it does not change the surface area of the particle in the course of

the reaction and it has a large exchange current density. The analytical

technique (titration) used to measure the ferro/ferricyanide species

-4is accurate to only approximately 1 part in 10 for a 10 molar solution.

Thus, if one wants to measure accurately the inlet and outlet concen-

trations, the conversion in the bed must remain within certain bounds.
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This problem has been discussed by Appel (16) and by Yip (96). This

bound limits the range of variables that can be varied in an experiment.

For a given packing depth it sets the lowest permissible flowrate,

and for a given flowrate, it determines the deepest permissible packing

depth. One could forgo the concentration measurements and record only

the cell current and relate this to the mass-transfer coefficient,

but this will result in a loss of accuracy. This is demonstrated

below.

The effective mass-transfer coefficient in the transport controlled

reactor is defined as

v cLk :;:: - - In-
m aL c

F
(1)

This can also be written with the use of Faraday's law in terms of

the measured cell current I
c

vk :;:: - - ln
m aL [ I]1 _ c

nFQc
F

• (2)

Any experimental measurement has uncertainty associated with it. Let

the error in the measured concentrations be designated by £1' and

that in the current by £2 ' i.e.

c :;:: cAV(l ± £1)

I :;:: IAV(l ± £2) •

(3)
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For illustrative purposes, we shall assume that the error in the

flowrate measurement is unimportant. It is straightforward to show

that the uncertainty propogated to the mass-transfer coefficient from

these two measurements is given by

/::,.c _ (4)

(5)

I - E
(I /1 )AV 2

c M 1 + e: l
I -

In [1 - (I /1 )AV]
c M

In
1 + e:

k
H _ kL 1 - (I /1 )AV 2

c M I - E
lm m = _...!:=.. --=....

k
AV
m

The numerator in 4 and 5 gives the difference between the highest

and lowest k value when the uncertainty E. of the measurement is
m 1

considered. The denominator normalizes the expression with respect

to the average k
m

Typical values for the errors are

and e: 2 R:: 0.005 .

Figure 7.1 is a plot of these two equations. At AV8L = 0.0149 ,

/::,.1 is infinite. This graph succintly illustrates that at high conver-

sions (low 8L) one should calculate k from the concentration measurement
m

whereas at low conversions one should calculate k from
m

the current measurement. There is a region between these two extremes

where both measurements can be used but one must first arbitrarily

set a value for the ordinate. This region will of course be a function

of the in each measured variable.
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Figure 7.1 Propagation of error in packed-bed mass transfer
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The electrochemical technique has limitations associated with

it. Because of the highly nonuniform current distribution near the

limiting current, secondary (side) reactions may take place in one

section of the bed while not in another. As the electrode is made

more cathodic, these undesired side reactions can become significant.

These reactions can eliminate the current plateau. The effect becomes

pronounced as the flowrate is increased or as the concentration of

the electroactive species is either made too high or too low. An

elegant quantitative treatment of this problem has been given by

Trainham and Newman (35 , 39). Alkire and Gould (36 ) have performed

similar calculations.

Experimental Procedures

In the following sections, the detailed description of the cell

design and procedure followed is given. The reader not interested

in these details should reread the summary section in the beginning

of this chapter and skip to the Results section.

Choice of Test Reaction

Selman has listed many of the reactions used for measuring

limiting currents. The most popular seems to be the ferro-ferricyanide

redox couple. This couple could not be used in these experiments

because the low flowrates and the deep bed studied shift it extremely

to the reduced or oxidized species. (Reduction of 3 orders of magnitude

is possible.) The concentration measurement in this extreme has a
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large amount of uncertainty (E
1

) associated with it. The calculated

mass-transfer coefficients would then be questionable.

The copper deposition reaction from an acidified copper sulfate

solution was chosen for this study. Atomic absorption can measure the

Cu concentration at 0.1 ppm with an accuracy of ±1 percent. Glycerol

was added in some of the runs to increase the Schmidt number.

Table 7.1 lists some advantages and disadvantages of this particular

reaction. The physical properties of the solutions without glycerol

were calculated from the equation of Hsueh (97). The data for

11, P, and V for the acidified glycerol solutions were calculated
o

from the results of Arvia et a1. (98 ).

Preparation of Packing Material for Copper Deposition

The bed was packed with precision 1/8 in. (3.18 rom) 316 stainless steel

bearings (Hartford Ball Co., Conn.). By the use of precision bearings,

an accurate estimate for the area available for transport can be

made. This should be contrasted to the dissolution of spherical

benzoic acid particles where the diameter may decrease as much as

5% during the run. Also contrast this to a graphite or screen packed

bed where the area must be estimated.

Preliminary runs were required to find the correct surface

activation procedure so that a limiting current plateau was observed.

The procedures suggested by Appel, and by Alkire and Gracon,and that

found in Modern Electroplating (99) were tried. None of these was

successful. It was found by trial and error that if the bearings were



Table 7.1

Comments on the Deposition of Acidified CUS04 Solutions as a Test Reaction for

Packed Bed Mass-Transfer Coefficients

Advantages

well tested system; there exists a large compilation
on the solution physical properties

high exchange current insures a limiting current

atomic absorption spectroscopy can measure Cu
concentration to 0.100 ppm with £1 ~ 0.01

Disadvantages

approximately only 0.3 volt available for

the Cu++ deposition from a 0.01 M solution
before HZ evolution is thermodynamically

possible (pH - 0)

for high Cu++ concentrations, density
differences during deposition can induce
natural convection

prolonged deposition times can cause surface
area changes (function of current passed)

i-'
N
W
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precoated with a Cu plate, kinetic limitations were minimized, and

the plateau could be observed. The coating procedure was as follows.

The balls were acid washed, rinse9, electrolytically cleansed by

anodic polarization in an acid bath, rinsed, nickel striked, Cu

plated from a CuCN bath, rinsed, and air dried. The procedure used

is that given in Metal Finishing (100). In no case was the coating

greater than I mil thick. The bearings were in a barrel plater for

all of the above steps. The work was done by the plating shop of the

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

After the plated bearings had been exposed to the atmosphere for

some time, the initial bright copper was discolored due to the oxide

formation. This oxide could be removed before the bearings were used

by soaking them in a I ~ H2S04 solution.

Cell Design

The final cell design emerged as an evolutionary process. A

change in the cell design was accepted or rejected on the basis of

preliminary runs. The final design along with motivation for various

features is presented below.

Figure 7.2 is a diagram of the cell. The cell proper consists of

4 major pieces; the cathode, anode, and head compartment all made of

glass and a lucite feed ring. The anode section is attached by a

spring clamp to the head compartment which is in turn bolted to the

feed ring by 6 bolts attached to a collar. The cathode section is

bolted to the feed ring in the same manner.
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The reaction at the anode is 02 evolution. Because this 02

could be reduced at the cathode, it was necessary to isolate the anode

from the cathode by the NaifonR membrane (DuPont Co.), a perfluorosulfonic

acid exchange membrane.

The anode consists of a Pt - Rh screen spot welded onto a

1/4 in. (6.35 mm) tatalum rod. The screen was hung vertically so that

the evolving 02 would not "stick" to the mesh and occlude the surface

area. At the higher currents, the blocking effect was a problem unless

this step was taken.

The head and cathode compartments were joined at the lucite feed

ring. This ring had 12 equally spaced holes drilled through it. A

collar with 6 bolt holes fit around each compartment. These collars

were fastened by bolts at the feed ring. A seal was achieved by using

"0" rings.

The bearings were supported by a 316 stainless steel current

collector shown in figure 7.2 and in an isolated view in figure 7.3.

The current collector was drilled with a #59 drill (dia = 0.0410 in. =

1.04 rom) to give a matrix of holes with a surface porosity of 0.29.

The drilling was done on a microprocessor controlled press; thus the

matrix was spatially homogeneous. The surface area of the current

collector was 2% of the· particle surface area for the shallowest

pack (aL = 30). The back of the current collector was Kynar coated to

insulate it from the solution. The plate was welded to a 1/4 in.

diameter, 3l6-stain1ess steel rod. This rod was also Kynar coated

a~d wrapped in Teflon tape to insure electrical insulation. Filter

paper and a nylon back plate were also used as shown in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.3 Cathode current collector.
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Fluid Flow Systems

The fluid flow system is shown in Figure 7.4. All connections

are made by leached 1/4 in. i.d. Tygon tubing.

The feed solution was pumped from its reservoir to the reactor.

Before entering the reactor through a port in the feed ring, the

solution passed through a glass heat exchange coil situated in the

cooling water tank and then through a rotameter. The entire feed

passed through the cathode. Downstream of the reactor a glass thermometer

was inserted through a glass "T" joint so that the catholyte temperature

could be measured. The thermometer was approximately 10 cm from the

exit port. Downstream of the thermometer a saturated calomel reference

electrode was inserted in a PVC "T" joint. The electrode was approximately

41 cm from the bed exit port. This distance was required because the

reference electrode must be placed above the fluid level in the top

compartment in order that the KCl solution can flow out through the

fiber junction.

The anolyte (1 ~ H2S04) was continuously recirculated from a

4 liter flask.

Fluid Metering Inc. piston metering pumps were used in the feed

and anolyte lines. The piston was ceramic, and the cylinder lining was

made of carbon. All parts of the pump that were in contact with the

solution were electrically isolated from ground potential. This is

necessary to insure that current flows only between the anode and

cathode of the bed. For this same reason, no metal probes, e.g. a

thermistor, should be inserted anywhere in the reaction flow system.
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The temperature of the catholyte leaving the bed was controlled

by adjusting manually the set point of the Thermotrol controller.

In this manner temperature regulation of 25.0 o C ± 0.2°C (with some

excursions as high as ± 0.5°C) could be maintained.

Electrical Circuit

Two methods were used to apply a potential difference across

the cell. One technique, the power supply mode, is shown in Figure 7.5.

This is the method used by Bennion and Newman to power their cell.

In this circuit the overall cell potential VA - Vc is set. The cell

current and the polarization of each electrode relative to the calomel

reference electrode will adjust themselves accordingly. The other mode

used was potentiostatic control of the cathode with respect to the

saturated calomel reference electrode in the catholyte. The circuitry

for this method is diagrammed in Figure7.6. This was the control

mode used by Appel. The majority of the runs were carried out in the

potentiostatic control mode.

Preliminary runs were carried out with potentiostatic control

without the 2 ~F capacitor inserted between the anode and reference

electrode. In the course of these runs it was discovered that the

cell current was rapidly, periodically fluctuating as much as 10%

about a mean. This was clearly seen when the potential drop across

the 1 ~ resistor was examined on an oscilloscope. The reason

for this behavior is clear upon reflection. The potentiostat is a

high gain proportional controller. If there exists a large enough
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capacitance between the cathode and the anode, the potentiostat can

be forced into oscillations. The capacitor inserted between the anode

and reference electrode damps out these oscillations. With the capacitor

inserted, no trace of the oscillations could be seen on an oscilloscope.

For further discussion on electrochemical cell control the reader is

referred to Harrar and Pomernacki (101) and Schroeder and Shain (102).

[The information contained in the oscillations could be constructively

used. If the frequency and amplitude of the current oscillations can

be measured, one may calculate the effective resistance and capacitance

for the porous electrode. The transfer function of the potentiostat and

reference electrode need only be known.]

Preparation of Electrolytic Solutions

All chemicals used were AR grade. The acidified copper sulfate

solutions were made in 48 ~ batches. The water used was first distilled

and then run through a Culligan SR cartridge water system. The specific

resistivity of this water was 10-15 meg ohm -cm. The acid was added

to the water, mixed, and then the CUS04 was added in predissolved

form. After a mixing period, N2 gas was bubbled through the solution.

In all cases at least 10 hours of this de-oxygenation procedure were

allowed before the solution was used.

The anolyte was initially a 1 ~ H2S04 solution. This solution

becomes more acidic in the course of the cell lifetime because of the

02 evolution reaction. It was changed every 10 runs.
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The solutions with glycerol were made up identically as those

without. The glycerol was added after the CuS04 • These solutions

were contained in a 26 ~ feed tank.

A blanket of N2 gas was kept over the feed solution in the

course of the run.

The concentration of the species were CuS04 : 0.001 to 0.01 ~ ;

H2S04 : 1 and 1.S ~ ; C3HS03 : 0 and 3 ~. The Cu concentration was

measured by atomic absorption spectrophotometry. The acid was determined

by titration with standard NaOH with methyl red as the indicator.

The glycerol content was determined by eerie oxidation following the

procedure of Smith and Duke (103).

Procedure for a Run

The cathode compartment was placed in a specially designed holder

for mechanical support. The cell was cleansed with copious amounts

of distilled water. A 1/4 in. rod was placed through the Swagelock

fitting on the bottom of the cathode compartment. The catholyte exit

port was closed off by a hose clamp, and the cell was partly filled with

distilled water. Glass spheres 1/8 in. in diameter were then dropped

into the cathode compartment. These spheres serve to decrease the lag

time between the fluid exiting the back of the current collector and

passing the reference electrode. The current collector was

assembled and then inserted into the cathode compartment with simultan

eous withdrawal of the 1/4 in. rod which was initially in the port.

At the end of this procedure, the current collector rests submersed
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upon the top layer of the glass spheres in the position depicted in

Figure 7.2. The bed is now prepared to pack with the bearings.

The correct amount of eu plated bearings to obtain a certain

packing depth was determined by weight. The average weight per bearing

was determined over a large sample size. The total number of bearings

required to pack the bed to a specified aL could then be calculated

by assuming a value for the porosity. In this manner~ with an £ of

0.38~ approximately 4300 balls are needed for an aL = 30 ~ and l4~400

are needed for an aL = 100 •

The packing of the bed proceeds as follows. Enough distilled

water was added to the cell so that the particles are always submerged.

In this manner air pockets could not be formed in the intersticies of

the packing. The bearings were poured from a small beaker into the

bed. When the incremental height of these bearings was 1/2 cm~ a tamper~

3 in. in diameter~ connected to a 1/4 in. rod was centered over the

bearings and was slowly rotated~ and the bed was simultaneously compressed.

In this manner the layer was fairly uniform and tightly packed. This

packing-tamping procedure was carried out until all of the preweighed

bearings were used. As a final step~ a 3 in. diameter, 1/16 in. thick

piece of Kel-F ~ which was drilled with the same hole matrix as the

current collector, was tightly pressed on top of the spheres. A piece

of Whatman #42 filter paper was held on the top side of this plate by

four turns of Teflon tape. This filter paper/plate combination helped

minimize contact resistance between the bearings, and it also acted

as a flow distributor. It also removed suspended matter from the
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electrolyte. Early runs showed that the same results were obtained

when glass spheres were added on top of the plate as when they were

not. For the majority of runs, no top layer of spheres was used.

The height of the packing was measured with a cathetometer at

four equally spaced angular positions. If the standard deviation about

the average packing depth exceeded 3 percent of the average, the bed

was tamped down,and another set of measurements was taken.

After the height measurements were completed, the bed was drained

to I in. above the Kel-F plate. Feed solution was then added up to

the feed ring. The cell was then assembled. Electrical and flow

connections were then made.

The following discussion is specifically directed to the potentio

static control mode.

A low cathodic polarization was applied to the bed while the feed

solution flushed out the remaining distilled water. After I liter of

solution had passed through the cell, a low polarization (-50 mV)

was applied to the cathode, and the cell was allowed to operate overnight

at a very low flowrate « I ml/min).

After this treatment data collection could proceed. A control

potential was selected on the potentiostat, a flowrate was set, and,

after 3 residence times had passed, effluent samples were collected.

At the same time the flowrate was determined by measuring the flow to

a calibrated cylinder. The potential was then made more cathodic by

slowly (- I mV/s) increasing the potentiostat control setting. By

following this procedure an entire polarization curve could be mapped
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out. The first polarization applied was usually -90 to -100 mV .

The current at this potential was nearly the limiting value at the

lower flowrates studied. It was empirically determined in early runs

that HZ evolution would begin in the range -of -Z70 to -3Z0 mV. If

care was taken to avoid HZ evolution, the same pack could be used at

a different flowrate. When there was evidence of HZ evolution, the

run was terminated. The HZ could be visually observed as void spaces

near the top of the bed. A more sensitive probe was the current.

At high cathodic potentials the current would start to fluctuate.

It is speculated that the HZ gas formation causes this fluctuation.

The data measured were the applied polarization (Ve - ¢R) , the

overall cell voltage (VA - Ve) , the cell current (Ie) , the flowrate

(Q) , and the catholyte temperature (TE) •

Results

A total of 83 runs were made. A run is defined as the measurement

of a polarization curve at a specified flowrate. Of these 83 runs,

59 mass transfer data points were retained. The remainder of the runs

were rejected because the two coefficients calculated from the current

and effluent concentrations deviated by more than 10 percent. Of

these 59 points, 33 were taken in a bed with aL ~'30 , and Z6 were

from a bed with aL ~ 100 ; furthermore, 9 of the aL ~ 30 points were

taken with glycerol added to the feed.

The data and some preliminary calculations for the 59 runs are

listed in tabular form in appendix D •
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Table 7.2 lists the calculated results. The average deviation.

for the Sherwood number is at the most ± 5 percent. These results are

plotted as ShB vs PeB in Figure 7.7. The results of Appel with

aL ~ 10 are also included.

Figure 7.8 illustrates where the data collected in this present

study are situated with respect to other published works.
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Table 7.2

Calculated Results

vd vd e:k
aL --P. --P. v v v m

Run e:
V e:v av V aV aV

0 0 0

10 0.366 30.1 0.213 0.582 0.0560 1900 107 1.69

11 0.391 29.0 0.409 1.05 0.112 1900 213 2.42

12 0.382 30.4 0.211 0.551 0.0568 1910 108 1.71

15 0.372 100 0.213 0.572 0.0565 1910 108 1.54

18 0.385 30.4 0.413 1.07 0.112 1887 211 2.50

19 0.374 30.3 0.413 1.10 0.110 1887 207 2.18

20 0.385 100 0.413 1.07 0.112 1887 211 2.11

21 0.406 30.3 0.0880 0.217 0.0247 1887 46.5 1.34

22 0.390 100 0.0878 0.225 0.0240 1903 45.9 1.04

24 0.390 29.1 0.125 0.320 0.0341 1903 65.0 1.48

25 0.393 29.7 0.0477 0.121 0.0131 1910 25.1 0.828

27 0.385 100 0.0450 0.117 0.0122 1894 23.2 0.477

28 0.385 100 0.0664 0.173 0.0180 1894 34.0 0.642

30 0.394 29.7 0.0436 0.111 0.0120 1894 22.8 0.787

31 0.392 30.4 0.165 0.422 0.0453 1921 87.1 1.80

32 0.396 30.5 0.0249 0.0628 6.83XlO-3 1906 13.1 0.615

33 0.396 30.5 9.82x10-3 0.0248 2. 71X10-3 1906 5.20 0.330

34 0.396 30.5 0.137 0.345 0.0377 1906 71.8 2.07

35 0.392 101 0.0290 0.0741 7.96X10-3 1906 15.2 0.450

36 0.392 101 0.0522 0.133 0.0143 1906 27.2 0.683

37 0.392 101 0.169 0.431 0.0463 1906 88.2 1.50

40 0.400 30.4 0.0695 0.174 0.0193 1910 36.8 1.08

41 0.393 99.9 0.124 0.315 0.0340 1910 64.9 1.41

42 0.393 99.9 0.0503 0.128 0.0138 1910 26.5 0.897

43 0.393 99.9 0.104 0.265 0.0286 1910 54.6 1.26

44 0.393 99.9 0.185 0.471 0.0508 1910 97.1 1. 78

45 0.393 99.9 0.230 0.585 0.0631 1910 121 2.10

47 0.393 99.9 0.341 0.725 0.0937 1910 179 2.55

48 0.393 99.9 0.390 0.868 0.107 1910 204 2.75

51 0.373 30.3 0.489 1.31 0.130 1915 249 2.86
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Table 7.2 (continued)

Calculated Results

vd vd Ek
Run aL -:.2. -...E. v 'V v mE 'V E'V a'V V aV aV

0 0 0

52 0.373 30.3 0.564 1.51 0.150 1915 288 3.07

53 0.373 30.3 0.673 1.81 0.179 1915 343 3.22

55 0.383 100 0.288 0.753 0.0779 1926 150 1.99

56 0.383 100 0.515 1.34 0.139 1926 267 2.57

57 0.383 100 0.418 1.09 0.113 1926 218 2.41

58 0.383 100 0.581 1.52 0.157 1926 302 2.87

59 0.383 100 0.773 1.91 0.198 1926 382 3.33

61 0.400 29.9 0.0580 . 0.145 0.0161 1919 30.9 1.14

62 0.400 29.9 0.0162 0.0405 4.50xlO-3 1919 8.63 0.523

63 0.400 29.9 0.0788 0.197 0.0219 1919 41.9 1.56

64 0.400 29.9 0.0343 0.0859 9.54X10-3 1919 18.3 0.935

65 0.400 29.9 0.141 0.354 0.0393 1919 75.3 2.10

66 0.400 29.9 0.209 0.523 0.0581 1919 III 2.53

67 0.387 100 0.0345 0.0891 9.37x10-3 1919 18.0 0.484

68 0.387 100 0.0222 0.0573 6.03x10-3 1919 11.6 0.332

69 0.387 100 0.0684 0.177 0.0186 1919 35.8 0.770

70 0.387 100 0.0953 0.246 0.0259 1919 49.7 1.08

71 0.387 100 0.141 0.365 0.0384 1919 73.7 1.34

72 0.387 100 0.0817 0.211 0.0222 1919 42.5 0.983

74 0.388 30.0 0.0210 0.0542 5.73x10-3 8880 50.9 1.55

75 0.388 30.0 8. 92XlO-3 0.0230 2.43x10-3 8880 21.5 0.949

76 0.388 30.0 0.0299 0.0769 8.13x10-3 8800 72.1 1.85

77 0.38,8 30.0 0.0397 0.102 0.0108 8880 96.1 2.02

78 0.388 30.0 0.0485 0.125 0.0132 8880 117 2.25

79 0.388 30.0 0.0610 0.157 0.0166 8880 148 2.47

80 0.388 30.0 0.0782 0.202 0.0213 8880 189 2.88

81 0.388 30.0 0.102 0.264 0.0279 8880 248 3.21

82 0.388 30.0 0.133 0.344 0.0363 8880 322 3.57

83 0.388 30.0 0.174 0.449 0.0474 8880 421 4.08
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Chapter 8

Interpretation of Results

Summary

In this chapter the experimental data for mass-transport limited

Sherwood numbers presented in Chapter 7 will be compared with the PCT

model calculations. Different empirical combinations of the asymptotic

mass-transfer coefficients are attempted in order to fit the data. The

best set of unknown empirical constants are determined in a least

squares sense. Each of these data fitting attempts is presented,

none of which wassuccessful~ The inability of the model to fit the

data enables one to learn about the deficiencies of the model. The

bed was envisioned as an array of sinusoidal PCT of a single size. If

the existence of multiple width channel paths is recognized, the data

can be adequately fit by modelling the bed as an array of dual sized

straight tubes. The complexities of the PCT model are not found

useful in interpreting the data.

Combination of Asymptotes

In the earlier chapters calculations were presented for the

PCT modeled, packed bed mass~trans£er coefficient under different

limiting conditions.

It would be highly convenient to combine these asymptotes smoothly

in some manner to cover the non-asymptotic regions. Churchill and

Usagi (104),expanding upon an idea suggested by Acrivos (105),have

pointed out a manner to combine asymptotic formulae. Their results

will be utilized here.
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Define the following quantities.

Sh(l) ==
B

Sh(2) ==
B

Sh (3)
B

Sh(4)
B

Low Peclet number, deep bed asymptotic Sherwood number

High Peclet number, deep bed asymptotic Sherwood number

High Peclet number, entrance region asymptotic Sherwood
number

High Peclet number, mixing region Sherwood number .

Each asymptote has been calculated in chapters 5, 3, 6 and 6 respectively.

The manner in which these asymptotes are combined is dependent

upon the physical picture one envisions for the processes taking

place within the interstices of the packing.

As a first attempt, the model of an array of PCT logically leads

one to write

This is not a unique representation, but it is the simplest. The

exponent n must be determined by a data fitting procedure.

The usefulness of combining the asymptotic formula as suggested

by equation 1 can be found by testing it with S~rensen and Stewart's

(12) calculations. These authors have solved the creeping flow

hydrodynamics and convective diffusion equation in an array of

uniformly sized, simple cubic packed spheres. They presented in

tabular form numerical calculations for k' as a function of bed
m

depth and Peclet number. They also presented formula for the

i = 1,2,3 • Figure 8.1 is a plot of the numerically calculated k
m



Figure 8.1 Comparison of S~rensen and Stewarts' numerically calculated Sherwood numbers with that
given by combination of the asymptotes according to equation 1 with n =1 •
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compared with that given by combination of the asymptotes according

to equation 1 with n = 1. The numerical coefficients are for a

bed one particle layer deep. At low Peclet numbers, this will give a

comparison for the worse discrepancy between the actual value and the

deep bed asymptote which is used in equation 1. Even in this worse

case the deviation is acceptable. This is a restatement of the fact

that the leading term ul ' of equation 14, Chapter 4, need only be

known for most practical sized beds.

The value of n was determined by fitting the 68 data points

shown in figure 7.7 to equation 1 by using a nonlinear least squares

library routine (Dniv. of Calif., LSQMIN). The fitted value depended

upon the tube parameters used. Figures 8.2 and 8.3 are plots of

equation 1 with n = 0.42 and n = 0.50 Figure 8.2 is plotted for

a sinusoidal PCT with 1 1
rA = 2 ' A/rA = 3 ' whereas Figure 8.3 is

plotted for a straight tube. Preliminary conclusions can be drawn

from these results.

The data clearly indicate that in the lower Peclet numbers « 10)

the Sherwood number depends upon the packing depth. However, as

the Peclet number increases this length dependence disappears. For

Peclet numbers greater than 100, there is no distinction between the

Sherwood numbers in a bed of aL = 10 vs aL = 100. At this Peclet

b h R ld b . 1 100 a asnum er, t e eyno s num er was approx~mate y 2000 = . .

Equation 1 could never reproduce this trend. It shows the

strongest length dependence as the Peclet number increases due to the

Sh~3) term. The combination of asymptotes must be reformulated.



Figure 8.2 Combination of sinusoidal PCT asymptotic Sherwood numbers according to

equation 1 with r
A

= ;, A/rA = ;, £ = 0.4 and n = 0.42 •
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Figure 8.3 Combination of straight tube asymptotic Sherwood numbers according to equation 1
with E = 0.4 and n = 0.50 •
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In the high Peclet number region, the model assumed that the

boundary layer formed along the particle surface retained its identity

throughout the depth of the bed. It was anticipated that this would

be true only in the creeping flow regime because any inertial caused

mixing effects at higher Reynolds numbers would destroy the boundary

layers. The data indicate, however, that the boundary layers do lose

their identity. One might speculate as to the cause of this phenomenon

at such low Reynolds numbers. Perhaps the lateral mixing of streams

due to the random placement of the particles (which is not taken into

account in the model) contributes to the destruction of the boundary

layers.

No matter what the mixing mechanism, an empirical Reynolds number

dependence may be incorporated into an analog of equation 1. In this

manner, the asymptotic Sherwood numbers are now combined as

The exponential term involving the Reynolds number will cause the

contribution of the length dependent term to become negligible

compared to the non-length dependent term as the Reynolds number

increases. There are now two parameters to fit to the data, nand

y. The value of these parameters is again dependent upon the geometric

parameters of the tube.
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Figure 8.4 and 8.5 are plots of equation 2 for a sinusoidal PCT

of r A ~ i, A/rA =; and the straight tube, respectively. The

parameter values are listed in the figure caption.

The high Peclet number data are fitted excellently by the straight

tube model but less so by the sinusoidal PCT. However, neither model

carr satisfactorily fit the lower Peclet number data. Both models

overestimate the Sherwood number and, as with equation 1, a strong

enough length dependence is not predicted. These lower Peclet number

data point to a weakness in the model which will be discussed shortly.

The sinusoidal PCT cannot reproduce the higher Peclet number

data obtained in Chapter 7 as well as the straight tube model. For all

values of the PCT geometrical parameters reported in the earlier

chapters, the PCT calculations consistently underestimate the mass

transfer coefficient. The level of success obtained in fitting the

high Peclet number mass-transfer coefficients is further emphasized

when the data of other investigators are considered.

Figure 8.6 is a plot of mass-transport limited Sherwood numbers

compiled from 9 publications along with the data collected in the

present study. All of the data are for Reynolds numbers (v/aV)

less than one. Drawn on this figure are the curves shown in Figures 8.4

and 8.5 for aL = 10. It should be emphasized that these curves were

fit to the results obtained in this and Appel's work. The straight

tube calculations fit this collected data set at higher Peclet



Figure 8.4 Combination of sinusoidal PCT asymptotic Sherwood numbers according to equation 2
with r A = 1/2, A/rA = 1/3, £ = 0.4, Sc = 2000, Y = 1380 and n = 0.615 •
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Figure 8.5 Combination of straight tube asymptotic Sherwood numbers according to equation 2
with £ = 0.4, Sc = 2000, Y = 14.7, and n = 1.92 .
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numbers much more satisfactorily than the PCT calculations. On this

basis, one can conclude that the PCT model is not successful in

fitting packed bed mass transfer data. The higher level of complexity

required in calculating the PCT velocity profiles and asymptotic

Sherwood numbers is not necessary. The PCT model was thought ~ priori

to have been a better model for the bed because it could, in a sense,

reproduce the constrictions and expansions that the actual fluid path

must follow in a bed. This assumption has been proved wrong by this

work.

In the remainder of this work, the straight tube model calculations

are exploited, and the sinusoidal PCT results are abandoned as a model

for packed beds.

The Effect of Flow Maldistribution in a Packed Bed on the Mass
Transfer Coefficient

The low Peclet number mass-transfer coefficients obtained in this

work show a stronger length dependence than is predicted by any model

calculations. The full solution to the convective diffusion equation

will give a length dependent coefficient for all values of the Peclet

number, but this dependence is weakest in the lower Peclet number regions.

Table 8.1 supports this statement. This table shows the numerically

calculated k coefficients of S~rensen and Stewart for a simple
m

cubic packed bed of uniform size spheres. The fifth column gives the

ratio of the k for a bed with aL = 9.9 to that for a deep bed
m

(aL = 00) For a Peclet number of 9.6, this ratio is 1.29, whereas

the data collected in this work give a value for this ratio of 2.8

when the aL ratio is 10:100.
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Table 8.1: S~rensen and Stewart's calculated results for the mass-
transfer coefficient in a simple cubic packed bed of
uniform sized spheres.

e:k /aVm 0

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

v 4.9 9.9 15 (2)/(4)-aL+ ()()

aV
0

{-

9.55 0.916 0.769 0.714 0.595 1.29

31.8 1.37 1.09 0.954 0.598 1.82

95.5 2.11 1.59 1.38 0.603 2.64

318 3.18 2.55 2.18 0.614 4.15
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The larger than anticipated length effect can be explained by

a nonuniform flow distribution in a packed bed. The effect of channeling

on processes taking place in a bed has long been recognized in the

literature. The fluid may find preferential paths of least resistance

through the bed. These lower resistance paths may be near the wall

where the local porosity is higher than the bulk average, but these

paths are not necessarily confined to the wall. Dullien (14) has

pointed out that in randomly packed beds there is a finite probability

for flow connections of a larger than average size to form a network

and transverse the entire length of the bed.

Schlunder (106) has discussed the effect of flow maldistribution

in an array of tubes. His array consisted of one large diameter tube

embedded in a matrix of smaller sized tubes. Martin (107) has expanded

upon this idea and applied it to a packed bed. In this work he

considered the bed to consist of two regions, an annular outer region

where the porosity is high and a central core region with the bulk

porosity. Both workers have demonstrated that the overall mass-transfer

coefficient one would calculate by appropriately summing the contributions

of each flow segment is lower than that of a composite system where

the nonuniformities are neglected by an averaging process. However,

both workers have used the incorrect limiting form of the mass-transfer

coefficient in their segmented flow channels. Schlunder recommended

for each tube size the empirical combination of the Graetz and Lev~que

solution, which is much like the combination suggested earlier in this

chapter. This combination cannot reproduce the correct linear dependence
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of k on the Peclet number in the low Peclet number limit. Martin
m

has made a similar conceptual error by applying the Ranz equation in

each segment, which predicts that the Sherwood number (defined on the

particle diameter basis) reduces to 2. as the Peclet number approaches

zero.

In the following analysis this idea of flow maldistribution

is expanded upon, and in the process the correct limiting form for

the Sherwood number is used.

The bed is now considered to be an array of two different

size radii straight tubes. In this manner, the channeling flow is not

conceptually limited to the confining wall region. Each of these

tubes has its associated radius r l and r 2 ' and its associated

pore space £1 and £2 such that the total bed porosity is the sum

of and £2 . Two dimensionless geometry parameters are generated

by this model, the ratio of tube radii r 2/rl = 0 , and the porosity

ratio £2/£1.

Since the pressure gradient is assumed to be identical in all

tubes, the ratio of the flowrates can be calculated by using the

aagen-Poiseuille sQlution

(3)

The lower case qi is used to designate the flowrate in a single

tube of radius r i . The upper case Qi
will be used to designate

the flowrate in the entire collection of tubes of radius r i .
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The flowrate through the bed and the concentration at the exit

of the bed may be written as

(4)

(5)

Define y as the ratio of Q2 to Ql equation 5 is then written as

The overall Sherwood number for the bed is defined as usual

(6)

[
ShB LJexp - --~ .
PeB E

(7)

Equation 6 can now be rearranged to calculate the overall bed Sherwood

number in terms of the Sherwood number in each individual tube matrix.

Ek alL PeB { 1_m_ = _E Sh __E_ Pe In + _-,-Y_
aVo El aL Pel 1 aL B 1 + Y Y + 1

The Sherwood numbers Shi have been defined as

(8)

(9)
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and the Peclet numbers Pei are defin~d as

(10)

with v. being the superficial velocity in the bed of tube size r.
1 1

only. With v. so defined, the superficial velocity for the entire
1

bed follows as the sum of vI and

Equation 8 can be placed into a more useful form by eliminating

the tube variables on the right side in terms of the macroscopic

parameters for the entire bed. It is straightforward to derive the

following relationships

Pel
1+£/£1°

PeB=-
2

1 + £2° /£1

Pe2

1 + £10/£2
PeB= 2

1 + £l/£l>

alL
aL=

+ £/£1°1

a 2L aL
:;::

1 + £10/£2 .

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

These relationships can be used in equation 8 to write
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2

ShB hShl
E:

In {
1 +

E: 20 h l- -.- Pe
2 2aL B

1 + E: 20 IE: l 1 + E: 20 IE: l

~ aL Sh1

~ o::~J]} (15)exp h ---
E: PeB

where h is defined as

(16)

By modeling the bed as an array of dual sized tubes, equation 15

can be used to calculate the overall conversion in the bed taking

into account the flow distribution and the availability of reactive

surface area in the network. The mass-transfer coefficients for each

size tube matrix must be known in order to make use of this result.

Our attention is now turned to this matter.

The data gathered in Chapter 7 indicate that there is no significant

length dependence for k in the higher Peclet number region.
m

Earlier

in this chapter, it was found necessary to include an exponential

damping term involving the Reynolds number to reproduce this behavior

when length dependent coefficients were empirically combined. These

facts suggest that the Sherwood numbers for each tube size matrix be

empirically combined as

'".,

1 {[ l]n [l ~n}l/n
Shi = Sh?) + Shi4)J . (17)
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These Sherwood numbers for the straight tube model are

Sh (l) = 1 20 Pe
i . i (18)

Sh(4)
i = 0.896 {---£----.-,;-

[6(1 _ £)]2/3
(19)

There are now three parameters to fit to the data, 0, £2/£1 ,and n.

Figure 8.7 is a plot of equation 15 compared to the data of

Chapter 7. The parameter values were determined as before in a least

squares sense and are listed in the figure caption. Figure 8.8

illustrates this equation with the fitted parameter set in comparison

to the mass-transfer data of other workers.

This channeling model fits the data collected in this work for

all Peclet numbers. The root-mean-square deviation is 10.8 percent.

It also gives an excellent fit to the higher Peclet number data of

the other workers. The low Peclet number data fit is not as good but

is satisfactory.

The parameter set which fits the data collected in this work

should not be expected to be the best set for other workers' beds.

It is representative of the range, however, in which the values are

expected to lie, and as seen in Figure 8.8 does give a satisfactory

correlation.

Great care was taken in packing the bed used in this study to

generate a reproducible packing and to minimize large void spaces.

This is reflected in the porosity value for the larger tube size.
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The larger void space occupies approximately 1.5% of the total void

volume of the pack of this study. A non-tamped, randomly dumped bed

would be expected to give a larger porosity value for the bigger

tubes. This would also be true for beds of nonuniform size particles.

Both of the above-mentioned beds would exhibit larger channeling flows

and hence lower apparent mass-transfer coefficients. As a general

rule, for a given Peclet number, the larger the fraction of fluid

which channeis through the bed, the smaller the apparent mass-transfer

coefficient.

In terms of the two tube size model, the effect of channeling

becomes insignificant at large Peclet numbers. Most of the reactant

passes through the bed unreacted in this situation, therefore the

width of the flow channel has very little effect. At low Peclet

numbers, however, the channeling effect will always be apparent since

the conversion at 1~ Peclet numbers is controlled dominantly by the

larger channels.

Equations 15, 17, 18, and 19 are a significant result of this

thesis. The parameter values listed in figure 8.7 may be used in this

equation to correlate the transport controlled mass-transfer coefficient in

packed beds. This correlation can then be used in the design of

porous electrodes as outlined in Chapter 2.
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NOMENCLATURE

-1
specific interfacial area of bed, cm

(1 + 11 + 4D')/2

concentration of reactant entering bed, mo1/cm3

concentration of reactant exiting bed, mo1/cm3

concentration of i at packing surface, mo1/cm3
reactant

diameter of packing particle, cm

2free stream reactant diffusivity, em /s

Eak
f
E/v2

dispersion coefficient, cm2/s

kinetic equation for reaction 2
j , A/cm

2current density of solution phase, A/cm ·s

film coefficient for species i, cm/s

effective mass-transfer coefficient for bed, equation 11, cm/s

bed depth, cm

number of electrons transferred in reaction j

stoichemetric coefficient for reactant i in reaction j

superficial bed velocity, em/s

dimensionless streamwise coordinate, akfz/v

dimensional streamwise coordinate, em

-1
akf/v,cm

porosity of bed

solution potential drop across electrode, V



K

n

Chapter 3

a

A

J\(z)

cF

cL

C

D

f B

G

hljJ,h~,h8

km

L

5/,

PB

Pe

PeB

r

r A

r w
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-1effective conductivity in bed, (ohm-cm)

tortuosity factor

local overpotential, VELECTRODE - ¢2

-1specific interfacial area of bed, cm

dimensionless wall oscillation amplitude, Ad/5/,

interior collocation coefficient functions

2concentration of limiting reactant entering bed, mol/cm

concentration of limiting reactant leaving bed, mol/cm3

dimensionless reactant concentration, (Cd - Cw)/(Cb - Cw)

diffusion coefficient of reactant, cm
2
/s

bed friction factor defined by equation 9

function of ljJ defi~ed by equation 22

dimensionless metric factors

effective mass transfer coefficient of a bed, cm/s

length of bed, cm

length of PCT period, cm

pressure,in bed

reactant Peclet number in a PCT, 2rAd<vAd>/D

bed Peclet number, v/aD

dimensionless radial coordinate, r d/5/,

dimensionless average PCT radius, rAd/fI,

dimensionless wall radius, r wd/5/,



v

v
r
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equivalent radius, 2E/a

volumetric equivalent radius,

bed Reynolds number, v/aV

bed Sherwood number, Ek laD
m

superficial approach velocity, cm/s

average velocity in a tube of constant radius r Ad , cm/s

dimensionless radial velocity, vrd/<vAd>

v~

z

Greek

dimensionless

dimensionless

dimensionless

axial velocity, vzd/<vAd>

streamwise velocity, \Irv~;--+-v-;~

axial coordinate, zd/~

E

p

n

e

-1constant defined by equation 10, em

bed porosity

2kinematic viscosity, cm /s

streamwise coordinate

transformation coordinate of equation 28

r/r (z)
w

polar coordinate

eigenvalue of equation 21

2dimensionless normalized stream f\lnction., -2ljJd/rAd<vAd>

complete set of functions

Subscripts

b

d

bulk

dimensional quantity
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bed Sherwood number

normal coordinate,cm

superficial velocity, cm/s

reaction section length, cm

,\

v
aV

o £k
m

aV
o

bed Peclet number

2molecular diffusion coefficient, cm /s

dispersion coefficient, cm2/s

effective bed mass-transfer coefficient, equation 1, cm/s

film mass-transfer coefficient, equation 3, cm/s

-1specific interfacial area, cm

far upstream reactant concentration, mol/cm3

3far downstream reactant concentration, mol/cm

Chapter 4

a

cF

cL

V
0

E

kf

km

L

n

PeB

ShB

v

Xl ,X2 ,X
3

dimensionless bed coordinates, aXd

z streamwise dimensional coordinate

Greek

0 .. Kroenecker delta
1J

£ porosity

'T tortuosity

Subscripts

d dimensional quantity

In logarithmic mean
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Bessel function of order zero

length of reactive bed, cm

effective mass-transfer coefficient, cm/s

e:k
m

v

dimensionless wall radius,
e:km

bed Sherwood number, aV
o

superficial bed velocity, cm/s

dimensionless axial coordinate in a PCT,zd/~

dimensionless radial coordinate in a PCT, rd/~

dimensionless average PCT radius, rAd/~

bed Peclet number v/aV
o

bed Stanton number ShB/PeB,

length of PCT period, cm

transformation variable, equation 9

free stream diffusion coefficient, cm2/s

-1specific interfacial area, cm

dimensionless wall oscillation amplitude, Ad/~

reactant concentration, mol/cm3

Fourier expansion coefficients

thunknown k-- expansion function, equation 14

Chapter 5

a

akm,bkm

1\(z)

A

c

C

V
0

J
0

k
m

~

L

PeB

r

r A

r (z)w

ShB

StB

v

z

Greek

constants of equation 1

th
~ root of Bessel function J

o

bed porosity
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inner region expansion concentration variable

r/r (z)
w

the outer limit of e
o

smallest eigenvalue of equations lOt lIt l2 t 13

Subscripts

d

F

Chapter 6

Ad

1\.(z)

a

cF

cL

V
0

km

51-

L

n

<N >
w

qT

r Ad

SAL

<Sh>

dimensional quantity

feed condition at inlet of reactor

amplitude of PCT wall oscillation t cm

axially dependent expansion function for stream function

-1specific interfacial surface area, cm

3reactant feed concentration, mol/cm

3reactant concentration at bed exit, mol/cm

reactant diffusivitYt cm2/s

effective mass-transfer coefficient, equation 1, cm/s

period length of PCT

depth of bed, cm

normal to tube wall, dimensionless

2average reactant flux on tube wall, mol/cm s

3flowrate per tube,cm /s

average radius of PCT, cm

surface area of PCT of length L

average Sherwood number in a PCT
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packed bed Sherwood number, Ek /aVm 0

tangential wall velocity in a PCT

v superficial velocity in a packed bed, cm/s

Subscript

d indicates a dimensional quantity

Greek

E porosity

~k radially dependent expansion function for stream function

depth of packing, cm

superficial bed velocity, cm/s

cathode potential relative to calomel reference electrode
in catholyte, mV

number of electrons transferred per Faraday

feed flowrate, cm3js

3mol/cm

-1bed, cm

/
-3, mol cm

maximum cell current nFQcF , A

effective mass-transfer coefficient, defined by equation 1, cm/s

cell current, A

exiting concentration of CuS04 ,

faraday's constant, 96487 C/equiv

feed concentration of CUS04

specific interfacial area of

Chapter 7

a

cF

cL

F

I c

1M

km

L

n

Q

v

V -0c R
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Greek

E.
1.

relative error in measurement of property i, defined by
equation 3

bed porosity

empirical constant

bed length. cm

defined by equation 16

reactant concentration exiting from tube size i matrix,
mol/cm3

3matrix. cm /si

Sherwood number for tube size i matirx, Eik /a.Vmi J. 0

Sherwood number for bed, Ek /aVm 0

superficial velocity in tube size i matrix, cm/s

superficial velocity in bed, vI + v2 ' cm/s

specific interfacial of tube size i matrix, -1area cm

specific interfacial of entire bed, a l + a 2,
-1area cm

reactant feed concentration, mol/cm3

collective flowrate in tube size

radius of tube size i, cm

Peclet number for tube size i matrix. vi/aiVo

Peclet number for bed. v/aV
o

flowrate in tube size i. cm3/s

3reactant concentration exiting from bed. mol/cm

2free stream reactant diffusivity. cm /s

Chapter 8

a i

a

cF

cLi

cL

V
0

h

L

n

Pei

PeB

qi

Qi

r i

Shi

ShB

vi

v



Greek

y

Ei porosity of tube size i matrix

bed porosity, E
1

+ E
2

r/r1
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Appendix A

E4 operator in (n,z) coordinate system

1 [ 2 2 3 4 3 2 ] a
3

+ - - - + IOn (r' ) + 12n (r') - 2nr r" - 6n r (r') r" --
r 4 n w w w w w W W an3

W

+l [4(r,)2 _ 2r r" +l+ 36n2 (r,)4 + 3n2r 2 (r,,)2 - 36n2r (r,)2r "
r4 W W W n2 W W W W W W

W

+ 4n2r 2.r'r"'] L+l [24nr 'r" _ 24n (r,)3
www ':\2 2 ww r won r ww

+ _4_ r' _ 4nr r"'] ..L + l [_ l _ !i. (r,)2 + 24n(r') 4
nr w w w azan 4 3 n w w

w r n
w
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Appendix B

Listing of Computer Programs

This appendix contains the listing of the programs to perform

the calculations presented in the main body of the thesis.

Each program is preceeded by an introduction which states the

purpose of the routine and the necessary input parameters.

Many of these routines call upon identical subroutines. In

order to save space, the subroutines are listed once where they

first appear.
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Program INTER

This program'solves for the unknown ~(z) functions of the

stream function in a sinusoidal PCT as given in Chapter 3. The

calculated ~(z) are printed as well as the velocity profiles at

selected axial and radial positions. The program also calculates

the Graetz-like eigenvalue in a sinusoidal PCT according to

equations 3.29 and 3.30.

The necessary input parameters are: NCS, the number of parameter

sets to be processed; NCP, the number of n coordinate collocation

points; NJ, the number of axial mesh points used in the BAND subroutine;

NSKIP, a parameter used to control the axial spacing of the printed

velocity profiles; ZMIN and ZMAX, the origin and endpoint of the axial

integration, either (0,1/2) or (0,1); RA and AMP, the average radius

and amplitude of the sinusoidal PCT; NZ, the number of axial points

used on the evaluation of G(~) given by equation 3.22.
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PRO~RAM lNT~R(JUNK,INPUT,OUTPUTJ

i:XH:RNAl OHT
DIMeNSION OELFlI031,GGl2011,V(201},VPl2011,VT~~l2011 ,FFl21
DHIC NS IrN P (lO 1 ,
lPl(lOI,P2(IOI~P3(IOI,P4(IOI,~1(1,lOI,A2l1,lOI,a3(1,lOI,A4(),11,

2(..(20, liB I ,Gl201 ,Al2 f),201 ,B(20,201 ,0(20,411 ,X(20,201 ,Y(20,201,
JAETA(IOI
OOU~l~ PR~CISION P,Pl,P2,P3,P4,PT,PTl,PT2,PT3,PT4,H,Hl,H2,H3,H4,

1 HT,HTl,HTZ,HT3,HT4,HOlO,Al,A2,A3,A4
UGUdlE PRECISICN FW,fWl,FW2,fW3,FWC,FWlC,FW2C,FW3C,TlA2,TlA3,
IT2A3,T3A3,TIA4,T2A4,T~A4,T4A4,TIA5,T2A5,T3A5,T4A5,AAl,AA2,AA3,AA4,
2AA5

COMMON A,e,C,O,G,X,Y,N,NJ
COMMON I~AIN/ PSISTAR,NCP,J,P,PI,P2,P3,P4

c
C S~T uP ALL FUNCTICN STATEM~NTS

C

KWlll=RA - hMP*CCSl2.*PI*Z)
kWl(ll=2.*PI*A~P*SIN(2.*PI.Zl

Rw2(ZI= 4.*AMP*CCSC2.*PI*ZI*PI*PI
KW3(ll=-8o*AMP*SIN(2.*PI*Z'*PI**3
Rw4(ZJ=-16.*AMP*CCSlZ.*PI*ZI*PI**4

flETAI=E1A*fTA*CI.O-2.0*PTA**2 • fTA**41
FH£TAb:2.*r:TA*O. - 4.*~TA**2 + 3.*rTA**41
fZ(ETA'=200 - 6.*~TA*ETA*l4. - 5o *ETA**2J
f3l~TA)=-24.*ETA*(2.0 - 5.*~TA**2J

F4(~T~J=24.*(15.*~TA.*2 - 2.)

fN(ETA)=ETA*ll.O - 2o~*~TA**2 + fTA**41
FN1(ETA)=2.0*11.O -(4.-3.~ETA**21*FTA**2t

FW(ZI=PWIlZJ/RWIZI
fwl(lJ=RW2IZ1/RWlZJ - FWlZt**2
fW2(L)=RW3IZJ/RWIZI - 3.~FW(Z).RW2IZJ/RWCZt + 2.*FW(ZI
FWj(ll=(RW4IZt-4.*FW(ZJ*RW3IZ1-3.*FWICZJ*RW2IZ1+3.*RW2(ZI*FW(ZI**2

1 + b.*RW(Z'*FWIIZI*FWIZ).*2J/Rh(ZI

HT(ETA,PTI=FIETAJ*PT
HT1(ETA,PT,PTl )=FIlETAI*PT + F(~TAl*PTl

Hi2(ETA,PT,PTI,PT21=F21[:TAl*PT+2o*FllFTA)*PTl+FIETAJ*PT2
Hr3(ETA,PT,PTl,PT2,PT31=F3(ETAl*PT+3.*F2(~TA)*PTl+3.*F11~Tlt*PT2+

1 f( I:TAl~PT3

HT4(ETA,PT,PTl,PT2,PT3,PT4t=F4IETAt.PT + 4••f3(~TAl.PTl + 6o*F2(~T

lA)*PT2 + 4.*fll~TAJ*PT3 + FIF.TAJ*PT4

c
C READ IN D~T4

C
C
C R~AO NUMBER Of COLlO srT PCINTS TO BF PRocrSSEO
c

READ 5, NCS
5 FURMATlI51

DO 999 JII=l,NCS
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c
C R~AD IN COlLO SET DATA
C

RtAU 6, NCP,NJ,NSKIP,ZMIN,lMAX,PA,AMP
6 FuRMAT(3I5,4F15.10)

Rl::AU 7, IAETAII),I=l,NCP)
7 FuRMATISFI5.10)

PRINT 903,~CP,NJ.ZM~X,RA,~MP

903 FORMATlIHl,lX,~NUMBER OF CCLLC POINTS =t,I5/1X,~NUMBfR QF 1 M~SH

IPUINTS=*,I5/1X,tZMAX=~F15.10/1X,*WALL PAOIUS =t,F15.10,lOX,~AMP=_,

IFl~.lO/1I1

PRINT 7, lA~TA(J),I=l,NCPI

C
C START BAND CAlCUl~TIONS

C
OELl=(ZMAX-ZMINI/FlOAT(NJ-3) S N=2~NCP $ J=O
DO 9 l=l,N
DO 9 K=l,N
Vtl,K)=O.

9 X(I,K)=O
10 J=J+l

l=O~Ll*FlOATlJ-2) + ZMIN
FwC=fWIZ) $ FWIC=FWl(Z) $ FW2C=FW2IZ)' $ FW3C=F~3(l)

DO 11 I=l,N S G(I)=0. $ on 11 K=l,N $ A(I,K)=C o
tHl,K)=O.

11 D(I,K)=Oo

31 IFIJ-1)lZ,lZ,14
12 uo 13 1=I,NCP $ B(I,I)=lo

8(NCP+I,NCP+II=1~~ $ X(I,I)=-I~
13 X(NCP+I,NCP+l)=,...l.

LALL e~ND(JI $ GO TO 10
1~ IF{J-~J) 16,18,18
16 DU 17 I=l,NCP

ETA=A~H I I I
FLAG=l. $ CAll POLYfr.TA,NCP,FLAG,P,Pl,P2,P3,P41
TlA2=':'4o *E'T A*FWC
T1A3=6o*F.TA*FTA*F~C*FWC

T2A3=6.*ETA*lFWC**? - FWIC)
T3A3= 20 /RW I Z) **z
TIA4=-4.*ETA*FWC*{FTA*ETA*FWC**Z + 1./RWfZ)**Z)
T2A4=12.*FTA*ETA*FWC*IFWIC-FWC**ZI
T3A4=4.*fTA*13.*FWC~FWIC-FWC**2-FW2C)

T4A4=4.*FWC/RWfZI**Z
T1A5=lFTA*FWC).*4 + 2.*lET~*FWC/RW(11).*2 + lo/RWfZ)~*4

T2A5=6o*(FTA**3)*lFWC**Z)*(FWC**Z-FWIC)+lZ.*ETA/RWlZ)**2)*l4.*FWC*
1*2-FWICI - Zo/(ETA*RWlZ)**4)
T3A5=ETA.rTA*f7.*FWC.~4 + 4.*FWC*FWZC + 3.*FWIC**2 - 18 o*FWIC*FWC*

1*2J +3./lETA*RkIZI**ZI**2 + 2•• (FWC**Z-FWIC)/Rk(ZI**2
T~A5=ETA*lFWC*.4 + 4.*FWC*FW2C + 3o*FWIC**2 - 6 o*FWIC*FWC**2 - FW3

leI - 3o/lFTA*(fTA*RWlZ)**2)**Z) - Z.*IFWC**2-F~lC)/(~TA*PWlZI**2)
Hi=-24 o *l7o*lF.TA*FWC)**4 - 60*FWIC*(FWC*ETA**Z)**Z + lOo*lFWC*~TAI

lRW(lJ )**2 - Z.*FIHC*(ETA/RklZ) )**2 )
H2={28.*IFTA*FWC**Z)**Z + 16.*FWC*FW2C*ETA**2 + 12o*I[TA*FWIC)**Z

1 - 72.*FWIC*(FTA*FWC)**2 + 8.*(FWC**2-FWIC)/RW(l)*~Z)*llo-1o*ETA**
22)

H3=(4o*lETA*FWC**Z)**z + 16.*F~C*FW2c*rTA**2 + lZ.*IETA*FWlCI**Z
1 - 24 o*FWIC*fETA*fWC)**2 - 4.*FW3C*FTA**Z - 8.*IFWC**Z-FWICI/RW(Z)
3**21*fl.-rTA**ZI '

G{ U=hl + HZ + H3 $ Gl l)=G( I1*DF.ll**Z
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Gl U =-G I I )
uO 11 1<""I,NCP
H=HT lEU, PI K) )
Hl=HTIIETA,9IK),PlIK))
H2=HT2IfTA,PlK),PICK),P2IKI)
H3=HT31~TA,PIK),PIIK),P2(K),P3IK)1

H4=HT4IETA,PIK),PIlKI,PZIKI,P3l!<),P4IKII
AA1=H
AA2=T U2*Hl
AA3=T3A3*IH2-HI/ETA) + T2A3*Hl + TIA3*H2
AA4=T4A4*IHI/ETA-H2) + T3A4*Hl + TZA4*~2 + TIA4*H3
AA5=T4A5*Hl + T3A5*HZ + TZA5*H3 • TIA5*H4
AII,K)=-DELZ*AA4/2.
AlJ,NCP+Kl:-DELZ*AAZ/2. + AA1
IFlI.EQ.K) AINCP+I,K)=l.
Bll,K)=AA5*DELZ**Z
Bll,NCP+Kl=AA3*DElZ**2 - 2.*AAI
IFll.EQ.KI BINCP+I,K)=-2. S IFIIeF.Q.Kl RINCP+I,NCP+Kl=-DELl**2
Dll,Kl=OEll*AA4/2.
Dll,NCP+Kl=OELZ*AA2/2. + AAI
IfII.F.~.K) DINCP+I,K)=I.

17 CONTINUE
CALL EANOIJl $ GO TO 10

18 00 19 l=l,NCP S 611,11=-1. S BCNCP+I,NCP+II=-I. S YII,II=l.
19 YINCP+I,NCP+II=l.

CALL EANOIJ)
NJ=NJ-l

c
C PRINT CUT A FUNCTIONS
C

DO 20 J=I,~J $ l=lMIN + OF.LZ*FLOATIJ-Z)
PRINT 21,l,ICII,J),I=1,NCPI

21 FURHATIIX,FI.5,5X, 5C3X,~t5.81 I
20 CONT HUE

C

c
C CALCUlA~E VELOCITY AND STREAM FUNCTICN

DO 70 J=2,NJ,NSKIP
Z=lMIN + DELl*FLOA~IJ-21 S RwALL=RWIZl

PRINT 99, l,RWAlL
99 FORMATII',IX,#l=#,FIO.5,5X,#RWALL=~,FIO.RI

PRINT 100
100 FORHATCI0X,tR~,15X,~Vl#,Z5X,#~R#.Z8X,#VXI#,30X,_PSI+#,II

DO 05 1=1,11 $ FTA=.1*fLGATCI-11
C
C STORE Al Jl IN DP IN P4 ARRAY
C

DO 50 K=I,NCP
50 P41K,=C(K,J)

C
C SET UP ARR~YS

C
C STORE A-PRIME ARRAY IN P3 AS DP

DO 55 l<=l,NCP
55 P31K)=CCCK,J+l) - C(K,J-l11/(Z••OrlZl

C
C S~T UP H-PRIME/fTA ARRAY ANO H/ETA AP.RAy,STCR~ IN AZ,Al
C ~ALC AND STORE H ARRAY
C
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C
C
C
C

c
c

c
c

c
c
c

102
05
70

C
l.
C

200

3

8

c
c
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FLAG=O. $ CALL prlYl~T~,~CP,FLAG,P,Pl,P2,P3,P41

DO 59K=I,NCP $ Alfl,KI=FI\IPAI*PIKI
A211,KI=FNllETAI~PIKI + FNlfTAl~PllKl S .311,KI=HTl~Tt,PIKll

CONTINUl:

PERFOR~ MATRIX MUlT J~ A3,A4,Hl

VL
LAll /lUl Tl 112,P4, 1 ,~lCP, 1, 1,20,11,2(,1

VR
CAll /lULTIAl,P3,1,~(P,1,1,20,R,ZOI

PSI+
CALL ~ULTIA3,P4,I,NCP,1,1,20,A4,11

CALC VEl AND PS I

Vl=12.~II.-rTA~*21 + .5*11 (l,lll*(RA/RhAlll**Z
VR=-.5*B (l,ll*RA*RA/RWalL + rT~*VZ*RWl(ll

vXI=SQPTlVZ**Z + VP**21 $ PSIHAT=12o-[TA**21*~TA**Z + A411,11
R=iTA*RWAll
PRINT 10Z, R,VI,VP,VXI,PSIHAT

FORMATllX,FlZ.R,415X,r.Z0.101 I
CONT HiUF
l.JNT J""UE

READ IN NO. OF PHD M~S~ POrNT$INJI IINC NO. OF AXIAL POINTSlNll

READ 2CO,NJ,NI
fORMAHZI51
PRiNT ~

FORMA T llllll,30X,#***** SYSTEM PAPAMAT~RS *****#1
PRINT 8,NCP,NJ,NI,PA,AMP
FUkMATl/,lX,tNLMBFR OF C(llCCATI~N PCINTS =t,I2111X,#NUMBfR OF PSI

1 M~SH POINTS =#,I3111x,~NUMBfR CF l POINTS USfC IN INT~GRATIDNS=*,

21ZIIIX,*AVERAGE DJMCNSICNlFSS ~All RADIUS =#,F15.10111X,*AMPlITuor
3 OF WAll VARIATION=t,F15.1CIIII

Dl:LlOlD=D~lZ

CALC G(P$IHATjAT THE MeSH POINTS

DELRHO=I./FlOAT(NJ-ll $ DEll=(lMAX-l/iINt/FlOAT(Nl-lt
IPMAX=NJ-l
DU 210 IP=2,IPMAX
PSISTAR=2.*(FlOAT(IP-ll*DElRHOI**2 - (FLOAT( IP-lj*D~LRHOI**4

OU 2 1 1 J l =1 , Nl
l=DELZ-FlOATlIl-ll
J=2 ... lIDfllOlO

RWALl=R\oiIZl
c
C FIND peOT OF PSIHAT rON
c

IFlIP.F.Q.2 .AND.Il.fQ.ll ~l=Oo

If(IPo~Qo2 oAND o Il.fQ.lI r:U=lo
IF(EU.GT.AMPI GO TO 271
EL=O.
i;U=l:U+AMP
GO TO 272

271 H=EU - AMP
Eu=EU+A~P

272 IF(z.rc.O.1 ~L=O.
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IFIZ.F.Q.OI f:U=l.
ifIEu.GT.l.) F.U~l.

IFlAi'>\P .. !=Q.O.) fU=l.
IFIAMPoEQ.O.1 EL=O.
~~(1)=1.0~-7 $ FE(2)=l.~-7 $ CAll IF.RO(ll,~l,~U,~~,DfLT)

IFIlLoFQ.Q.1 PRINT 222,I,IP,PSISTAR
2£2 FORMAT(lX,~*** ERRCR IN DELT ***~, 5X, ~l=~,FIQ.5,5X,~RHa MESH POI

lNT NO. =#,I3,5X,~PSISTAR=#,FI0.51

l:U=ll
c
C CALCuLATE TH~ V~LOCITYS

C
ETA=fU

C STOR( A(KI IN DP IN P4 ~RRAY

DO 220 K=I,NCP
220 P4(K)=C(K,JI

C STORE A-PRIME APRAY IN DP IN P3
OU 2£ 3 K=I,NCP

223 P3(KI=(C(K,J+l) - C(K,J-lll/(Z.*O£LIOLDJ
C S~T UP H-PRIME/ETA,AND H/FTA ARRAY IN AZ,AI

FLAG=O. $ CAll POlY(FTA,NCP,FlAG,P,Pl,P2,P3,P41
DO 259 K=i,NCP
Alll,KI=FN(ETAI*P(K)

259 A211,K)=FNI(rT~)*p(K).FNI~TAI*Pl(KI

C VI
CALL MUlT(A2,P4,1,NCP,1,I,lO,A,201

C VR
CALL MULTIAl,P3,1,NCP,1,1,lO,B,20)
Vl=IZ.*(lo-ETA**ZI + .5*~11,1»)*(RA/RWAlL)**2

VR=-.5*Bll,1)*RA*RA/RWAll + ET~*VI*RWl(ZI

VXl=SQRT(VZ*~2 + VR**21
R=RWAll*rETA

c
C CALC RPRIM~

C
RPRIMl=;=VR/Vl

c
C CALC STRFAMWISE INTEGRAND

DeLF( IZ)=?'.*VXI*«R/RA)**2)*SQRT(1.+RPRIME**Z)
211 CONT It-.UE

C
C P~FORM l INTEGRATIONS
C

SAVE=O.
00 88 I=l,NZ $ IF(I.~Q.l) SAVf=SAVF+.5*DElF(II
IF(I.F.Q.NlISAVF=SAVF+.5*OElF(I) $ IF(I.EQ.l .QR. I.~Q.NZIGO TO 88
SAV~=SAVf+DFLF(I)

88 CONTINUJ:
T1H=SAVF*DF.LZ $ SAVF=O.
DO 89 I=l,NZ,Z $ IF(IoEQ.l)SAVF=SAVF.+.5*D~lF(rl

If(I.EQ.NlISAV~=SAVE+.5*DElF(2) S IF(loEQ.lonR.I.~Q.NZ)GO TO 89
SAVF.=SAVE + DElF(I)

89 CUNTIN\.;F
TlH=SAVE*CELZ*2.0
GG( IPI=TlH + (TlH-TZH"II3.

210 CONTINUE
GG(l)=C. $ GG(NJ)=O.

c
C
C

CALCULATE V(RHOI
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00 300 IP=2,IPMAX
RHU=UFlRHC*FLOAT(IP-1)

300 VIll')=GG(IP)/(14 0*RHO**21'HI0-PHO>u211
V(1)=05

OU 108 IP=l,NJ
KHO=UElRHC*FLOAT(IP-l)
IfIIPor-Q.NJI GO TQ 108
VTcM(IPI=V(IPI*RHC

10li CONTII\Ur;-
DO 109 IP=l,NJ
IFIIPo~Q.ll VP(1)=-(30*VT~~(5)-16.*VTF~14)+36o*VT~MI31-48o*VT~MI21

~... 25.*VTfMIl))/112.*DlELRHCI
IF(lP.fQ o21 VP(Z)=(-2o*V~f~111-3 ••VT[M(21+6••VTEMI31- VTfMI4111

1 16.*01";l!\HO)
ifl IPoFQ. INJ-2) IVPI IP 1=1 20*VT~MI IP+ll+3.*VTrMI IPI-6.*VTfMI IP-ll +

1 VTEMIIP-21)/16 0*OFLRHOI
IF(IP.FQ.(NJ-l)1 VPIIPI=lZ5.*VTFMl!PI-480*VTF.M(!P-11+360*VT~~(!P-2

Ll -16 o*VTFMI!P-31+ 30*VTrM(IP-41)/112o*O~LRHrl

IFIIP.FQoNJI GC TO 109
IFUP .. GT.? .ANDo IPeLT.,l J-211 VP(IPI=l-VT!""~lIP+21 +80*VTl=Ml!P+1I

1 B .. *VTf'MIIP-l) + VTP.,IIP-?)1/112.*OFlRHC')
109 COIHII\U r

DO 111 P=l,NJ
RHO;0~lRHr*FLOATIIP-l)

PSI=2.*RHr**2 - RHO**4
111 PRINT S28,RHO,PSI,GG(IPI,V(IPI,VPIIPI
928 FORMATI3X,ZI3X,F15.101,313X,fZC.I011

C
C
C

CACLULATE (RHO*VIPRIM~

C
C
C
L INITIAlIl~ TRI~ FUNCTICNS
C
C

I: I ~l: N=P I 12 • *•5
DO 485 J=l,NJ $ FHO=DELRHO*FlOAT(J-11
C(l,J)=CCS(EIGEN*RHO)

485 C(2,J)=~IG~N

C
C CALCULATf AANDeJ) COfFFEClf.NTS
C

N=2
JCOUNT=O

490 JCOUNT = JCCUNT + 1 $ J:Q
DO ~OO 1=1,N $ DO 500 K=l,N S Xll,K)=C

500 V(I,KI=O
510 J=J+1

RHO=DElRHC*FLOAT(J-])
DO 511 1=1,N
Ge II =0.
00 511 t<=l,N
ACI,K)=O $ 8II,KI=O

511 O(1,KI=O
IFtJ-1)512,512,514

512 8(1,1)=10 $ G(ll=l. $ BeZ,Z)=DF.lRHO**Z/4o
0(2,il=1 0 $ G(Z)=l.
CALL e.eNDIJ)
GO TO 510

514 IF(J-I\J) 516,518,518
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516 A(1,l)=VlJ)-VPlJ)*OF:lRHO/lZ.*RfOI
Ull,1.=-2o*VlJI+4o*fIGEN*llo-RHC**Z)*OFlRHC**Z
B(l,21=4.*Cll,J)* 11.-RHC**21*CF.lRHO**2
OI1,11=VlJ)+VPlJ)*DELRHO/lZ.*R~O)

G(1)=4o*EIGEN*Ctl,J).ll.-RHC**Z)*OFlRHC**Z
U(Z,2)=-1 $ A12,21=1 $ CAll eANDlJ) $ GC TC 511

518 a(l,l)=I. S AIZ,2)=J. $ 812,21=-1. $ C~Ll 8ANOtJI
C TeST FeR CCNVERGfNCF

cQ=EIGEN $ EIGEN = (12,21
IF(ABstEP-eIGEN) .LT o loCf-l0*~BSlEIG!~)) GC TC 522
IflJCCUNT-10) 490,490,521

521 PRINT 608
608 FORMATt*TH~ RUN DID NOT CCNVr:RG~~1

522 PRINT 60Q, JCOUNT,EIGF.N
6J9 FORMAT(3X,~IT~RATIONCOUNT = t,I2,'OX,t~IG~NVALU:= t,~20.10)

CPW=IC(I,NJ-2)-4 o*Cll,NJ-l)+3.*C(I,NJ) II (2o*O~lRHOI

PRINT 611,CPW
611 FORMATl/I,5X,tCPRIM~ AT TH~ WAlL=~,;16081

999 (.ONTIt\Ur-
CALL EXIT $ ~ND

SUBROUTIN~ BANC(J)
DIM~NSICN AlZO,201,BI20,20),ClZO,1031~C(ZO,411,GI20I,XI20,20),

1 ElZO,21,1031,YlZO,20)
COMMON A,B,C,D,G,X,Y,N,NJ

101 FORMAT (15HODETERM=O AT J=,14)
IF (J-Z) 1,6,8

1 NP1= N + 1
DO 2I=I,N
D(I,2*N+l1= G(I)
DO 2 l=l,N
LPN= L + N

2 D(I,LPN)= Xll,l)
CALL M~TINV (N,2*N+l,DETfRM)
IF IDETFRM) 4,3,4

3 PRINT 101, J
4 DO 5 K=I,N
E(K,NPl,l)~ O(K,Z*N+IJ
DU 5 l-=l,N
E(K,L,ll= - O(K,l)
LPN: l + N

5 XlK,L)= - O(K,lPN)
RETURN

6 Du 7 1~1,N

DO 7 K=l,N
DO 7 l~l,N

7 O(I,K)~ OII,K) + All,L)*X(L,K)
8 IF (J -~ J ) 11 , 9 ,9
9 00 10 I;:l,N

00 10 l=l,N
GtI)= GIll - Y(I,l)*FIL,NP1,J-21
DO 10 "'''1,N

10 A(I,L)= AlI,l) + Y(I,M)*E(M,l,J-Z)
11 00 J. 2 I ~ 1, N

DCI,NPlI= - Gil)
DO 12 L=1,N
DlI,NPl)= D(!,NP11 + At!,LJ*Ftl,NPl,J-l)
DO 12 K=l,N

12 B(I,KI= Bl!,K) + A(I,l)*~IL,K,J-l)

CALL MATINV (N,NPI ,O~TfR~J

IF (DETFRMJ 14,13,14
13 PRINT 101, J
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14 DO 15 K=l,N
DO 15 /o'=1,r\P1

1~ ~IK,M,JI= - r(K,~)

IF lJ-~Jl ?O,16,16
16 DO 17 l<=l,N
17 CIK,Jl= FIK,NPl,JI

DO 18 JJ=2,NJ
M= NJ ... JJ + 1
00 18 K= 1, N
CIK,MI= ~ll<,NPl,MI

00 18 l=l,N
18 C(K,Ml= C(K,~1 + ~IK,l,M)*C(l,"'+11

DU 19 L=l,N
DO 19 K=l,N

19 elK,ll= elK,ll + XtK,l)*C(L,?1
20 RETUkN

b'W
SU6RaUTIN~ MATINV (N,M,O~T~PM) $COMMC~ A,B,C,C

DIME ill S ION '~ 120,20 I , B120,20) ,C ( 20, 103 I ,C (20,41) ,J cel (20 I , XI 2),411
NMi=N-l $D~TPRM=l.a $ DC 1 I=l,N $ JCCt( 11=1 $ on ! K=I,M

1 XlI,KI=D(I,KI $ DC 6 II=I,N M1 $ IP1=II+l $ 9MAX=ABSIBIII,II)1
JC=lI $ DO 2 J=IPl,N $ IFIABS(E(II,JI).U':.BM6X) GO TO 2 $ JC=J
IHiAX=AESI fHI I, J»

2 CONTINUE $ DETERM=DETERM~B(tl,JCl $ IF(DETERM.EQ.O.OI RFTUR~

IFlJC.FQ.III GO TO 4 $ JS=J00L(JCI $ JCOL(JC1=JCOL(III
JCOL( III=JS $ DO~ I=l,N $ SAV~=A(I,JC) $ BII,JCI=B(I,III

3 bll,III=SAVF $ OET~RM=-D~TERM

4 DO 6 I=IPl,N $ F=B~I,III/8III,Irl $ DO 5 J=IPl,N
5 B(I,JI=B(I,JI-F*B(II,J) $ DO 6 K=l,M
Ii Xli,KI=X(!,KI-F*XII!,KI $ D'=TER/o'=OET[R/o'*IHN,NI

If(DET~AM.~Q.O.OI RETURN S CO 1 II=2,N $ IR=N-LI+2 $ IMl=IR-l
JC=JCGL(!PI $ OQ 7 K=I,MS F=X(IR,Kl/BIIR,IRI S D(JC,KI=F
00 7 1=1t1M1

7 X(I,K)=XII,K)-B(I,IR1*F $ JC=JCCL(11 $ on 8 K=l,~

8 D(JC,KI=X(1,K)/B(1,11 $ R~TURN S F.NO
SU8ROUTIN~ ~ULTIA,B,L,M,N,t~,IB,C,IC)

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIC~(A-H,(-ll

OIME~SICN A(IA,IB),B(Ie,1),C{IC,1),HCLD(501
DO 100 I=l,L $ DO 101 J=l,N
SAVE=Oo $ DO 112 K=1,/o'

102 HULD(KI=ACl,KI*B(K,J)
00 99 K=l,M $ DO 99 KK=K,~ $ T1=HOlOI~K)

IF(DABS(TII-OABS(HOLD(KI)1 96,99,99
90 T2=HOLD(K) $ HOLD(K)='1 S HOlOCKK)=T2
99 cmH rr-;UE

SAVE=Q. $ 00 97 K=1,M
97 SAVt=SAVE + HOLO(KI

CII,JI=SAV'::
101 CUNTINUI=
IuD CONTINUE

RETURN S I':ND
SUBROUTINE POlYIA.JMAX,FlAG,P,PI,PII,PIII,PIVI

C
C THIS ROUTIN~ CALCULATES THE l~GE~DRr: POLYS
c AND TH~IR DERIVATIN~S,UP TQ ORDFR JMAX-!
C IF FlAG=O fNlY P AND PI AR~ RETURNED
C

DOUBLE PR~CISION P,PI,PII,PIII,PIV
DIME NSION POS ) ,P J( 15 I , PI I( 15 I, PII I (15 I , PI V( IS I

c
C CALCULATE ALL P
C
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U=A*A
P(1)=lo $ P(ZI=U
JM= JMAX-I
DO 10 J=2,JM
FN=(2.*FLOAT(J-ll+l o l'(FLOAT(J-l)+1.)
GN=FLOAT(J-ll/(FLOATlJ-l) + 1.)·

10 P(J+1)=FN*U*P(J) - GN*P(J-l)
C
~ CALCULATE ALL PI
C

Pl(I'=C. $ PI(Z)=l.
DO 15 J=Z,JM
GN=FLOAT(J-l)/(FLO~T(J-l) + 1.)
FN=(Z.*FLOAT(J-l)+l.I'(FlOAT(J-l)+l.)

15 Pl(J+ll=FN*( P(J)+U.PI(J» - GN*PI(J-ll
IF (FLAG.EQ.O.) GO TO 40

C
L CALCULATF ALL PII
C

PII(ll=O. $ PII(Z)=O.
DO 20 J=2,JM
FN=(Z.*FLOAT(J-l)+lo)/(FLOAT(J-l)+lo)
GN=fLOAT(J-1)/(FLOAT(J-l) + 1.)

2D PII(J+l)=FN*(Z.O*PI(J) + U*PII(J) - GN*PII(J-ll
C
G CALCULATE ALL PIlI

Plll(1I=O.· $ PIII(Z)=Q.
00 25 J=2,JM
FN=(Z.*FlOAT(J-l)+l.)/(FlCAT(J-l)+lo)
GN=FLOAT(J-ll/(FlOAT(J-l) + 10 1

25 PIII(J+l,=FN*(3.*PIl(J)+ U*PIIl(J») - GN*PIII(J-l'
C
C CALCULATE ALL PIV
C

PIV( 11=0 0 $ PIV(2l=O.
DO 30 J=Z,JM
GN=FLOAT(J-1I'(FlOAT(J-!) + I.'
fN=(Zo*flOAT(J-l)+Io)'(FlOAT(J-1)+lo)

30 PIV(J+ll=FN*(4.0*PIlI(JI + U*PIV(J)I - GN*PIV(J-l)
DO 35 J=l, JMAX
PIV(J)=lZ.*PII(J) + 48.*U*PIII(J) + 16 0 *U*U*PIV(JI
PIII(J)= 12.*A*PII(J) + 8.*U*A*PIII(J)
PIl(J)=Z.*PI(Jl + 40 *U*PI!(J)

35 PI(J)=2.*A*PI(J)
Ri:TURN

40 00 45 J=I,JMAX
45 Pl(J)=2.*A*PI(J)

ReTuRN $ END
SUBROUTINE ZERC(Z,Al,Bl,fR,F)
DIMENS ICN ~R( Z)
A=A1
6=61
Ri::=ABS (!; RIll )
AE=AIiS(FR(Z»
FA=F(A)
FB=FIB)
If ((FA*FB .LT. 000) oAND. (A~AXl(RF,AE) .GT. 0.0» GO TO 10
H=O.O
GO TO 110

10 C=A
F~=FA

S=('
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FS:fC

Iv CONTIr-..U';'
ti:O.S*IB+C)
T=AdSIH*RF)+AE
IF(A8S(H-BI .LE. T) GO TO lIn.
If (AeSlFB) olfo ABSlFClI Gr Te 15
Y=B
FY:FB
lI=B
f(,=FB
S:C
FS=FC
(;0 TO 20

IS Y=$
fY:FS
G=C
FG=FC
S=B
FS=FB

20 CuNTINUE
IF lFY .NF. FS) GO TO 21
B=ti
GO TO 29

21 CuNTl NUE
~=lS*FY-Y~FS)/(FY-FS)

IF (ABS(E-51 .LE. TI ~=S+SIGNlT,G-S)

IF ((F.-H)*lS-E) oLT. 000) GC TC 28
B=E
GO TO 29

28 B:H
29 FB=F( In
30 CUNTI NlJf

IF lFG*FB .IT. O.QI GO TO 35
C=S
FC=FS
GO TO 10

35 CONTlNU~

C=G
FC=FG
GO TO 10

110 l:H
RETURN
iiNO
FUNCTICN DFlT(FTA)
CUMMON A,B,e
COMMON /MAINI PSISTAR,NCP,J,P,P1,P2,P3,P4
DIMENSION A(20,ZOI,BCZO,ZO),C(20,103)
DOUBl~ PRFCISICN Pll0),P1ClOI,PZ(lOI,P3l10),P4l101,A3l1,101
FLAG=O. S CALL POLYlETA,NCP,FlAG,P,Pl,P2,P3,P4)
DO SQIC:1,NCP
P4(K)=CCK,J)

50 A3l1,KI:PCK)*(ETA*F.TA$Cl.-2.*ETA**2 + rT~**41 )
CALL ~UlTlA3,P4,1,NCP,1,1,lO,B,20)

PSI:l2. - ETA**Zl*ETA**2 + 8(1,11
OElT:PSIST~R - PSI
Ri:TURN $ END
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Program PDROP

This program evaluates the pressure drop in a sinusoidal PCT

by integrating the z-component of the Navier-Stokes equation along

the centerline. The results of this integration are used in equation

3.10 to evaluate the friction factor, Reynolds number product. The

input parameters are identical to those of program INTER except the

parameter NZ is not used. The subroutines BAND, MATINV and POLY

are required. These are listed in INTER.
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PROl,R..,M POPQPIJUNK,INPLi,C'UTPUTI
DIMENSION DELFlI03"GGl2011,VlZ011,VPI2011,VT~MI2011 ,~rI21

DIM::NSION pnOI,
1P1l 10 I , P2 ( 1() , P3( 10) , P4 l 10 I , fs 1 ( 1 , 1tJ I , ~ 2 I 1 , 10 I , .'\ 3 I 1 ,I\) I ,.t. 4 l 1. , 1 I ,
2et 20 , 103) , Gl 20 I , Al 20, 20 I , B l 20, 2aI ,0 l 20,41 j , xI ?) , 201 , Y( 2(), :? 0 I ,
3AtTAll(J)

JUUBLc PRfCISICN P,Pl,P2,P3,P4,PT,PT1,PT2,PT3,PT4,H,Hl,HZ,H3,H4,
1 HT,HT1,HT2,HT3,H14,HOlO,Al,A2,A3,A4

DOUBLC PK~CISICN FW,FW1,F~Z,FW3,FWC,F~lC,FW2C,FW3C,Tl~2,TlA3,

lT2A3,T3~3,TlA4,T2A4,13A4,T4A4,TlA5,T2A5,T3A5,T4a5,AAI,A82,AA3,'\l4,

2AA5
COMMON A,B,C~D,G,X,y,N,NJ

c
C S~T UP ALL FUNCTION STATEMeNTS
C

RWlLI=RA - AMP*COSlZ.*PI*ll
RWIIZ)=Z.*PI*AMP*~INl2.*PI*ZI
RWZIZI= 4.*AMP*CCSlZ.*PI*Z)*PI*PI
RW3jL)=-8o*AMP*SINIZ.*PI*Z)*PI**3
RW4lL)=-16.*AMP*COSlZ.*PI*ZI*PI**4

F(ETAI=F.TA*~TA*(1.n-2.Q*FTA**Z+ FTA**41
FllcTA)=2o*ETA*110 - 40*~TA**2 + 30*~T~**41

fZlETA)=2.0 - 6.*ETA*~TA*(4o - 5.*FTA**2)
F3lETA)=-24.*~TA*(2.C- 5.*~TA**21

F4l~TAI=24.*l150*~TA**2 - 20)

FNl(TA'=ETA*ll.O - 2.0*~TA**2 + ~TA**41

FNllETA)=Z.Q*ll.O -14.-3.*CTA**ZI*r-TA**2)

FW(Z)=RWIIZ)/RWlI)
fWlILI=RW2lZ)/PWIZ) - FWIZI**2
FwZlZI=Rw3(ZI/RWlZI - 3.*FW(Z)*RWZIZ)/RW(Z) + Z.*FWlZI
FW3(II=lPW4IZI-4.*FW(Z)*RW3lZ1-3.*FWIlZI*RW2lZ)+)o*RW2(11*FW(ZI**2

1 + 6.~RW(I)*FWl(I)*FWlZ)**21/R~(Z)

HT(~TA,PT):FlFTA)*PT

HTll~TA,PT,PTl I=Fll~TA)*PT + FI~TAI*PTl

HT21(TA,PT,PT1,PT21=F2lFTAI*PT+2o*FlIETAI*PT1+FlETA)*PT2
HT3(ETA,PT,PT1,PT2,PT3):F3(~lA)*PT+3.*FZI~TA)*PT1+3••FIlFTAI*?T2 +

1 F( ~"AI*PT3

HT4IETA,PT,PT1,PT2,PT3,PT4)=F4lFTAI*PT • 4.*F3IFTAI*PTI + 6o*F21~T

lAt*PT2 + 4.*Fl(~TAI*PT3 + Fl:-TAI*PT4

Pl:;3.141S92654
c
~ ktAO IN CATA
C
(.

C ktAO ~UMBrR OF CflLC SF.T POINTS TO B~ PR0C~SSfO

C
R£AD 5, f\CS

j FURMA T( IS)
or ggq III=l,NCS

c
C RtAO IN COlLO S~T DATA
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RtAO 6, ~CPtNJ,NSKIP,lMI~,lMAX,PA,AMP

6 FOR~ATI315,4fI5.1nl

k(AD 7, IHTAIII,I=I,NCPI
7 FORMATl5F15 0 101

PRINT 903,NCP,NJ,l~AX,RA,A~P

903 FuRMATl/ll,lX,#NUMe~R OF COLle PCINTS =~,I5/1X,~NU~B~R OF l ~~SH

LPUINTS=~,I511X,~lMAX=~F1501~IIXt~~ALL RA~IUS =~,F15.1n,lryX,*~~p=*,

IFl5.l01l11
PRINT 7, l~fTAIII,I=l,N(PI

c
C START BAND CALCULATIONS
C

DlLl=llMAX-l~I~I/FlOATlNJ-3) $ N=2*NCP $ J=O
00 'l I=l,N
UO 9 K=l,t>:
YlI,KI=t'l.

9 X(1,KI:O
lO J=J+l

l=DEll*FL~ATIJ-21 + ZMI~

FwL=FWIZ) $ FWIC=FWlll) $ FW2C=FW2(ll $ FW3C=F~3IZI

au 11 I=l,N S GIII=O. S DC 11 K=l,N S AII,KI=O.
tH 1 ,K 1:00

11 Dll,K)=Oo

31 IFIJ-lI12,12,14
l~ DO 13 I=l,NCP $ BlI,il=l.

8(NCP+I,~CP+II=1. $ XII,I):-l.
13 X(NCP+I,NCP+IJ=-lo

CALL eANCIJI $ GO TC 10
14 If(J-~JI 16,18,18
16 DO 17 I:1,NCP

UA=AFTAIIl
FLAG=l. $ CALL pnLYIF.TA,NCP,FLAG,P,Pl,P2,P3,P4J
T1A2 =-4 0 *r TA*F kC
TlA3=c.*F.TA*FTA*rkC*FWC
T2A3=6o*F.TA*IFWC**2 - FWICI
T3A3=2o/RWIZI**2
TIA4=-4.*F.TA*FWC*I~TA*~TA*FWC**2 + 1./Pwlll**2)
T2A~=12.*FTA*rTA*FWC*lF~lC-FWC**21

T3A4=4.*ETA*l3.*FWC*FWIC-FWC**2-FW2CI
T4A4=4.*FwC/RW(IJ**2
TlA5=IFTA*FftCI**4 + ?.*lFTA*FWC/RWIZII**? + 1./RWIZI**4
T2A5=6.*IF.TA**31*IFWC**2)*IFWC**2-FWIC)+12.*r.TA/RWlZ)**?1*14.*FWC*

1¥2-FWICI - Z./(ETA*RWIZI**4)
T3A5=F.TA*fTA*(7.*FWC**4 + 4.*F~C*FW2C + 3.*fWIC**2 - 18.*FWIC*FWC*

1*2) +3./IETA*RWIZ)**2)**2 + ?-.*lFWC**2-FWlCI/RWIZI**2
T4A5=~TA*lFWC**4 t 4o*FWC*F~2C + 3.*F~lC.*2 - 6o*F~lC*FWC**2 - FW3

1~1 - 3./(r-TA*lrTA*RWIZI**21**2J - 2.*lFWC**2-FwlCJ/lcTA*RWlZI**2)
Hl=-24.*17.*(~TA*FWCJ**4 - t.*FWIC*lFWC*~TA**2)**2 + lOo*(FWC*~TA/

lRIHI)I:U2 - 2.*FWIC:orlnA/RWlZ) 1**2 1
H2=(280*IFTA*FWC**21**2 + 16.*FWC*FW2C*fTA**2 + 12.*IFTA*FWICI**2

1 - 72o*FWIC*lETA*FWCI**2 + 8.*(FWC**2-FWIC)/PWlZ)**?I*11.-3o*CTA**
221

H3=l4.*IFTA*FWC**21**2 + 16.*F~C*FW2C*FTA**2 + 12.*(rTA*FWICI**2
1 - 24.*FWIC*lETA*FWCI**2 - 4.*FW3C*FTA**2 - 8.*(FWC•• 2-FWICI/RWIZI
3**2)*ll.-FTA**21

GlIJ=Hl + H2 + H3 $ G(II=GIII*DEtl**2
(ill)=-GIII
00 17 l<=l,NCP
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H=HT( E"A,P(K) I
Hl=HTllr-TA,PlKI,PllKII
H2=HT2l~TA,PlKI,PIlKI,P2lKII

H3=HT3(ETh,PlKI,PIlKI,P2(KI,P3CKII
H4=rlT4l~TA,P(KI,PIlKI,P2lK),P3(KI,P4lKII

AA1=H
AAl=T 16?*~;1

AA3=T3A3*lHZ-Hl/f~AI + TZA3*Hl + TIA3*H2
AA4;T4A4*(H1/r.T~-HZI + T3A4*Hl + T2A4*H2 + T1A4*H3
AA)=T4A5*H1 + T3A5*H2 + T2A5*H3 + TIA5*H4
AlI,KI=-CFll*AA4/2o
AlI,NCP+KI=-DEll*AA2/Z. + AAl
Ifll.~G.K) Al~CP+I,KI=1.

tlll,KI=AA5*DFlZ**2
ti(1,NCP+KI=AA3*OEll**Z - 2.*AAl
IFlI.EQoKI B(NCP+!,KI=-Zo $ IFlloEQoKI BCNCP+I,NCP+KI=-D[lZ*.Z
O(I,KI=DEll*AA4/2o
D(I,NCP+KI=DFlZ*AA2/2. + ~A]

IHI .. fQoKI D(NCP+I,KI=lo
11 WNTI~Ur:

CALL EANDlJI $ GC TO 10
18 DO 19 I=1,NCP $ BlltIl=-1o $ B(NCP+I,NCP+YI=-1. $ Vlldl=1 o
19 ilNCP+I,NCP+II=lo

CALL E/lNOlJI

NJ=NJ-1
ETA=Oo $ FLAG=1 •. $ CALL palYl[T/!,~(P,FLAG,P,Pl,P2,P3,P41

DO 801 J=2,NJ
L=DEll~FlQAT(J-21

SUM=Oo
DO 802 K:;:l,NCP

802 SUM=SU~ + ClK,JI~l2.*P(KI-P2CKI/2o)

SUM=SU~ + 1.
801 DElFCJ-ll=8o*SUM*CPA/RWlZII**4

SAVE=O.
Nl=NJ -1
DO 88 I=1,Nl
IFII.~C.11 SAV~=SAV[ + .5*O~LFlI)

IFlI.~QoNZI SAVf:=SAVf + o5*D~LFIII

IF(I.~C.l .CR. I.EQoNZI GO TO 88
SAVi=SIlV[ + D~lrl!l

88 Cl'NT INUr.:
Tlii=SA\lr:*Ol;:Ll

SAv( =c.
L)(j 89 I=l,Nl,Z
IF(I.~Q.l) SAVF=SAvr + .5*DELFIII
IF(I.~QGNZI SAV~=~AVf + G5*DElFjII
If(I.FQ~l .OR G I.EQoNZ) GO TO 89
SAV[= SAVr::+ DHF I II

89 CONTlt\Ut:
T2H=SAvr*OFLZ*Z.
bRANo=rlH + (TIH-T2HI/3.
PklNT 810, GRAND

810 FORMhTIIII,5X,*THF P-DPOP I~TrGRAL =* ,~2a.101

·-J99 CUNIINUE
CALL FXIT $ FND
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Program LOWPE

This routine calculates the first eigenvalue of Laplace's

equation in a sinusoidal PCT as outlined in Chapter 5. Collocation

is used in the n coordinate and a finite-difference grid is

established in the axial coordinate. The modified BAND routine is

used. (See Appendix C.) The input parameters are: NPM, the

number of parameter sets to be processed; NJ, the number of axial mesh

points; RA and ARA, the average radius, and amplitude to average

radius ratio; NCP, the number of n coordinate collocation points.
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PRnGRA~ l0WPF.IINPUT,rUTPUT)

If::vEL 2,E
JIM~~SICN _131,311,OI31,311,O(31,631,~111,22,1031,X(3!,?!I,

1 YI31,31),GI311,BJQI151,BJ011151,BJrZ(15),(131,103) ,~TA(151

LuMMDN / DUMMY / ~

CuMMU~ A,B,C,O,G,X,Y,N,NJ

C .S~T UP ST~ltMf-NT FUN(T!C~S

RW(L)=PA*11.-ARA*COSIZo*PI*ZI I
kWllll=RA*2.*PI*ARA*SINIZ.*PI*ZI
R~2Il1=R~*4o*ARA*crSI2o*PI~ll*PI**2

FUI=(Zo*PI*ARA*SIN(Zo*PI*ZII/(lo-ARA*cr'S(Zo*PI*ZII
fl'Ll=~F(ZI**2 + (4o*~Rb*COS(2o*Pl*ll*Pl**21/(lo-~R~*COS(2o*PI*ZII

RATIO(Z)=l./(l.-ARA*COS(Zo*PI*ZI I

PI =3.141592654

C READ IN C~TA

R2AD 5,NPM
5 fORMAT( 151

au 999 NP=l,NPM
READ 7, NJ

7 f-OI\MHlI51
KEto 10,RA,ARA,NCP,NFT

10 FORMATI2F15.10,215)
R~AD 11, ('-TA(ll,l=l,NCPl

11 fuRMATISF15.101
PRINT ZO,RA,ARA,NCP

20 FGRMAT(lHl,5X,*AV~RAGEWALL PACIUS =*,F15 0 10,//,5X,*RATIO b~P

1 =~,F15.1C,II,*NU~B~R rF ~TA (CLlC PCI~TS =*,15)
PRINT 24
PRINT 25,(~TAILl,L=1,NCPl

24 FORMATII/I//,10X,*TH~ ETA PCI~TS ARF.t,//1,5X,F150101
25 fGRMATI1X,5X,F15.10)

If(NPoGT.l) GO TO 104

C INITI~L GURSS
fACTOR=Z o 4048255577

DU 84 KK=l,NCP $ DO 84 JJ=l,NJ $ CIKK,JJl=O
84 CLj\jTrt\U~

DU 86 JJ=l,NJ
86 CI 1 ,J J I =1.

104 HeRC=/)
H=lo/FlOA T INJ-3)

1J5 CONT INU r

J=O
i~=3*"(P + 1
[)U lC9 KK=l,N

DlJ 109 IJ=l,N



Vlll,KK)=Q
109 X(lI,KK):O
110 J=J+1

DO 111 r I =1 , N
G(I! )=0
00 1 11 I< I< =1 , N
A(II,KK)=O $

111 OOI,KK)=0
l=H*FLCAT( J-l)

BlII,KK)=Q
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IFlJ-1J 112,112,114
lIZ UO 113 II~l,NCP $ N1=NCP+II

N2=Z*NCP+II+1
Dll1,11)=1 0 $ B(II,N2J=-1o $ X(N2,II)=oS $e(N2,II)=-o5
IH N2, N1) =-H

113 CONT Ir--U:=
CALL BANO(J) $ GO TO 110

11~ If(J-NJ)115,125,125
115 IFLAG1=1 $ IFlAG2=1 $ IFLAG3=1
118 FJ=FlZ)

fJj,=FlCZ)
RWJ=Rld 11
00 121 II=l,NCP

CALL B~SSFL(ETA(II),NCp,eJC,BJCl,BJ02)

DO 11<;1 KK=l,NCP
AIK=8JO{KK)*RA**2

UIK=-2.*FJ*F.TA(II)*BJ011KK)*RA**2 - 2o*RA*FACTOR*BJ~(KK)

DIK=(RATIO(Z'*.2+(rA*~T~(lI)*FJ)**2)*BJ021KK) + «RATIO(Z)**2)/~TA

1( 1It + RA*HA( II) *( FlA*FJ**2-RA*FJl+2. *FJ*FACTOR)) *BJOl( KK) +
lIFACTOR**2)*BJQlKK)

A(II,KK)=AIK - H*BIK/2o
blII,KK)=-?*AIK + DIK*H**2
U(II,KK)=AIK + BIK*H/2 o

119 CONTINU1=:
SAVEl=O $ SAVE2=O.
DO 120 IR=1,NCP
Tl=( 2.*FACTOR*(FhCTOR*BJO( IRJ+FHRA*r:rA( I I J*BJOl( IR) I J*C( IR, J)
T2=-20*RA*FACTQR*BJO(IR)*(IC(IR,J+1J~ClIR,J-1»/(2.*HI)

T3=({RA )*2.*FJ*rT~(JI)*BJ01(rR)+2.* FACTCR*BJO(IR)I*C(IR,J)
T4= T2IFACTOR
SAVE1=SAVE1+Tl+T? $ SAVf2= SAV~2 + T3 + T4

120 CONTINU':
B(II,2*NCP+1)=SAVE2*H*~2 $ G(II)=SAVEl*H**2

121 CONTINUe::

CALL RAND (J)
~O Te 110

125 DO 126 Il=1,NCP
N1=NCP+II $ N2=NCP*2+II+l
B(lI,1IJ"'05 $ Y(II,II)=-.5 S lHII,"J1)=-H

blN1,N2)=1. $ A(Nl,II)=-l.
126 CONTI NliE

NN=2*NCP+l $ B(NN,NN+1)=1. $ G(NN)=1.
CALL BAND(J)

fACTORC=FACTOR $ FACTr:P=C(2*~CP+l,2) s ITfRC=IT~RC+1

PRINT ~28, ITERC,FACTOR
928 FORMAT(III,10X,I5,30X,~20.10J
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IflAtlSIFACTrR-FACTCRrloLloFACT(R~lon~-~1 GO TO 20e
lTl::j{M ~ X""1t;

ifUTrRCoGTo !T:'Rr.'AXI GC TC 225
(iU T C 1") 5

2lJJ ("(;jIJT 1 NU1=

PRINT 35,JT[PC,FAC T rr
35 FORMAT(/////,1X,*fFl~Rt,J3,2X,tIT~RATIQNS,FAC1CR=t,~200111

-iJ TG 99q
225 PRIN' 4C,JT(PC,FACTQP,F~CTrp.(

4v fuRMATl/////,1X,tAFT:Rt,13,2X,tl T r.RA T lrNs,NC CQNV~RGENC':t,//,lX,

ltTHE LAST TWO FACTrF VALU~S ARFt,215X,r-2J.IC1)
9'19 CC!\jT!NUr.:

CALL fX!T $ r~r

SUtlROUTI~r. B~SSFL I~TA,NCP,B,Bl,B2)

DIM:;;NSIGN B(1',131111,R2l11,GAMIIAIl01,BS(ZI,BYIZ)
DATA GftMMA /Zo4048255577,5052r(781103,8.6537Z7~129,11.7915344391,

1 1409309177C86,18o0710639679,21o211636t299,Z4035247153Q8,
L 27.4934791320,3006346064684/

DO 10 I=l,IIlCp
X=ETA*GA,..,JA( 1)

IFlr-TA.r.Q.l.OI BIIl=C.
IF(FTAo~Q.lonl GO TO 5

N=l $ CALL BFSSJY(X,BS,BY,Nl
tHIJ=BS(]1

5 IfIETAo~Q01ol CAll P.~SSJYlX,BS,BY,N)

tH ( I ) =- GA", MA( I • *BS 1., I .
d2(11=-Bl{II/~TA - BlJI*GAMMA{II**Z

If(£:TA.FQoll B2111=-B1Ill
10 COIH I r--.Ur

RETUR~ $ rND
SUbROUTINr B~SSJYIX,P[~J,~r.SY,~MAXI

* MODIfIEU B~S~JY 3/2A/72
UIMENSICN TJ{5751,BFcJ(11,B~SYl11

DATA eUL~p,PI /.577215664901533,.63661Q7123L7581/
DATA NU22 /20/
IFI1v.-XI 2,2,3

2 HATN=1.05~X.47.9596

GO TO 4
3 HATN=7C./(305-AlCG{XI I
4 NU=IFIX(HATNl

N=lAB~lN~AXI $ IFlNolf.500.1 GO TC 42
NU=j73 $ GO TO 44

42 IF(NUoGco~1 GO TO 44
NU=N

't4 N=N+1
NU2=NU+2
Du 5 J=NU2,~

TJ(JI=C.
5 coIn 1 f\Uf=

TJINU+1)=C o Q00CCCCOOCCCOl
DO 6 J=l,NU
K=~U+I-J $ FY=K+K

6 TJ{KJ=FK*TJIK+l1/X-TJIK+2)
SUM=o 0
DO 7 J=3,NU,2

7 ~UM=SCM+TJ{JI

SUM=SLM+SLM $ TK=lo/ITJlll+SUMl
DO 8 J=1,N

d B~SJ(JI=1K*TJ(J)
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IF(NMAxt 98,55,55
55 IF(X.LF.9.8) GO T8 300
301 X82=1~/(64.*X*Xt

AK=POX=l~ $ BK='CX=-~125/~

DO 60 J=1,8
CAY=fLCAT(J-l) $ CftYZ=CAY+CAY S CAY4=CAY2+CAY2
AKPl=-«CCAY4+3.)*(CAY4+1 •• t**2'
AKPl=AKPl*X8Z*AK/«CAY2+1o)*(CAY2+2.tt
PDX=PCX+AKPI $ AK=AKPI
BKPl=-C«CAY4+3 •• *(CAY4+5.)**2)
UKPl=BKPl*X82*BK/CCCAY2+2~'*(CAY2+3.Jt

~OX=~OX+BKPI $ BK=BKPI
60 CUNTINLE

XP4=X-~185398163391448 $ TI=SQRT(PI/X.
8ESY(1)=TI*(POX*SlNCXP4'+~CX*CCS(XP4»

GU TO 3~2

300 DX=X
DSUMl=.O $ OSUM2=.O $ DX?=.25*CX*OX
DXX=l. $ OT=1.
DO 99 ~=1,NU22

01=-UT $ OFFM=M $ DFM=l.O/COFF~*OFFMJ

DX3=DXZ*OFM $ OXX=OXX*OX3 $ OSLM2=DSU~2+1./DFF~

99 DSUMl=DSUMl+DT*DXX*DSUM2
B2SV(1)=PI*CB~SJ(1)*CEULFR+AlOG(~5*OX»-DSUM1)

302 If(N.LT.ZI GO TO 98
8~SYC2'=(B~SJ(2)*eESYCl'-(PI/X)I/B~SJ(1)

IF(N.LT.31 GO TO 98
00 10 J=3,N
FM=CJ+J-4)

10 8ESY(J)=fM*BESY(J-IJ/X-BESY(J-2.
98 R~TURN $ FNO

SU~ROUTINE BAND(JI
LEVEL 2, E $ crMMON /DUMMYI E
CUMMCN A,B,C,D,G,X,y,N,~J

C MUDIFIEO 12/30/16 TO REDUCE STORAG~ ANC COMPUTATION TIMF IN CAS~

C THERE ARE UNKNOWN CONSTANTS, FOP ~XAMP~E, PPOBL~MS WITH P~RIODIC

C BUUNDARY CONOITICNSo FOR EQUATIONS NN+1 TO NZ, THE BOUNDARY
C CONDiTIONS SHOULD BE ON THE RIGHT. FeR EQUATICNS N2+1 THROUGH N,
C THE BCUNCARY CONDITIONS SHOULO B~ ON THF LF.FT.

DIMENSION A(31,311,B(31,31),DC31,63),G(31),X(31,311,VC31,31',
lC(31,103),E~lO,22,103.,FEC?1,221,EP(31,Z2)

101 FORMAT (15HOOFTERM=O AT J=, 14)
IFIJ.GT.l) GO TO 3 $ NN=CN-11/3 S N2=2*NN+lS NPl=N2+1 $ NO=N2~NN

NNP1=NN+l S NP2=NN+NZ+l S CO 1 I=l,N $ IN=I $ IF(I.LE.NN) GO TO 23
IFII.lE.N21 GO TO 1 $ IN=IN-ND $ DC 22 l=l,NN $ O(IN,L)=DC!,LI

22 ~(lN,ll=B(I,L)

23 DO 24 K=~NP1,N2

24 O(IN,K)=D(I,Kt+B(I,K)+X(I,KI $ DO 25 K=NPl,N
25 BIIN,K~NDI=B(I,KJ+O(I,K'+X(l,K) $ DO 26 K=l,NN
26 OIIN,K+N21=X(I,K) $ O(IN,NP21=G(I)

1 CONTINUE S CAll M~TINV(N-ND,NP2,OETFRMI

IF(DETERM.EQ.O.O) PRINT 101, J
DO 2 K=l,NN $ fi(K,NPl,1,=O(K,NP2) soc Z L=1,N2
IF(L.LE.NN) XCK,ll=-OIK,l+N2'

2 ~(K,L,ll=-O(K,L) S DO 21 K=NPl,N $ efIK,NPl)=D(K-ND,NP2)
DO 21 L=1,N2 $ IF(LoLE.NNI X(K,LI=-OCK-NO,l+NZI

21 EEIK,l'=-O(K-ND,L) $ RETURN
3 IFIJ.EQ.NJ) GO TO 9 $ 00 4 I=l,NN $ DO 4 K=NNPl,N

~II,KI=O(I,KI + ACI,KI + 8(I,K)
4 All,K)=B(I,K) $ IF(J.GT.2' GC TO 6

00 5- I=l,NN $ DO 5 K=l,NN $ DO 5 l=l,N
5 IF(l.LE.NN .OR. L.GT.N21 D(I,K)=O(I,KI+ACI,l)*XIL,K)
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6 UU 28 I=l,NN $ O(I,NP1'=-GlII $ DC 7 L=l,N
IFlL.LE.NN) OlI,NPll=DlI,NPll+A(I,LI~~lL,NPl,J-ll

IFll.GToN21 DlI,NPIJ=DlI,NPll+AlI,ll*~ElL,NPl) $ DO 7 K=1,N2
IFlL.L~oNN) BlI,KI=BlI,KI+A(I,LI*ElL,K,J-IJ

7 Ifll.GT.N21 BlI,KI=B(I,KI+blI,ll*EFIL,KI
DO 28 K=NNPl,N2

28 DlI,KI=BlI,KJ
CALL M~TINVINN,NPl,DFTER~1 $ IF(OETER~.FQoO.OI PRINT lal,J
DU 8 M=l,NPl $ 00 17 1= NPl,N

17 cP(I,MI=E~lI,MI $ DO 8 K=l,NN
8 E(K,M,JI~-DlK,~1 SOO 19 I=NPl,N $ DO 19 L=l,NPI

IF(L.GToNNI GO T0 18 S EEII,L)=OoO $ IFlJo£Q.21 FE(I,LI=X(I,LI
18 DO 19 1(=I,NN
19 ec(I,lJ=EflI,LI+EPII,KI*~(K,L,J)$ R~TURN

9 00 12 I=I,N2 $ D(I,II=GlII $ DC 10 l=I,NN
u(I,I)=OlI,1'-V(I,ll*F(L,NPl,J-2' $ DO 10 K=1,N2

10 A(I,KJ=AlI,KI+YlI,ll*~ll,K,J-2)S DC 11 l=I,NN
D(l,IJ=OlI,II-AlI,LI*F.lL,NPl,J-ll $ CC 11 K=I,~2

11 ~ll,K)=BlI,K)+AlI,ll*~ll,K,J-I) $ DO 20 L=NP1,N
AlI,L)=AlI,ll+YlI,ll+BlI,LI $ ClI,I)=OlI,ll-A(I,ll*Ec lL,NPll
DU 20 K=1, N2

20 &lI,K)=B(I,K)+AlI,l)*EEll,K) S CO 12 K=1,N2
12 IF(K.GT.NN) BlI,K)=B(I,K)+Y(I,KI+A([,K)

CAll MATINVlN2,I,OFTERM) $ IFlDET~RM.EC.O.CI PRINT 101, J
DO 13 K=1,N2

13 ClK,JI=DIK,11 $ DC 21 I=NPl,N $ C(I,JI=EE(I,NPl1 $ DO 21 L=I,N2
21 ClI,J)=ClI,Jl+t:[II,U*C(ltJl $ 00 15 JJ=2,NJ $ M=NJ-JJ+l

DO 14 K=I,N $ IFlKolEoNN) C(K,MI=ElK,NPl,M)
14 IF(K.GT.NNI CIK,M)=CIK,M+l1 $ CC 15 K=I,NN $ DC 15 L=1,N2
15 CIK,M)=ClK,MI+~IK,L,M)*C(l,M+l)$ 00 16 K=l,NN $ 00 16 l=l,NN
~6 C(K,11=ClK,1)+X(K,L'*CIL,3) $ PF.TURN $ END

SUBKOUTIN~ MATINV(N,M,DET~RMI SCOMMON A,B,C,D
DIMENSION AI31,311,Bl31,311,C(31,103),0(31,631,JCOL(351,XI31,631
NM1=N-l S DF.TERM=loO $ DC 1 I=l,N $ JCCl(I)=I ! 00 1 K=l,M

1 XII,K)=OlY,K) $ DO 6 II=ltNMl $ [Pl=II+l $ BMAX=ABS(BlII,TIlI
JC=IJ S DC 2 J=IPl,N $ IFlABSlelII,J»ol~oBMAXI GO TO 2 $ JC=J
BMAX=ABSI~(II,J»

2 CONTINUF $ OET~RM=Or:TERM*BIII,JC) $ IFlDET~R~o~Q.OoOI RfTURN
IFlJCoEQ.II) GO TO 4 S JS:JCOlIJCI $ JcnLlJCI=JCOL(III
JCGLI II)=JS $ DO 3 I=l,N $ SAV[=B(I,JCI $ BII,JCJ=B(I,II)

3 o(I,III:SAV~ $ DETEPM=-DET~RM

4 DU 6 I=IPl,N $ F:BlI,Il)/RlII,IU $ 00 5 J=IPl,N
5 BII,JI=BII,J)-F*BllI,J) $ on 6 K=l,M
o X(I,KI:X1I,K)~F*XIII,K) S DET~RM=DETERM*BlN,N)

lFWETFRM.:t:Q.O.OI RCTUPN .$ DC 1 II=2,N $ IR=N-II+? $ IM1=IR-]
JC=JCOlIIR) $ DO 7 K:l,M $ F=XlIR,KI/BlIR,lRI $ DIJC,K):F
DO 7 I=l,Hn

7 X(I,K'=XlI,KI-BlI,IRI*F $ JC=JCOLll) $ 00 8 K=l,M
8 D(JC,KI-Xll,K)/Bll,l) $ R~TURN $ END

-,
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Program LOWPEC

This program performs the identical calculations as LOWPE.

A double collocation procedure as given by equations 5.14 and 5.18

is used to approximate the solution. The input parameters are identical

to those of LOWPE. In addition, the number of Fourier terms, NFT,

must be specified. The subroutines MATINV, BESSELL and BESSJY are

required. These are listed in LOWPE.
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PKO~RAW LOWPfCIINoUT,OUTPUTI
0IM~NS1CN A1225,2251,AA112SI,B122SI,eBl1251,BJCllSI,BJCll151,

1 tiJU2(15),~TAI151,'ZI401,SNIZOI,CSI201

DIMENSlrN Xl225,2251

L<.;\fi::L 2, fI,B,X
CGMMUN IRMATI X,A,B

R~ll!=PA~llo-APA*COSI2o.PI.ZI 1
~WIlLI~RA*2o*PI*6RA*SINlZo*PI*11

RW2111=RA*4c*APA*C~SI2o*PI*ZI*PI**2

F{I)~{2.*P!*ARA*SINI?*PI*ll)/ll.-ARA*(rSI2.*PI*ZII

fl{ll=-Flll**Z + (4o*APA*CCStZ.*PI*ZI*PI**21/{lo-ARA*COSlZo*PI*111

RATICIZI=I./II.-APA*CCS(Z.*PI*ZI

PI=3.1415921:54

C READ IN CATA

Ri:AD ?,NP"1
5 FORM AT( I ? I

DO 9C:S NP=I,NPM
RSAD 10 ,RA,ARA,NCP,NFT

10 fUkMATI2F15010,2!SI
k.:ALl 11, IETA(ll,L=l,NCPI

11 fuRMAT(5FlS.lOI
NL=2*NFT-l $ P~AO lZ,(IZ(LI,L=l,~ZI

12 fURMATI8F10.51
P~INT ZO,PA,ARA,NCP,NFT,NI

20 FUkMATIIHl,5X,'AVERAG~ WALL RACIUS ="F15.10,/1,5X,'PATIO A~P

1 =1,F15.10,11,'NUMB~R OF ~TA CCLLC POINTS ="I5,11,INUMBER OF FQUI
2EK TiRMS =I,15,II,tNUMB~R (F l COLLO PCINTS =t,151

PRINT 24
PKINT Z5,(~TAlll,l=1,NCPI

24 FORMAT(I/III,lOX,tTH: rTA prYNTS ARCt,/11,5X,F150101
25 fuRMATtlx,5X,FI5DI01

PRINT 27
i>RINT 26,IZZ(L),L=l,NZI

26 FURMATlIX,5X,FIC.51
27 fORMA;(IIIII,lnx,~~Hf Z POINTS AREt,III,5X,F15.10l

C INITI~L GURSS

84

FACTOP=2.4048255577
Ml=NCP*NFT $ or 84 I=l,Ml

dtHII=O.
AA{U=~.

$ AAI!I=O.

C :)TART IFPlITICNS

lU4 IT[RC=Q
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85 (,;uNT I r-. Ur-

MM=NCP*(2*NFT-ll+l , 00 83 I=l,MM $ DO 83 J=l,~M

83 A(I,JI=C.

c ICCTA IS THE ~Th COllr prINT COUNTrR

00 100 ICr-T\=l,NCP
CALL B~SSfl(~TA(ICfTA},Ncp,BJa,BJOl,eJr21

ell IS A Z COLLe prINT rCUNTER

NS=2.* f\FT-l
DO loa 11-=1,NS
L=J..L( I II
LALL SUBSIN(Z,NFT,SN,CSl

ellS TH~ EQUATICN NUMBFR crUNTER
I=(ICF1A-ll*(2*NFT-11 + II

elSA IS THr 8~lS~l FUNCTlrN crUf\TFR

Tl-=(PATIOlll**2 + (PA*r:""JI(ICf:TAI*F(lll**2l*eJr.'2(ISAI +
LlO 90 ISA=l,NCP

1 l(RATIOlZI**21/~TA(IceTAI + PA*~TAIIC~TAI*IRA*F(ZI**2-RA*Fl(ZI

2+2o*flZI*FACTOp.II*BJrllYSAI

C IR IS TH~ frUI~R (O~fF (CUNTPR .

DO 90 IR=l,NFT

e IRR IS Thr- J PCSITION CCUNTFR QF TH[ A ~~TRIX

lRR=( ISA-ll*NFT + lR
Tl=Tl+(fACTOR**2-(2.*PI*RA*FLCATlIR-l)I**Z)*BJO(ISAl

13=4.*PI*RA*FlCATfIP-] 1*(RA*F(Zl*FTA(TCfTAl*BJOllISAI+FACTOR*BJO(I
1SAl)

A(I,IRRI=T2*CS(IRI + T3*SN(IRI
IFlIR.EQ.ll GO TO 90

A(I,NCP*NFT+IRR-ISAl=-T3*CS(IRI + T2*S~(IRI

90 CJNTINL'::

SAVEBl=Oo
SAVER r 5=0 ..

C IU IS ~~f. BfSS~l ROOT crLNT~p

DC 95 IU=l,NCP
T4=2o*F(ZI*ETA(!CETAI*SJ01(IUI*Rl +2 .. * FArTQR*BJQ(I~1

T5=2.*eJO(IU)*FACTGP**2+2.*PA*F(Z)*ETA(ICFTAl*FAC T OR*8J01(IUI

C IV IS THE FCUIfR T~RM CCUNT~P

j)LJ 95 IV=l,NFT
TQ=4.*PI*FlCAT(IV-ll*BJC(IUI*RA
T7=.o~PI*RA*FACTnR*FLOAT(IV-ll$BJn(IUI

SAV~Bl=SAVEBL+(T4*CS(TVI+T6*SN(IVII*AA«IU-11*NFT+IVI+
1 {T4*Sf\( IVI-T6*CS( !Vl l*ee( (IU-ll*NFT+IVI
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SAVcR HS=SA\I ERHS + I'" 5*CSI I V)+1 7*Sf>!! I VI )'" tI ~ ( ( ! L-!. ) *'" FT +I V) +
1 (15*S~(1V)-T7*CS(IV)*PAI(IU-l)*NFT+IV)

95 l..ONT 1HC'

All,NCP*12*NFT-ll+ll=SAV~BL

o( I I=SftVEP.HS

100 CliNTHUE

DLl 101 t<t<=l,Nf'T
A(NCP*(2*NFT-l)+1,KK)=lo

101 CONTINLF
o(NLP*(2*NFT-l)+11=lo

NA=NCF*(2*NFT-ll + 1 $ C~LL ~ATIN\I(NA,l,DETFR~)

IFIDE1FRMo~QoO.) PPINI 30
30 FORM~T(III,~DFTfRM ~QUALS Zf:RC~)

IF(u~TrR~.FQoOc) CALL FXIT

DO ISD ISft=l,NCP $ OC 150 lR=l,NFT
lRR=(ISA-l)*NFT + !R
AA(IRR)=B(HRI
IFIIRo~Qoll BBIIPR)=Oo
IfllRoGTol) BBIIRRI=BII~R+~CP*~FT-ISA)

150 CONTINL':
HERe= ITFRC + 1

FACTCRO=FACTOR $ FACTOP=BtNAI
PRINT ~28, ITERC,FACTOR

9L8 FORMATflll,10X,I5,30X,E20 0 10)
PRINT 927, IAAI 1) ,BBI I1tI=I,MlJ

927 FORMAT(lOX,2E20clO)
lFIABS(FACTOR-FACTORQloLT.FACTCR*loF-RI GO TO 200

lTERMAX=lO
IfllTERCoGT.ITFRMAXI GO Te 225
IF(lT~PCoGT.lO) GO TO 225
(;0 TU E5

200 CUNTl NUE
PRINT 35,ITFRC,FACTOR

35 FORM'TIIIIII,lx,'AFTrp'[3,2X,'ITfRATICNS,FACTOR='~20010)
~o TO 999

225 PRINT 40,IT[RC,FACTn.R,~~CTCPO

40 fURMAlllllll,lX"AFTER',I3,2X,'ITfRATICNS,NO C~NVERG~NC~',II,lX,
l~THE L~ST TWO FACTOR VALU~S AR~t,215X,~20010))

999 CGNTINU~

CALL [X IT
END
SUbROUTINr. SUBS!NIZ,NFT,SN,CSI
DIMENSION S~ll),CSll)

PI=3.1415n654

1)0 10 I=l,NFT
SNIIj=SINI2.*Pl*FLOAT(I-l)*Z)
CSIIj=COSI2.*PI*FLOATII-11*Z)
IF(ABSISN(I»).LTol.C~-8) SN(!I=O.
IF(ABS{CSII))olTolcO~-8) C$(I)=Oo

10 (.ul'4Tl NUE
R~TURN $ fND



Program INTERI

This program calculates the integral I (equation 6.10)

used in the Leveque-like mass-transfer coefficient calculations.

The input is identical to that of INTER. The subroutines BAND,

MATINV and POLY are required. These are listed in INTER.

201
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PRO~RA~ INT~RUJUNK,INPUT,rLTPUTI

t~TfRf\Al ~';LT

DIi'1f.NSH1f\ DHFII031,GG(2f)11,V(21)11,VPI2 n ll,VT'"'vIZOll ,':'":(21
L>iMENSION PIZOI,
LPlI201,P21201,P3(?OI,P41201,Alll,201,A211,2CI,A~11,?OI,A411,11,

2CI30,1031,GI301,AI30,3f)I,AI30,30),DI3n,611,XI3~,301,V130,~01,
JAETAl151 .
DUUBL~ PR~CISICN P,Pl,P2,P3,P4,PT,PTl,PT2,PT~,PT4,H,Hl,HZ,H3,H4,

1 HT,rlTl,HT2,HT3,HT4,HOlO,Al,A2,A3,~4

OOUBLr: PRFCISION FW,FWl,FW2,FW3,FWC,FWlr.,Fw<C,Fw3C,TlA?,T1A3,
IT2A3,T3A3,TIA4,T2A4,T3A4,T4A4,TIA5,T2h5,T3A5,T4A5,A~1,AA2,AA3,A~4,

. 2AA~
OOUBL~ PR~CISICN A,B,C,C,X,V,~,G,O:T~RM

CuMMUN A,B,C,D,G,X,V,N,NJ
LOMMON IMAINI PSIST~R,NCP,J,P,Pl,P2,P3,P4

COMMUN INQI ~122,23,l031

l",VEL 2,[
c
C S~T UP All FUNCTIrN STAT~M~NTS

C
RI'IIZI =RA - AMP*COSI:'.*PI*Z)
RI'I1(LI=2o~PI*A~P*S!~12o*PI*Z)

RI'IZ(l)= 4o*AMP*COSIZ.*PI*Z)*PI*PI
RI'I3(LI=-8o*A~P*SINI2o*PI*l)*PI**3

RI'I4(L)=-16.*A~P*COSI2.*PI*ll*PI**4

RAR~(ll=1./ll.-AR\*CCS(2.*PI*ZI I

FI2TAI=ETh*i-TA*11.O-?.O*~TA**2 + ~TA**41

Fl(£TAI=2.*F.TA*(lo - 4o*~'A**2 + 30*rTA**41
FZ(ETA)=2.0 - 6.*~TA*~T~*14. - 5.*r:TA**21
F3([TAI=-24.*~TA*IZory - 5o*r.TA**ZI
~4(2TAI=240*1150*~TA~*?- - 70 1

FN(~TAI:ET~*(l.C - 2.0*~TA**2 + rT1**41
FNi([TAI=2.0*11.O -(4.-3o*~TA**21*eTA**21

FW(ll=PW1(lI/R"IZI
Frll(ll=PWZIZI/Rw(ZI - Fw(ZI**2
F~2(LI=Pw3IZJ/RW(ZI - 3.*~W(ll*PW2IZI/RWIZI + 2.*FwIZl**3
Fd3(ll=IRW41ll-40*FWIZI*Rw3IZ1-3o*FWIIZI*PwZ(ll+~o*RW?IZJ*FWlll~*?

1 + 6.*~WIZI*FWlll)*FWIZI**?-I/R"lll

HTIETA,PT):FI~~AI*PT

HTlIETA,PT,PTl I=FllrTAI*PT + FI~T~I*PTl

HT2(cTA,PT,PT1,PT21=FZIFTAI*PT+Z.*Fll~T~I*PT1+FI~TAI*PT2

Hi3(~TA,PT,PT1,PT2,PT3)=F3(~TAI*PT+3o*F21~Tal*PTl+3o*F1(~TAI*DT2 •
1 H ETAI*PT3
HT4(ETA,PT,PTl,PT2,PT3,PT41=F41~TAI*PT + 4.*F3IFThl*PTl + 6.*F2(rT

lAj*PT2 + 4o*Fll~TAI*PT3 + FI~TAI*PT4

PI=3.141592654
c
C K~Au IN CATA
C
C
C R~Au ~U~B:R OF COlL~ seT PQ!~TS Tn OC PRnCES~~O
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K~AU IN celLO S~l D1TA

RI:.:ALl 5, ~C5

h.lkMA l' (J 5 I

R~AJ 6, ~CP,~J,MSKIP,l~!~,Z~AX,RA,A~P

fuRMAT(315,4F1501CI
RI:.:AD 7, (A,:"TAlII,I=l,NCPI
fuRMATlSF15 0 101
PKINT sn3,Ncp,NJ,lMAX~RA,A~P

fUR~ATllH1,lX,'NUWB~R CF crLLC PCI~T~ =t,I5/1x,'NU~S~P OF Z M~5H

IPDINTS=,,I5IlX,'ZM~X='F1501011X,tWALL RlDIU$ ="F15.1n,1~X,'AMP=',

lfL.I.lClIIl
PKINT 7, 1~~TAIII,!=l,NCPI

C

5

C
C
C

6

7

903

Ar-A=AfJP/RA
c
C START PANO CALCULATIONS
C

DELl=(lMAX-ZMI~I/FlOATINJ-31 t ~=2*NCP $ J=O
DU 9 I=I,N
Du 9 K=I,~

YlI,KI=O.
9 X<I,K)=O
10 J=J+l

L=UELl*fLOATlJ-ZI + Z~IN

Fw(.=fIHZI l FWIC=FWl(ZI .$ Fk2C=FW21ZI $ fW3C=F\\3(Z)
DO 11 !=1,~ $ G(II=O. $ DO. 11 K=l,~ $ f(I,K)=O.
iH I, K) =0.

11 DII,KI=Oo

31 IF(J-1112,12,14
12 DO 13 1=1, NC P $ fq I , I ) =1.

ti(I'J(,P+t,NCP+II=l. $ )(11,!1=-10
13 X(NCP+I,MCP+II=-l.

CALL EAND(J) $ Gr TO 10
14 IF(J-~JI 16,18,18
10 DO 11 I=l,NCP

ETA=Ar:"A(I)
fLAG=l. $ CALL PCLY([TA,NCP,FLlG,P,Pl,P2,P3,P41
TIA2=-4. *':=TA*F\o;C
rIA3=eo*fTA*ETA*F~C*FWC

T~A3=6o*FTA*(FW(**2 - F~lr.)

T3A3=Z./RWlll**2
T1A4=-40*rTA*FWC*I£TA*~TA*FWC**2+ 10/RW(Z)**21
TLA4=12o*rTA*[TA*FWC*(FWlf-FWC**ZI
T3A4=4.*[Ta*(3.*FWC*Fw]C-FWC**2-F~2C)

14A4=4.*FkC/RW(Z)**2
TIAj=(~TA*FWC)**4 + 2o*C~Ta*FwC/RW(lll**Z + 1./RWIZ)**4
12Aj=6o*IETA**!I*IFWC**Z)*(FWC**2-FWIC)+IZo*ET./RW(ZI**Z)*{4o*FWC*

1*2-FwIC) - 2o/C"T~*PW(l)**41

TJA5=rTA*~TA*(7.*FW(**4 + 4.*F~r.Fw2G + 3.*FWIC**2 - 18.*~wlr*Fwc*

1*2J +3o/(~TA*RW(ll**21**2 + ?'o*(FWC**2-FW1CI/RWCll**Z
T4A5=ETA*{FWC**4 + 4 o *Fwr*Fw2C + 3o*FWIC**2 - 6o orwlC*FWC**2 - FW3

IC) - 3./I~TA*I~TA*RW{Z)**2)**?1 - 2.*IFWC**2-F~lCI/{FTA*RWIZI**21

H1=-24o*C7 o*IETA*Fwrl**4 - oo*FWIC*CFw(*rTA**21**? + 10o*IFWC*CT~1
H;.w(Z) )**2 - 2o*FWlr*(FT"/R\o,llll**2 )

H2={28.*(FTA*FWC**21**Z + 16o*FWC*FWZC*FTA**2 + lZo*I-TA*r~1r.1*~2

1 - 7~o*FWlC*I~TA*F~CI**2 • 8o*(FWC**2-FWIC)/PW(ZI**?I.llo-3o*~7~**
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nl
Hj=14o·I~~A*FWC**2)**2 + 16o~FhC.FW2C.~T\.*2 + 12o.I~TA.FWICI*.~

1 - 24o*FWIC*IETA*FWfl**2 - 4o*FW3(*~T~**2 - 8o*I~WC**2-FwICl/rwll1
j**2j*11.-~TA**2)

ulI)=Hl + H2 + H3$ GIII=GIII*Df-tl**2
u(il=-GII)
UU 17 K=l,NCP
d=HTl-:TA,PIK) I
H4=rlTl(~TA,P(KI,PlIKII

rl2=HT21~TA,PIK),PIIK),P2IKI)

H3=HT3(ETA,P(KI,Pl(K),P2(K),P3(KII
H4=HT4IETA,PIKI,Pl(KI,PZIKI,P3(KI,P4IKII
AA1=H
A.:l2=T 1A2*Hl
AA3=T3A3*(HZ-HI/CTA) + T243*Hl + TIA3*H2
AA4=T4A4*IHl/~TA-~21 + T3a4*Hl + TZA4*HZ + TIA4*H3
AA5=T4A5*Hl + '3A5*H2 + T?A5*H3 + TIA5*H4
A(I,K)=-O~Ll*AA4/2.

A(I,NCP+KI=-OEll*AA2/Z. + AAI
IFII.~G.K) A(NCP+I,KI=lo
d(I,KI=AA5*D~ll**2

~(r,NCP+KI=AA3*O~Ll**2- Z.*AA1
IF(lo~QoKI B(NCP+I,KI=-Zo $ IF(!o~CoKI R(NCP+!,NCP+KI=-OFLZ**Z
U(I,K)=D~LZ*~A4/2o

U'1,NCP+K)=D~LZ*AA2/2. + AAl
rF(I.~Q.K) DINCP+I,KI=lo

11 CuNT II\U€
CALL EAND(J) $ GC TC 10

Hl UU 19 !=l,'JCP $ BIIr!)=-lo $ B(~CP+I,NCP+I)=-lo $ Yl!r!)=lo
19 Y(I~C.P+I,NCP+I)=1.

CALL EJlNOIJ)

00 555 J=I,NJ $ l=D~LZ*FLGAT(J-2)

j~~ PRINT 557,Z,(C(K,J),K=I,NCPI
~57 FOKM~T(lX,FIOo5,lOX,5(D2Co8)1

PRINT 558
jjd FOR~AT(III)

DO 70 J=2,NJ,NSKIP
L=lMIN + QELZ*FLGA'IJ-Z) $ P~ALL=R~(ZI

RA~=R~RW(ll $ WRl=RW1(ZI
PkINT 99, l,PWALL

99 FUkMAT(II,lX,'Z="FIOo5,5X,tPWALL=t,Fl~o81

tJRINT 100
i00 FURMAT(lOX"Pt,15X,*Vl',25X,tVP,,28X,tVXIt,30X,tPSI+*, II

50

OU 6j 1=1,11 $ ~TA=ol*FlcaT(I-l)

SUM1=Oo $ SUM2=0o $ SUM3=0o
FLAG=Oo $ .C~lL PPlY(FTa,NCP,FLAG,P,Pl,P2,P3,P41
00 5J K=l,NCP $ KK=NCP+I-K
SUM1=S~Ml+HT(ETA,P(KKll*C(KK,JI

SU~2=SUM2+IFNl(ETAI*PIKKI+F~I~TAI*PlIKK)I*C(KK,JI

~ UM 3=SUM 3 +FN( 0:: TA ) *P ( KK I *( (C ( Kt< , J+! I - C( KK, J-1 ) ) I I ?" *0 <: L l )
CUNTI"'U~

VL='2a*(la-ETA**21+o5*SUM2)*RAk**2
VR=2TA*WPl*Vl-.5*PA*RAW*SUM?
P~IHAT=(2o-~TA**2)*~TA**2 + SU~l

VXI=SCRT1VZ**Z + VP**2 I



R=E:TA*PWALL
PKINT 102, R,VI,VR,VXI,PSIHAT

102 fURM~T(lX,F1208,4(5X,~20o!O')

65 C.ui'lT P..:Ur-
70 CCNTIt\U':'

NJ=NJ-1
DU 801 J=2,NJ
l=ue~I~FLC~T(J-2)

SuM=O.
Liu 802 l<=l,NCP
KK=NC P+1-K

d02 SuM=SUM+CIKK,JJ
HUlD=4o*(1o-SUM)
~C=NULO*(1.+RW1(Z'**2'*R~Rw(I)**3

PRINT 803,l,WC
If(WC o LT.0.' WC=O.

OtlF(J-l'=SQRT«1o+RW1(l)*·2'*hC/RARh(1))/R~RWII'

BJl C(jNTINU~

803 fURMAT(15X,FIO.5,5X,F20 0 1Q,5X,F20.10'

SAVE=Q.
Nl=NJ -1
Du 88 I'=l,Nl
IFII.~C.l' SAVF=SAVF. + .5*OELF(I'
IFI I .rC.N]) SAVc'=SAV~ + .5*r.JF.LF(l'
lFtI.i=Q.1 oOR. IoI:Qo~ll) GC Tr 88
SAVl:=~Avr + DflFIIl

88 C.LlN TI"JU""
TlH=SH!=*OELl

SAVE=Q.
DO 8'J ! =1, NI, 2
Ifll.~Q.1) SAVF=SAVr- + .5*OI:LF(I)
IF(I.~C.Nl) SAVE=SAV~ + .5*~~LF(I)

If(I.fO.1 oaR. I.FQoNI) GC TO 89
SAVE=SAVF + D~LF(I)

89 CONTINU'i::
T2H: SAVF,*CELl*2.
GRAND=T1H • (TIH-T2H'/3.
PRINT 810, GRAND

810 faK~ATIIII,5x,~THr FRlfTICN I~TrGRAL ~QUbLS~,E2r.lQ

205

999 CLNTI~Ur

CALL on $ HJlJ
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Program MAIN

This program calculates the quantity

assuming the sinusoidal PCT model. The input parameters are: N,

the number of parameter sets to be processed; RA and AMP, the average

radius and wall amplitude.
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P~O~K4~ ~~IN(r~PU',~UTPUT)

(,uMMGt\ /'.rAP,RA,PI
cXH. F. ,.... ,~ L F
PI=3.1415926535A97932384626430a
k.:.:AO 3,N

j f-Ot{:'1ATI!5)
OJ l~ I=l,N
READ 7, PI\,~MP

1 fURMATl2FI0 0 81
A=J $ B=20*PI $ rpS=lQ~-lO

K=RMdRGIF,A,B,f.PS,t.REA)
R~SULT=ll.0 •• 5.IA~P/RAJ**2)/'~~A

R~~ULT=4o*IPr*RfSULTI*"'2

PKINT 9 , RA,A~P,AR~A,ReSUlT

9 FuRMATIII,lX,tPA=t,FIO.8,5X,tA~P=t,FICo8,5X,tINT~GRAL=t,FIOo 8,5X,
L ~[/RA~A=t,F10.81

b CuNl Ir-.ur
(,ALL ~XIT $ rND
FUNCTICN FIXI
i..GI'1MOf\ AMP,RA,PI
F=(10-IA~P/RAI*COSIX»*SQPTI10+120*PI*AMP*Cr.S(X»**2)
kcTUKN $ ~ND

fJN('TI(~ RM8R~IF,A,B,~ps,~prAI

DATA ~XR,~XC,I~CFF/20,4,1177~rocnonDDOOOOOOOB/

JIM~NS!nN 1(20,20)

Al=Oo
If(EPS oLT o 0 0 ) AI=~R~A

t:RR=O.
ijA= d- 0

T~(w=IFIA) + FIB) ) /20
T( i,11 =TN':W
DENl=lo

DO lOO l=2,MXR
Ri'1EFG= l
uE "2=2 * DOH
DX=EA/CFN2
KUP=Df-N2-10
SU\1;::Oo')

00 120 K=l,KlJ O ,2
X=A+K*DX

120 SU~=SUM.F(X)

Ttl,ll = (SU~/D1=l\ll + 'TlL-l,l) 112.
l)4=1.
JC=tJINDIL,MXC)
IFIJf ol=Q. 1 ) GO TO 210

200

cr 2110 J=2,JC
C4=4.*D4
T(l,J)=TIL,J~l)+ITIL,J-l) -Tll-l,J-l»)/IC4-1.)

210 TOLD=TN~~

TNa=T(L,JCI
UA=TNfW-TOlO
IFUBSIDA) oLEo ABSlt:PS*ITNEW+Alll I GO TC 150

100 DE~1=D~N2
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RM8RG"-1.
i:kR:l),hBA

C**************************** ERROR PET URN *****************************
AREA = I~DEF • CR o ~XR

RCTURN

~************************.*********************************************.

150 AR~A=TNEW*eA

RETURN
i:NO

·'(1
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Program PHETHET

This program calculates the dimensionless ohmic potential

drop in a porous electrode according to the Newman and Tiedemann

analysis. The Pec1et number and conversion are the specified parameters.

The Pec1et numbers are specified in a DATA statement and the 8L

values are read. The function FSHB is the Sherwood number (ShB)

correlation and the function EDO is the dimensionless dispersion

coefficient (E!Do) correlation. The film Sherwood number (8kf !aVo)

is also calculated.
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PKuGRA~ P~FTH~T(INPUT,nLTPUTI

CGMMO~ IbRGSI Al,A2,SHB,$HF
uIM~NSICN PFB(30), TH~TAlb(201

COMMGN IAL~RGSI Pr.,EPS,T~ETA,~l

DATA ~~AX,P~8/11,1.,2.5,5.,lC.,25.,50.,100.,25J.,50C.,100J. ,5J01.1

cPS=" 4
k~AD 5,NT~E $ RFAQ6,(THET~lA(II,1=1,~TH~)

5 FORM AT ( 121
6 .fORMAT{F15.101

00 100 IT=l,NTH~ $ THf,T~=TH~TALA(ITI

PKINT !O, THH A
1u FORMAT(tHl,lox,~THrTA =~,Ello5)

PRINT 50
50 FURMA~(111,4X,~Pft.7X,tAlt,6X,~SHB~,7X,_SHF~,6X,_RATInt,4K,

It0PRr~~ ~3X,~PCT Dpe ,4X,~PCTQPP*~,~X,tR~L ~IFFt,4X,tTH~TAtll)

DU 10C IP=l,NMAX $. Pf,=P':B{ IP) 1; CALL FINOAL
CALL C(cFF(P~,AL,~PS)

THCTAl=THI7TA
UPRrM~=Al*SHF/4.

B=(1.+SQR T ll .. +4.*OPRIMFII/2o
ALPHAL={Al*SHFI/(~PS*P~1

THE=EXP(AL*SHF*{l .. /B-SHe/S~FI/{rpS*pr.)1
DPHE=pe*PF*(B*B*THF -OPRIM~/B-(ALP~AL.l.+0PRIM~I*T

IHo:TALl/SrF
"ATIO=SHF/SHB
IF(TH:TAl.~Q.O.) OPH~O=P~*P~/SrH

IF(THETALoGToO o ) DPH~O~Pf*P~*(lo-(lo-AlQG(THCTAlll*THFTALI/SHR
kELD=(CPH[-DPHFO)/OPHF $ T=~XP«-SH8*ALI/(EPS*pr.)1

PkiNT 75, P~,Al,SHB,SHF,RATln,CPRI~~,DF~F,OPr~~,P~LD,T

15 FuRMAT(3X,~803,lX,r8o3,lX,E9o4,lX, r:904,lX,r:8o3,lX,~8,,3,lX,~9o4,

1 lX,~9 .. 4,2X,E9.4,?X,r-q.41
100 CUNTIt\UF.

CALL EXIT $ ~ND

SU~RCLTINr: FINDAl
COMMON IALARGSI P~,fPS,T~ETA,Al

i::XTEKNf.lL AlRHS
Ui ME NSYO N f;' ( 2 )

£(11=1 .. E-5 $ ~(21=F.(11

A=.l
Pl=EPS*PF*ALOG(l./THETA) $ P2=lo/.914 + lo/(lo2*P~1

B=pl*P2
CALL Z~RC(l,A,B,E,AlRHS) $ AL=l
RETURN S rND
FUNCTICN AlRHSIXI
COMMON IAlARGSI PF.,~PS,T~rTA,Al

SHti=FSrB(PE,X,rpSI
RHS=SHB*X/(P~*EPSI

RHS=RHS + AlOG(TH~TAI

ALRHS=RHS
R~TURN $ ~ND

SJ8RQUTIN~ COFFF(P~,AL,EPS)

EXT':RNllt PHS
oI ME NSIC NE ( 21 . d

CUMMON IARGSI Al,A2,SHB,SHF
clll=1.~-7 $ ~(21=~(1)

Al=14o*F.DO(pr,FPSII/P~**2 ~ A2=~PS*Pr-/AL

SHB=FSHe(p~,AL,FPSI

A=SHB*.l
~=ll.

CALL Zr.RCIZ,A,B,F.,PHSI
SHF=L
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KdUR~ $ Ft\C
FJNCTICN FSHBIP,Al,-1
)(=!.U17Jl«'"'/ALI **t t o /3 0 )
V=lo/(!.Z~PI + 10/(0~14+X*P**11./~.»

F:>H8=1ol't
ftETUF~ $ ~ND

FUM;TICN PHS(XI
C~MMr~ IARGSI AI,A2,SHB

Aix=Al*X
S\Jl=SCRTI'.+~]xl t "'l=?'.*X/ll.+SQll
",$ HF = (- 2 0 'l< h ( 1. I ( 10 + SO II +( I" +SQ1 ) I tAl X) I lIt.. 2
R~JM=(!.+SQ1)/2.+ 1.5*AIX/12.+2.*SQ!+AIX)I*tl.-SQll*~XP(GSHF)

DcNOM=1,,+AIX/IZo+2o*SQI+AIXI
RIlS=T 1+AZ*~LOG(Rt\W·1/Dr"iO·1

i\HS= S HA-l:I-tS
"nURN $ F,:ND
FUNCTION r:DC(P,~1

TAU=$QIHI?.1
If(P.GT.15 0 1 Gr T0 25
X=lOot66/P~*16./701

10 X2=20*X
cDO=l o /TAU + 2305294*P*(I.-(10-~XP(-X?ll/x?l/x

Rf:TUkN
25 X=8 0 731IP**12 o I3o1

GU T'J 1<:'
,;;Nu
SUOkOUTIN~ lFK~(Z,Al,Bl,~R,FI

DIMdJSICr-: ~R(2)

A=Al
o=dl
Hoi,; =Ab SIr. R(1 1)
A;;=AbSI~P(2)1

FA=F(~1

fd=F(8)
~F I(FA*FA oLT o 0.(1 olND o jA~AXl(R~,A[1 oGTo 0.Jll G~ TO 70
H=v .. O
GU TO 110

7\J C=A
Fl.=fA
S=C
f~=fC

lu CL.NT I ~'U!..
II=J .. ~*tB+(1
T=Aij$ I H*R ~ 1+M':
IF(A8S(H-~1 .L~. 11 GO TO 110
IF IAe~(FBI .L~. ABSIFCll GC T( 15
Y=b
fY=FB
G=8
F (,=F u
S=C
FS=FC
uU TO 20

15 y=S
f V=F S
G=C
h~=rC

$=B
F;)=FIj

20 CuNT I NL,t:
IF (rY oNl"'o FSI Gr 'Tn 21



d=H
Gu TO 2<)

21 (.orn 1l\UO:
~=(S¥F~-y*FSI/(FY-f~1

IF (ABS(E-Sl olfo TI c=S+SIG~(T,G-SI

IF «~-HI*(S-E) olT o 0,0) G~ TC 28
0=2
GO TO 29

2d B=H
29 ftl=f-( e I
30 WNTII\U:::

If {FG*FR olT o Oonl GC Tf 35
C=S
FC=FS
~u TC: 10

3~ CuNTlt\Uf
C=G
fC=FG
~O TO 10

110 l=H
RETURt\
£ND

212
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Program PHE

This routine is similar to PHETHET. The conversion and

potential drop are calculated as functions of specified aL and PeB .

The film Sherwood number (Ekf/aVo) is also calculated.
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1
PkGGRAM P~~IINPUT,rUTPUTl

UIM2~SION PEBI30l,AALI101
CUHMU~ IARGSI Al,~?,SHB,SHF

uATA P~Blo~Ol,00025,o005,.Cl'oC25,.05,.1'o25'o5,lo,2o5,5o,10.,

1 ~~.,50.,lOO.,Z50o,5aOo,100C.,5COJ.1

NMAX=2C
EPS=o4

j FOkMAT(lZ)
o FUR~ATIFI0051

Ke;AD 5,~AL $ R<':~D 6, lAALlIl,I=l,t\/lLl
00 100 IA=l,NAL$AL=AAlIIAl ~ PRINT 10,Al

10 fORMATIIHl,10X,~*** AL=-,FIQ.S,#***_111
PRINT 50

50 FJRMATIIII,3X,~P~ NC.#,2X,tSH 8::D#,4X,'SH r-IL~#,4X,t~tTI0t,4X,

l#THETA#,4X,~POT DRP,,4X,~DPRIM(~,4X,tPCTQRP~t/l

DO 10C JP=l,NMAX
h=P:;EIIPI
CAL~ CCEFFIPF,AL,EPSI
THETAL=~XPIl-AL*SHBl/lrps*p~11

iJI'KIME=Al*SHF/4 o
0=( 1. t-SQRT 11.+4.*OPR IMr11l2.
ALPHAL=IAL*SHF)/I~PS*P~1

THE=FXPlAL*SHF*llo/B-$He/SHFl/IEPs*prll
uPHE=PE*P~*I~*B*TH~ -DPRIMr/e-IALPHAL+l.+DPRI~~I*T

IHcT AL) ISHF
...AT lO=5HF/SHB
IF'TH~TAL.~Q.O.) DPH~~=PE*p~/She

IFlTtiETAloGToO.l DPHFn=PF*p~.llo-llo-ALCGITHrT~lll.THfTAlI/SH8

PKINT 75,P~,SHB,SHF,RATI(,TH~TAL,DPH~,CPRIM£,OPH~O

75 ruRMATIIX,c702,lX,~lOo5,lX,~9o4,lX,F8o:,lX,~9o4,lX,r.9o4,lX,~904,

lL<,c9.41
100 LONTI~U~

CALL r-XIT $ :ND
SUdRCLTIN~ COEFFIP~,AL,~PS)

;:;XTi:RNAl PHS
uIM::NSION <:121
LOMMON IARGSI Al,62,SHB,SHF
~(1):lo[-7 $ fI21=~111

Al=14.*rOOIP~,EPSlI/Pr-**2 $ ~2=~PS*P::/Al

SH8=FSH8IP~,Al,£PSI

A=SIiB*ol
B=ll.
~ALL IF.RQIl,A,B,~,PHSI

SHF=l
~ETUR~ $ END

FUNCTION FSHBIP,Al,Fl
)(=1.017*1~/4l1*.ll./3ol

Y=1./ll.2*PI + 1./1.914+X*P**(1./3.1 I
FSt-lB=lo/Y
RiTUR~ $ fND

FUNCTICN RHS(XI
~JMM(N IARGS/ Al,A2,SHB

AiX=A 1*x
~~l=SQRTllo+AlX) $ Tl=2o*X/ll o +SQl)
GSHF=I-?-o*X*(1./ll.t-SQll+(1.+SQll/IAlXlll/A2
kNUM=11.+SQlI/2. + 1.5*AIX/12.+~.*SQ1+AIXII*11.-SQl)*~XPIGSHF)

ucNOM=1.+AIX/lZ.+2o*SQ1+AIXI
RIiS=Tlt-A2*AlOG(RNUM/DENOMI
RHS=SHe-RHS
ReTURN $ l=ND
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fUNCTICN rCOIP,cl
fAU=SQRTI2,,1
IfIP.GT o15ol GO T~ 25
X=iO.666/P**(6./1.)

10 X'::=2.~X

£DO=l./TAU + 23.52q4*P*11.-(I.-~XPI-X211/X21/X

i<.I::TUkN
25 A=8.731/P**(2o/3.1

GO TC 10
O;.Nu
S~UROLTIN~ l~RC(l,Al,Bl,rR,FI

DIM2N SION~R I 21
A=A1
6=81
Rc=AuS(fRlllI
AC=ABSIER(211
FA=FI AJ
fd=F ( BI
IF «FA*FB .LT. O.OJ .ANO. IAMAX1(RI:,M::1 .GT.".:)IJ GO TO 70
Ii= (). 0
GU TO 110

70 L=A
FC=fA
S=C
FS=fC

10 CUNT I N~F
H=O.S*IB+C)
T=AtlSIH*RFI+A':
iF I Ai3 S I H- BI • U=. T I GO Tell a
IF IAeSIFB) .LE. AB~IFCII GO T0 15
Y=i3
fY=FB
G=B
FG=FB
s=c.
f$=fC
GlJ fU :'.0

15 ¥=$
F)'=FS
G;:C
FG=FC
$=8
fS=fB

20 C.uNTl NUF
IF IFV .NEo FSI GO TO 21
8=H
GU TO 29

21 (,UNTINU1=
(=(S*FV-V*FSI/(FY-FSI
IF (ABS(f-SI .L~. TI ~=S+SIGN(T,G-SI

IF IIE-HI~(S-FI .LT. 0.01 GC TC 28
B=E
GU TO ?-9

28 d=H
29 fB;:F(BI
30 CONTINuE

IF (FG*FB oLT o O.CI GO Te 35
c=s
FC=FS
Gu TO 10

35 C(jNTINU~



(.=l)
Fl.=F (j

(jD Tu It)
110 L=H

f'.cTURN
ENO

216
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*Appendix C

Solution of Coupled, Ordinary Differential Equations
with Associated Constant Unknowns

the BAND subroutine is designed to effect efficient solution

of coupled difference 'equations (Newman 108,63). At an

interior point j , these equations take the form

N
l [Ai,k(j)Ck(j-l) + Bi,k(j)Ck(j) + Di ,k(j)Ck (j+l)] = Gi(j) •
~1

(C-1)

Frequently, there will be unknowns which are independent of position.

An example is the eigenvalue in an eigenvalue problem (see Newman

64, pp. 204-208). An example encountered in this thesis involves

collocation solutions of problems with periodic 'boundary conditions.

Here there may be one or two constant unknowns for each spatially

variable unknown. Such situations can be handled with the standard

BAND subroutine by appending to NN spatially dependent unknowns

Ck(j) a set of unknown constants Ck decomposed in turn into two

subsets. For the first subset, for i = NN + 1, ••• , N2 , one writes

for equation 1

(C-2)

and for the second subset, for i = N2 + 1, ... , N , one writes

(C-3)

*Written by J. Newman.
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In both cases, no value is explicitly specified for the constant

unknown. Instead;. the form of equation 2, excluding the point at

the right for j ~ NJ , permits the specification of an additional

boundary condition or auxiliary condition on the spatially dependent

unknowns. Similarly, the form of equation 3 permits an extra boundary

condition at the left, at . j =1 •

Use of the standard BAND subroutine and equations 2 and 3 may be

attractive when the unknown constants are few in number, but significant

improvements in computational efficiency result when the special

subroutine in this appendix is used .for problems with more unknown

constants. This improvement in efficiency is achieved by avoiding

calculations of a trivial nature and avoiding the storage of numbers

of a trivial nature. For example, the standard solution form assumed

for equation 1 is

(C-4)

Substitution into equation 2 would yield, after trivial calculations,

(for i = NN + 1, ••• , N2)

and (C-S)

where 0i,~ is the Kronecker delta equal to 1 if i = ~ and equal

to zero otherwise.
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Interior points

For an interior point j , the assumed solution form for a

spatially dependent variable is

a simplification of equation 4. A consideration of the disposition

of the boundary conditions suggests that the unknown constants Ci

for i = N2 + 1, ••• , N need not appear in equation 6 and can themselves

be expressed at any point j in the assumed solution form

(New arrays can be defined for EE because it is not necessary to

store the values for more than one value of j .)

Consider first an interior point j for j > 2 , and assume that

values of the ~, E , and EE arrays have been obtained for j - 1 •

Substitution of equations 6 and 7 into equation 1 (for i =1,2, ••• , NN)

yields equations to solve for ~i(j) and E. n(j) :
1,N

~d

(C-8)

NN
k~l bi,k(j)Ek,t(j) = -di,t(j) for t = 1,2, ••• , N2, (C-9)
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where the square NN by NN matrix of coefficients is given by

NN
b. k(j) = B. k(j) + l A. n(j)En k(j - 1)
~, ~, R,=1 ~,N N'

(C-10)
N

+ l [A. n(j) + B. R,(j) + D. R,(j)] EER, k(j - 1) .
R,=N2+1 ~,N ~, ~, ,

The right side of equation 8 is

NN
= G.(j) - l A;,n(j)Sn(j - 1)

~ R,=1'" N N

(C-ll)
N
L [A. R,(j) + B. n(j) + D. R,(j)]Sn(j - 1) .

R,=N2+1~' ~,N ~, N

The right side of equation 9 is simply given by

d. n (j) = D. n (j) for R, = 1,2, •.• , NN ,
~,N ~'N

but takes the form

(C-12)

NN
d. n(j) = A. n(j) + B. n(j) + D. n(j) + L A. k(j)Ek n(j - 1)
~ , N ~ , N ~ , N ~ , N k=1 ~ , , N

(C-13)
N

+ L [A. k(j) + B. k(j) + D. k(j)] EEk n(j - 1)
k=N2+1~' ~, ~, 'N

for R, = NN + 1, ... , N2. Bear in mind that i takes on values

from 1 through NN in equations 8 through 13.

To obtain values of s.(j) and EE. n(j), substitute equations
~ ~,N

6 and 7 into equation 3 (for i = N2 + 1, ..• , N), yielding



NN
= ~i(j - 1) + l EEi k(j - l)~k(j)

k=l '
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(C-14)

I;lnd

for ~ =1,2, ••• , NN , (C-15)

EE. n (j)
~,N

(C-16)

for ~ = NN + 1, ••• , N2 •

For j = NJ , the equl;ltions I;lre simpler because terms in Di k(j),
I;lre I;lbsent. However, the problem stl;ltement is generl;llized by including

terms I;lt j - 2 , so thl;lt complex boundl;lry conditions (involving

derivl;ltives) cl;ln be trel;lted. At j = NJ , equation 1 is repll;lced

by equl;ltions of the form

This equl;ltion I;lpplies for i = 1,2, ••• , N2 , while equl;ltion 3 still

applies for i = N2 + 1, ••• , N •

First use equl;ltion 6 to eliminl;lte Ck(j - 2) • This lel;lds us

to define auxiliary qUI;lntit1es I;lS follows:

(C-18)
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for k = 1,2, ••• , N2 , and

G~
~

NN
G.(j) - L Y. nt.:n(j - 2) •
~ ~=l 1,iV iV

(C-19)

Next use equation 6 to eliminate Ck(j - 1) and equation 7 to eliminate

C
k

for k = N2 + 1, ..• , N. The equations to solve then become

N2
I b. k(j)Ck(j) = g~ ,

k=l ~, .L

(C-20)

where the square N2 by N2 matrix of coefficients has the form

NN
b. k(j) = B. k(j) + I A~ nEn k(j - 1)
1, 1, . ~=l ~,iV iV,

(C-2l)

for k = 1,2, ••• , NN . The same form applies for k=NN+l, ... , N2 ,

but Yi,k and A~ k are also added into b. k(j) •
~, ~,

The right side

of equation 20 has the form

g = G~
i ~

NN
I A~ nt.:n (j-l)
~=l 1,iV iV

N
I [Yi,~+ Ai,~(j) + Bi,~(j)]t.:~(j-l) •

~=N2+l

(C-22)

The inversion of equation 20 then gives values of Ck(j) at

j = NJ as well as the constants Ck for k = NN + 1, •.• , N2 The

constants Ck for k = N2 +1, ,." N can now be obtained by applying

equation 7 with j = NJ - 1. Back substitution with equation 6 for

decreasing values of j then completes the solution for Ck(j) •
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Left boundary

The governing equations at j = 1 take the form

N
I [Bi,k(j)Ck(j) + Di,k(j)Ck(j+l) + Xi ,kCk(j+2)] = Gi(j) , (C-23)
~l

except that the simple form 2 still applies for i = NN + 1, •. , N2

term is missing from equation 23, but the Xi,k term is

added in order to permit the use of an image point and derivative

boundary conditions. The solution form 6 is extended at j = 1 to read

m NN
= ~i(j) + I Ei o(j)Co(j+l) + I x. oC o(j+2) • (C-24)

51,=1 ,~ N 51,=1 ~,N N

Equation 7 must be extended to a form similar tu equation 24 when applied

to the constants Ci for i = N2+l, ••. , N. Substitution of equation 24

and the extended form of equation 7 into equation 23 leads to matrix

equations which should be solved for ~k(l), Ek ,5I,(1) (for 51, = 1, ••• , N2),

and xk 51, (for 51, = 1, .•• , NN), all for k = 1, ••. , NN and for k = N2+l,,
..., N • In the computer program, the matrix can be collapsed somewhat

since k values from NN+l through N2 are absent and equation 23

is not applied for i = NN+l, •.• , N2

The point at j = 2 cannot be treated completely like an interior

point because equation 24 should be used instead of equation 6 to

eliminate Ck(j - 1) from equation 1.

Program notes

The subroutine BAND(J) listed in this appendix can be used in

the programs of chapter 5 just like the regular BAND subroutine listed
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in appendix B. This means in particular that NN and N2 are calculated

within the subroutine in a special manner, whereas in general they would

be used as parameters for the subroutine.

Some slight additional economy could be achieved by reducing the

size of the EE array, since the first index does not range over values

from 1 through N2. The programming would then be somewhat more

complex. Another economy measure would require that only the B array,

not A, D, X, or Y be used in equations 1, 17, and 23 when referring

to one of the constant unknowns in the calling program. This could

then be assumed in the subroutine.
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SU8RC~TINC HA~OIJ)

C MGOIFIfD 12/30/76 TC R~DUCf STCRAGf ANC COMPUT~TlrN TIMF IN CAse
C THcKc AR~ UNKNOW~ rONST&NTS, FCR EXAMPl~, PROBL~~S WITH p~RlnOIC

G BOUNUAPY CGNDITIONS. FOP ~QUAT[ONS NN+l TO N2, TH~ BOUNDARY
C CONDITIONS SHQULD BF ON TH~ RIGHT. FOR cQUA1ICNS N2+1 THRrUGH N,
C IHL BrUNC~RY CONDITIONS SHOULD SF ON Tr~ l~FT.

Lj;vf:l ?,~

LlMMfN A,~,C,D,G,X,V,N,NJ

L0MMON INOI [122,45,1031
DIM~NSIrN ~l66,66I,Al66,661,CI66,103),D(66,1331,XI66,66),

1 YI66,66),GI661 ,F~166,46),~P(66,461

101 fURMAT C15HOO[T~PM=O AT J=, [4)
IFlJoGToll GO TO 3 $ NN=~/3 $ N2=2*NN $ NP1=N2+1 $ NO=N2-NN
NNP1=NN+l $ ~P2=NN+N2+1 $ or 1 I=l,N $ TN=I $ IFllolFoNN) Gn TQ 23
IfII.L~.N21 GO T0 1 $ IN=IN-NO $ 00 22 L=I,NN $ OlIN,L)=OII,LI

22 UIIN,l)=ell,l)
lj DU 24 K=NNPl,N2
24 UIIN,K)=DII,KI+BII,KI+XIT,KI $ Dr 25 K=NP1,N
L~ BIIN,K-NDI=BII,KI+DCI,KI+XIY,KI $ Dr 26 K=l,NN
2Q U(lN,K+N21=XII,KI $ DIIN,NP21=GCI)

1 ~UNTINUE $ CAll MATINV{N-NO,NP2,OETfRMI
IFCUcTFRM.CQ.OoQI PRINT 101, J
UU 2 K=l,NN $ ~IK,NP1,1)=DCK,NP21 $ DC 2 L=I,N2
I F I L0 v:0 1" NIl( CK, L I =.. 0 I K, L+~ 2 I

2 ~(K,l,ll=~DIK,L) $ DO 27 K=NPl,N $ r~IK,NP11=DCK-ND,NP21

DU 27 L~1,N2 $ IFlL~lEo~NI XlK,LI=-0IK-NO,L+N21
21 EEIK,ll=-OIK-ND,l) $ R~TURN

3 IFIJo~Q.MJ) GO TO q S 00 4 l=l,NN $ DO 4 K=NNP1,N
BI I ,K I=0 I I ,K I + AI ! ,K I + BCI ,K I

4 ACl,K)=BCI,KI $ IF(J o GT.21 GC TO 6
DU 5 I=l,NN $ DO 5 K=l,NN $ no 5 L=l,N

~ IFILolE.NN .OR. l.GT.N21 OII,KI=DCI,KI+ACI,LI*XIL,KI
6 DO 2d l::l,NN $ OO,NPlI=-GIIl $ DO 7 l=I,N

IflLoLPoNNI D(I,NPl)=DII,NP11+AII,ll*Ell,NPl,J-11
IFIL.GT oN21 0II,N P11=D(I,NPl)+ACI,ll*EFCl,NPll $ DO 7 K=I,N2
I F( L0 V· • NN) BCI, KI= B( I , KI +AI I, L ) *n l, K, J- 1 I

7 IrCl oGT.N21 BI!,KI=BCI,K)+AII,LI*FECl,K)
00 28 K=NNPl,N2

28 D{l,KI=BII,KI
CALL ~A9INVINN,NP1,O~TfPAA) $ IFIO~TrRM.EQ.OoOI PRINT 101,J

Du d M~l,NPl $ DC 17 1= NPl,N
17 iPII,~)=f~CI,M) $ DO B ~=I,NN

8 E(K,M,JI=-CIK,~1 $ DO 19 I=NPl,N $ or. 19 l=I,~Pl

IFIL.GT.1'm) GO TO 18 $ HII,lI=O.O $ IFIJ.~Q.21 ,::~II,LI=XII,LI

18 UU 1'l ~=I,NN

19 [cll,l)=EC(!,ll+EPI!,KI*E(K,L,J) $ RETURN
9 VU 12 I=1,N2 $ OCI,I)=GCII $ DC 10 l=I,NN

Dlltll=DlI,1I-YI!,1I*EIL,NPl,J-21 $ De 10 K=1,~2

10 All,KI=AII,KI+YII,LI*~(L,K,J~21 $ 00 11 L=l,NN
DCI,II=DCI,11-AlI,LI*~lL,NPI,J-11 $ Dr 11 K=I,N2

11 Bll,KI=BII,KI+A(I,ll*~(l,K,J-I) $ 00 2C L=NP1,N
AIl,L)=AII,l)+YII,ll+BII,ll $ ClI,l)=DII,11-AII,ll*ECll,NP11
DO 20 K=I,N2

20 b(I,KI=BII,K)+AII,LI*~~ll,KI $ CO 12 K=I,N2
12 IfCK.GToNNI BII,K)=BII,KI+VII,KI+AlI,KI

CALL MATINVIN2,I,DET~RMI $ IFICF.TERMor~oOoQI PRINT 101, J
DO 13 1<=1,N2

13 CCK,JI=DlK,ll $ or 21 I=NPl,N $ CII,JI=EFII,NP11 $ DO 21 l=I,N2
21 (.ll,JI=fC!,JIHF.CY,U*CCl,JI $ DO 15 .JJ=2,NJ $ M=NJ-JJ+l

uu 14 ~=l,N $ IFIK.l~.NNI C(K,~)=E(K,NPl,MI

14 IfIKoGT.NN) CIK,MI=C(K,~+11 $ CC 15 K=I,NN $ DC 15 L=1,N2
15 (,CK,MI=(IK,MI+(IK,L,M)*Cll,M+11 $ 00 16 K=l,NN $ D~ 16 L=l,NN
16 CIK,11=CIK,II+XlK,LI*Cll,31 $ RFTURN $ fN~
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Appendix D

Data Compilation

The following table lists the measured values for all the pertinent

variables of the mass-transfer experiments. All experiments were

carried out at 25°C. The notation is the same as that used in the

main body of the thesis. Some preliminary data reduction has been

performed and is reported here. The diameter of the bed was 3.00"

and the packing was 1/8" spherical bearings for all experiments.

Runs 1 through 25 inclusive were made in the power supply control

mode while the remainder were done with potentiostatic control.



+I-
[H2S04]F Sample V -¢ cLfcFq [eu ]F I

C R C

Run € aL (m9,fmin) (M) M 11 (mV) (rnA)

10 0.366 30.1 18.4± 1.10x10-3 0.9704 1 -45 28.0 0.600
±.7 0.1 2 -78 40.2 0.407

3 -100 42.4 0.374
4 -138 44.0 0.337
5 -187 45.2 0.315
6 -234 45.9 0.307
7 -294 47.6 0.278
8 -307 51.6 0.292

11 0.391 29.0± 35.5± 1.09±.03 0.9704 1 -43 27.1 0.815
1.0 0.1 x10-3 2 -65 45.8 0.654

3 -90 54.6 0.575
4 -106 58.1 0.552
5 -130 61.3 0.519
6 -165 65.0 0.484
7 -197 67.3 0.469
8 -230 68.7 0.459
9 -300 71.6 0.443
10 -330 74.5 0.443

12 0.382 30.4± 18.2±0.1 5.06±.02 0.9880 1 -39 160.0 0.480
1.1 x10-3 2 -95 196.7 0.346

3 -143 208.3 0.306
4 -180 211.4 0.296
5 -240 213.7 0.292
6 -293 215.9 0.291
7 -310 218.2 0.287
8 -340 221.8 0.295

15 0.372 100±.2 18.4±0.1 5.11x10.....3 0.9880 1 -57 260.9 .0628
±.02 2 -79 276.4 .0511

3 -93 280.0 .0616
4 -102 281.9 .0532
5 -119 284.7

N
.0354 N

6 -136 286.9
-...J

.0354
7 -156 288.6 .0297
8 -228 290.0 .0227
9 -272 291.0 .0211
10 -290 293.0 .0204



++ [H2S04]F Sample V -¢ I CL/CF
q [eu ]F C R C

Run E aL (m.Q,/min) (~ M II (mV) (rnA)

18 0.385 30.4± 35.6± 4.89x10-4 0.9408 1 -53 18.9 0.708
0.7 0.2 2 -74 26.7 0.577

3 -100 29.8 0.503
4 -121 31.3 0.470
5 -144 32.9 0.448
6 -173 33.8 0.421
7 -286 29.2 0.405
8 -298 35.0 0.411

19 0.374 30.3± 35.6± 4.91x10-4 0.9408 1 -77 207.5 0.613
0.7 0.0 2 -150 271.8 0.501

3 -175 291.1 0.464
4 -200 300.9 0.448
5 -220 310.4 0.432
6 -233 313.7 0.420
7 -267 319.9 0.418
8 -277 321. 9 0.418

20 0.385 100±2 35.6± 5.04X10-3 0.9408 1 -48 432.8 0.236
0.2 2 -119 526.2 0.0913

3 -175 544.5 0.0663
4 -194 551.0 0.0628

21 0.406 30.3± 7.60± 5.01x10-3 0.9408 1 -66 100.5 0.227
0.9 0.08 2 -131 106.0 0.157

3 -186 108.1 0.134
4 -165 111.8 0.134
5 -278 108.5 0.118
6 -287 112.1 0.125

22 0.390 100±0.3 7.60± 0.0102 0.9895 1 -40 237.2 0.0913
0.05 2 -111 258.2 0.0101

3 -222 257.0 4.80x10-3
4 -284 254.2 2.70x10-3 N

N

5 -150 258.4 4.50X10-3 00

6 -284 252.9 3.05x10-3

" '
.



-1+
[H2S04 ]F Sample V -¢ I cL/CFq [eu ]F cR c

Run S aL (~/min) (M) M II (mV) (IDA)-

24 0.390 29.1± 10.8± 0.0102 0.9895 1 -75 243.9 0.279
0.7 0.0 2 -133 264.3 0.231

3 -166 272.4 0.201
4 -185 278.7 0.185
5 -205 283.3 0.169
6 -272 283.9 0.169
7 -250 283.6 0.170
8 -297 288.8 0.171

25 0.393 29.7± 4.13± 9.84X10-3 0.9895 1 -102 111.6 0.207
0.6 0.02 2 -141 115.2 0.116

3 -173 118.4 0.0922
4 -252 116.6 0.0694
5 -184 120.70.141
6 -267 116.0 0.0679
7 -281 119 0.0783

27 0.385 100±0.7 3.90± 0.0380 0.9797 1 -51 384 0.210
0.02 2 -100 453 0.0599

3 -140 466 0.0298
4 -176 474 0.0140
5 -210 477 7.49x10-3
6 -246 481 4. 78xIO-3

28 0.385 100±0.7 5.73± 0.0380 0.9797 1 -49 519 0.284
0.04 2 -100 650 0.0850

3 -145 695 0.0209
4 -175 697 0.0124
5 -205 701 8.50xIO-3
6 -245 700 7.45x10-3
7 -275 700 9.10x10-3

30 0.394 29.7± 3.78± 0.0380 0.9797 1 -25 314 0.316
0.7 0.03 2 -100 400 0.127 N

N
3 -150 418 0.0916 \0

4 -180 422 0.0784
5 -210 422 0.0739
6 -250 423 0.0655



++ [H2S04 ]F Sample V -ep I cL/cFq [eu ]F c R c
Run E aL (m9,fmin) (!!) M /I (tnV) (mA)

31 0.392 30.4± 14.3± 0.0144 1.016 1 -100 471.3 0.230
0.7 0.05 2 -116 499.4 0.230

3 -145 519.6 0.213
4 -176 528.8 0.198
5 -196 530.7 0.201

32 0.396 30.5± 2.15± 0.0102 0.9796 1 -70 67.2 0.0675
0.9 0.05 2 -110 68.0 0.0494

3 -145 69.4 0.0433
4 -175 69.5 0.0375
5 -'205 70.3 0.0308
6 -245 71.5 0.0269

33 0.396 30.5± .867± 0.0102 0.9796 1 -30 27 .2 7.26X10-4
0.9 0.018 2 -75 29.0 3.17x10-4

3 -115 28.4 1.45xI0-4
4 -155 28.9 1. 46X10-4
5 -190 29.1 1.04xlO-4
6 -235 26.8 6.61X10-5

34 0.396 30.5± l1.8±0.0 0.0102 0.9796 1 -72 328.5 0.169
0.9 2 -115 340.0 0.138

3 -150 343.4 0.0755
4 -180 345.5 0.118
5 -205 345.8 0.116
6 -235 346.4 0.114
7 -255 347.5 0.112

35 0.392 101±1 2.51± 0.0102 0.9796 1 -75 76.5 0.0928
0.02 2 -120 80.3 0.0209

3 -155 82.4 0.0248
4 -180 80.5 1.13X10-3
5 -205 78.9 1.82X10-3
6 -235 75.2 5.00X10-4 N

w
0

" ,
, :,



+f-
[H2S04 ]F Sample Vc-¢R I CL/CFq [eu ]F C

Run E: aL (~/min) (M) M II (mV) (rnA)

36 0.392 101±1 4.50± 0.0102 0.9796 1 -100 149.8 4.32x10-3
0.03 2 -135 149 2. 71x10-3

3 -160 148.6 2.30X10-3
4 -185 146.0 1.54xlO-3
5 -205 145.6 L82X10-3
6 -235 144 L58X10-3

37 0.392 101±1 14.7± 0.0102 0.9796 1 -110 469 2.40x10-4

0.1 2 -150 471 L 76x10-4
3 -170 470 L59X10-4
4 -145 470 L27x10-4
5 -220 471 1.09X10-4
6 -245 471 9. 86X10-5

40 0.400 30.4± 6.00± 5.14±0.4 0.9842 1 -160 86.8 0.147
0.6 0.02 x10"'"3 2 -185 88.4 0.112

3 -210 88.9 0.115
4 -235 89.4 0.115
5 -255 89.0 0.113

41 0.393 99.9± 10.7± 5.14±.04 0.9842 1 -155 169.4 0.0440
0.5 0.05 x10-3 2 -180 173.5 0.0344

3 -195 175.6 0.0137
4 -215 l75.6 8. 77x10-3
5 -230 175.8 5.25X10-3
6 -250 176.5 3. 91X10-3

42 0.393 99.9± 4.36± 5.14±O.4 0.9842 1 -125 72.3 9. 72x10-4
0.5 0.03 x10.,...3 2 -180 73.3 5. 64X10-4

3 -205 72.8 2.92X10-4
4 -230 72.2 2. 33x10-4
5 -250 72.3 1.83X10-4

43 0.393 99.9± 9.00± 5.14±304 0.9842 1 -125 148.8 4.05x10-3 N
w

0.5 0.04 x10- 2 .,...180 148.8 3.02x10-3 I-'

3 .,...205 148.5 2. 92x10-3
4 -280 148.5 2.51x10-3
5 -255 148.4 2.59X10-3



+t
[H2S04 ]F Sample Vc-¢R I CL/CFq [eu ]F C

Run S aL (m9,/min) (M) M If (mV) (rnA)

44 0.393 99.9± 16.0± 5.14±.04 0.9842 1 -125 260.0 0.0107
0.5 0.05 xI0-3 2 -170 261.6 0.0125

3 -200 262.2 0.0108
4 -225 262.1 9.59xl0-3
5 -250 262.3 0.0101

45 0.393 99.9± 20.0± 5.14±.04 0.9842 1 -100 324.3 0.0302
0.5 0.1 Xl0-3 2 -165 326.4 0.0204

3 -190 327.0 0.0162
4 -210 327.7 0.0150
5 -230 327.0 0.0161
6 -250 327.1 0.0134

47 0.393 99.9± 29.7± 5.14±.04 0.9842 1 -75 445.0 0.102
0.5 0.2 xl0-3 2 -150 447.2 0.0492

3 -185 476.3 0.0387
4 -205 479.5 0.0368
5 -225 480.7 0.0323
6 -250 480.9 0.0309

48 0.393 99.9± 33.9± 5 .14±. 04 0.9842 1 -100 511.5 0.0856
0.5 0.4 xI0-3 2 -165 531.1 0.0539

3 -190 535.5 0.0463
4 -210 538.7 0.0424
5 -230 541.0 0.0411
6 -250 543.3 0.0379
7 -270 546.0 0.0366

51 0.373 30.3± 42.5± 1.02±.005 0.9916 1 -90 77 .6 0.464
0.8 0.4 xl0-3 2 -180 84.3 0.429

3 -200 86.1 0.443
4 -220 87.0 0.432
5 -240 87.5 0.415
6 -260 88.1 0.414 N

w
N

[0 ,
, 1



++ [H2S04]F Sample V -¢ I CL/CFq [eu ]F C R C
Run E aL (rot/min) (M) M If (mV) (mA)

52 0.373 30.3± 49.2± 1.02±~005 0.9916 1 -95 86.0 0.513
0.8 0.3 x10- 2 -170 92.0 0.468

3 -200 93.6 0.454
4 -220 94.7 0.455
5 -240 95.4 0.447
6 -260 96.0 0.436

53 0.373 30.3± 58.6± l.02±.005 0.9916 1 -100 97.0 0.552
0.8 0.5 X10-3 2 -185 104.2 0.481

3 -205 105.2 0.477
4 -225 106.2 0.473
5 -250 107.2 0.466
6 -275 108.3 0.466
7 -300 109.4 0.467

55 0.383 100±1 25.1± 1.83±.02 1.019 1 ....80 157.4 0.0913
0.2 x10-3 2 -190 163.4 0.0362

3 -220 162.6 0.0334
4 -250 161.7 0.0320
5 -275 160.5 0.0328
6 -300 164.4 0.0327

56 0.383 1QO±1 44.7± 1.83±.02 1.019 1 -80 247.5 0.172
0.3 x10-3 2 -190 271.3 0.0934

3 -220 273.2 0.0880
4 -250 274.6 0.0863
5 -275 276.7 0.0825
6 -295 279.3 0.0820

57 0.383 100±1 36.5± 1. 83±. 02 1.019 1 -80 220.5 0.121:,
0.2 x10-3 2 -195 231.7 0.0659

3 -225 231.4 0.0634
4 -250 231.4 0.0612
5 -275 232.0 0.0596 N

w
6 -300 235.1 0.0590 w



+t
[H2S04]F Sample V -ep I cL/cFq [eu ]F c R c

Run E: aL (n&/min) (~) M If (mV) (mA)-

58 0.383 100±1 50.6± 1.83±.02 1.019 1 -80 284.8 0.161
0.3 X10-3 2 -190 305.5 0.0967

3 -220 307.8 0.0913
4 -245 309.8 0.0863
5 -270 312.5 0.0874
6 -290 315.6 0.0847

59 0.383 100±1 63.9± 1. 83±. 02 1.019 1 -90 340.9 0.192
0.4 x10-3 2 -190 372.7 0.127

3 -220 377 .4 0.120
4 -245 381.6 0.115
5 -270 386.0 0.110
6 -300 393.0 0.108

61 0.400 29.9± 5.04± 7.91±.05 1.000 1 -90 110.2 0.185
0.9 0.02 x10-3 2 -180 117.4 0.117

3 -215 118.7 0.0805
4 -245 118.6 0.0697
5 -270 120.2 0.0576
6 -230 119.2 0.0598

62 0.400 29.9± 1.41± 7.91±.05 1.000 1 -90 35.5 0.0253
0.9 0.02 x10-3 2 -195 36.0 0.0140

3 -225 35.4 0.0134
4 -245 34.8 0.00813
5 -265 35.0 0.00786
6 -290 36.6 0.0108

63 0.400 29.9± 6.85± 7.91±.05 1.000 1 -90 154.1 0.123
0.9 0.04 x10-3 2 -190 160.7 0.0845

3 -215 162.5 0.0638
4 -245 163.0 0.0625
5 -265 162.5 0.0589
6 -295 163.1 0.0551 N

w
~

'" . , ,



++ [H2S04 ]F Sample VC-<P R
I cLlcFq {eu ]F

C

Run £ aL (mQ,/min) (M) M II (mV) (mA)

64 0.400 29.9± 2.99± 7.91±.05 1.000 1 -90 73.8 0.0359
0.9 0.03 x10-3 2 -200 74.5 0.0193

3 -225 74.7 0.0192
4 -245 74.2 0.0214
5 -270 74.0 0.0181
6 -300 76.2 0.0158

65 0.400 29.9± 12.3± 7.91±.05 1.000 1 -90 249.6 0.159
0.9 0.1 xlO-3 2 -190 268.5 0.134

3 -220 269.9 0.126
4 -245 270.8 0.120
5 -270 271.5 0.118
6 -295 272.8 0.114

66 0.400 29.9± 18.2± 7.91±.05 1.000 1 -90 347.0 0.230
0.9 0.1 x10-3 2 -190 372.3 0.212

3 -220 375.5 0.188
4 -245 376.6 0.186
5 -275 378.3 0.183
6 -310 381.8 0.178

67 0.387 100±1 3.00± 7.91±.05 1.000 1 -90 75.0 0.0244
0.02 x10-3 2 -190 76.3 2. 64x10-3

3 -225 76.4 1.83XIO-3
4 -250 77 .4 1.02x10-3
5 -275 76.7 1.13X10-3
6 -305 76.6 7.59X10-4

68 0.387 100±1 1.93± 7.91±.05 1.000 1 -90 47.8 1.99x10-~
0.06 x10-3 2 -210 48.4 1.90X10-

3 -240 52.8 3.67x10-4
4 -270 49.5 6. 19X10-4
5 -300 51.3 2.40X10-4

N
w
VI



-H-
[H2S04]F Sample V -¢ Iq [Cu ]F c R c CL/CFRun S aL (mQ,/min) (M) M If (mV) (mA)

-

69 0.387 100±1 5.97± 7. 9l~~05 1.000 1 -90 150.8 9. 72x10-.3
0.07 x10 2 -190 151.8 4.86X10-3

3 -225 151.3 3.15x10-3
4 -250 149.1 3.22X10-3

5 -275 146.3 3.19X10-3

6 -300 151.2 3.86X10-3

70 0.387 100±1 8.29± 7.91±.05 1.000 1 -90 207.8 0.0144
0.04 X10-3 2 -190 209.1 6.14X10-3

3 -225 208.2 2.57x10-3

4 -250 208.8 4.97x10-3

5 -275 208.6 5.70x10-3

6 -310 210.2 4.51X10-3

71 0.387 100±1 12.3± 7.91±.05 1.000 1 -90 297.6 0.0224
0.1 x10-3 2 -190 303.9 7.96X10-3

3 -225 305.5 9.63x10-3
4 -250 305.8 9.27~10-3
5 -275 305.4 9.09X10-3
6 -305 305.2 8.93X10-3

72 0.387 100±1 7.09± 7.88±.06 1.000 1 -90 179.0 9.59x10-3
0.05 x10-3 2 -190 18LO 3. 41xlO-3

3 -225 181.5 2.63X10-3
4 -250 182.4 2.04x10-3
5 -275 183.5 2.79x10-3
6 -310 182.0 2.82X10-3

Runs 74 Through 83 Contain 2.99 ~ Glycerol

74 0.388 30.0± 4.06± 4.99±.01 1.434 1 -90 57.3 0.148
0.7 0.04 x10-3 2 -190 58.0 0.126

3 -225 58.4 0.112
4 -250 59.0 0.105 N

w
5 -275 59.4 0.101 0'\

6 -300 59.8 0.0978

t;.l l:o



-1+
IH2S04]F Sample VC--<PR

I CL/CFq [Cu ]F C
Run £ aL (n&/min) (M) M II (mV) (rnA)

75 0.388 30.0± 1. 72± 4.99±.01 1.434 1 -90 26.7 0.0537
0.7 0.03 X10-3 2 -190 27.3 0.0387

3 -225 27.7 0.0337
4 -250 28.0 0.0335
5 -275 27.8 0.0327
6 -300 28.6 0.0327

76 0.388 30.0± 5.76± 4.99±.01 1.434 1 -90 76.6 0.175
0.7 0.03 x10-3 2 -190 80.0 0.151

3 -225 79.5 0.155
4 -250 80.2 0.146
5 -275 80.4 0.147
6 -300 80.6 0.144

77 0.388 30.0± 7.62± 4.99±.01 1.434 1 -90 90.9 0.240
0.7 0.03 X10-3 2 -190 97.9 0.204

3 -225 98.2 0.204
4 -250 99.0 0.191
5 -275 99.5 0.190
6 -300 100.0 0.196

78 0.388 30.0± 9.43± 4.99±.01 1.434 1 -90 107.0 0.269
0.7 0.03 XlO-3 2 -190 114.5 0.240

3 -225 115.5 0.240
4 -255 116.1 0.226
5 -285 116.6 0.226
6 -310 117.6 0.222

79 0.388 30.0± 11.8± 4.99±.01 1.434 1 -90 125.1 0.301
0.7 0.04 X10-3 2 -190 133.7 0.291

3 -225 135.0 0.277
4 -250 135.6 0.275
5 -275 136.1 0.269
6 -305 137.2 0.267 N

w......



++ [H2S04 ]F Sample Vc-¢R I CL/CF
q [eu ]F C

Run E: aL (1I&/min) QD M If (mV) (mA)

80 0.388 30.0± 15.1± 4.99±.01 1.434 1 -90 152.5 0.369
0.7 0.1 x10-3 2 -190 164.3 0.321

3 -.225 165.5 0.309
4 -250 166.1 0.307
5 -275 166.6 0.301
6 -305 167.6 0.299

81 0.388 30.0± 19.8± 4.99±'01 1.434 1 -90 173.7 0.433
0.7 0.1 x10-3 2 -190 195.2 0.391

3 -225 197.0 0.383
4 -250 198.7 0.369
5 -275 200.5 0.365
6 -300 201.8 0.363

82 0.388 30.0± 25.7± 4.99±.01 1.434 1 -90 202.2 0.479
0.7 0.2 x10-3 2 -190 228.9 0.441

3 -225 232.6 0.425
4 -250 234.2 0.419
5 -275 236.0 0.419
6 -305 238 . .2 0.423

83 0.388 30.0± 33.6± 4. 99±. 01 1.434 1 -100 237.5 0.551
0.7 0.1 x10-3 2 -200 269.3 0.503

3 -240 274.1 0.485
4 -275 276.6 0.473
5 -300 278.1 0.473
6 -335 281.3 0.461
7 -365 286.3 0.471

N
Vol
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